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ABSTRACT

James Fowler has conceptualized faith as an individual's general meaning

system. His theory of faith development, which focuses on the form or structure of

faith in contrast with the contents, has been virtually absent from sociological literature'

despite being pertinent to the sociology of religion in particular. This study elucidates

the sociology of Fowler's model through an empirical invest¡gation of the effects of

liberal arts, professional, and religious post-secondary education on faith development.

Data were collected by means of a mail survey from a sample of 796 freshmen

and senior students of three different schools in the Winnipeg area' The survey

contained a 48-item self-adm¡nistered scale developed through eight pre-tested drafts

for this and future research. lt is presented as a validated alternative to Fowler's

ponderous in-person interview schedule for the assessment of faith stage

development.

The data showed little variation in stage of faith development ¡n the entire

sample, with 64% of the students being scored as Stage 4. As a result, even the

differences between groups found to be statistically significant by means of t-tests in

four of seven hypotheses were substant¡vely rather insignificant, Nevertheless, liberal

arts education showed slightly more developmental effects than professional or

religious education. Qualitative data collected from the seniors corroborated and

explicated these quantitative findings by indicating that liberal arts education was more



oriented to existential open-mindedness, whefeas professional educat¡on did not

address human meaning-making systematically, and religious education was more

oriented to some cognitive closure.

Regression analysis of the effect of various demographic factors other than

education on faith development, performed for the purpose of statist¡cal control and

elaboration, produced an R2 of .10, and various measures of the effect of religion on

faith develoþment were inconclusive. The unexpectedly high faith stage scores of

post-secondary students in general were intefpreted as being at least partially a social

product of cultural shifts promoted by higher education.
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CHAPTER ONE

FORMULATION OF THE BESEARCH PFOBLEM

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the primary properties that distinguishes human life from non-human life

is the fact that the healthy, mature person is a conscious subject. Despite theories

such as radical behaviourism, which reduce the individual to an obiect operated on by

his or her environment, most people conceive of themselves as operat¡ve agents in a

manner utterly unlike animal or plant life. By this conception, humans are said to be

self-conscious or self-aware. The exercise of consciousness and conceptualization

leads individuals to ask questions about themselves and their environment in an effort

to know and, preferably, bring coherence to their experience. But more than merely

knowing life, people seek to understand it, to reach conclusions about its meaning.

The individual will not rest until conclusions about meaning are reached, one way or

another, however tentatively. He or she will then align his or her behaviour in

accordance with these judgments of fact. The universal character of human existence

is that people experience, understand, judge, and choose. (Lonergan, 1957)

These actions are a description of the process or method of being human, the

forms of being, knowing, and doing, as taught by one such form, modern science. The
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particular contents of these forms and processes vary widely from individual to

individual, from culture to culture. For example, contents may be dichotomized as

retigious or irreligious, and there are virtually innumerable additional ways of analyzing

the contents of human consciousness. However, the forms and processes themselves

can become part of the contents of consciousness, We can know knowing' We can

know the "method that we are" (Lonergan, 1957) without necessar¡ly knowing who we

are, which is to say ihat we can comprehend and analyze the facticity of the process of

beìng human w¡thout concerning ourselves with particular individual conclusions and

choices. We can answer the "how" question of form and process, without concerning

ourselves w¡th the "what" question of contents.

lf we focus on the forms and process of the conscious experience of being

human, we are inquiring into the character¡stically human enterprise of meaning-

making. lf it is true that every person rout¡nely, though perhaps unwittingly, constructs

a meanlng system, at least two questions logically follow. Why do they do so, and

how or by what means do they do so? lf we then choose to bypass the more

philosophical first question and focus on the more scient¡fic second quest¡on, two

further gener¡c categories of questions present themselves. First, how does the

indiv¡dual structure his or her meaning-making? What are the various dimensions

and/or levels, and how are they related? ls it coherent or comprehensive, stat¡c or

dynamic? Second, what influences bear upon meaning-making? What prompts it to

change, if and when it does? These questions of structure and influence can be

addressed by employing the constructs of faith and education.



A. Faith Development

Faith has traditionally been associated more with rel¡gion than with meaning-

making, as theological, histor¡cal, comparative, philosophical, and social scientific

surveys of the construct all reveal (Lee, 1990). The biblical writer of Ephesians, in 2:8,

describes faith as a gift of grace from God, thereby placing it outside human instincts,

reactions, or responses. However, lmmanuel Kant conceived of faith as a form of

practical reasoning, which he distinguished from theoretical reasoning, through which

humans had direct exper¡ence of and access to God (Stallknecht, 1950). To Kant,

faith was more a matter of volition than perception; faith was something one did in

response to God. Reasoning from a mystical rather than a moral point of view, William

James (1902) regarded faith as a response to the human awareness of a higher,

spiritual universe. ln this century, theologian Kar¡ Barth and psychologist Emil Brunner,

in Nature and Grace (1935), debated whether faith was grasped by human mental

effort or by immediate awareness as a g¡ft. Barth defended the Ephesian position that

faith was entirely under div¡ne control, whereas Brunner advanced the position that has

been adopted by contemporary social science. ln this conception, faith ¡s "explicitly a

conflict, need-based, motivation-driven model in which persons must have God to

survive. . . [Brunner's] model firmly sees faith as a necessary process in religion"

(Malony, 1990:79). Faith thus conceived is not "above nature," but is a mental process

of meaning-making within the context of religion, and therefore accessible to scientific

investigation.

ln a radical departure from the religious embeddedness of the concept of faith,
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one recent soc¡al scientific theory equates faith with individual meaning systems in

general. This theory has been developed by James Fowler, currently at Emory

University in Atlanta, and the rough equation of faith with meaning systems is evident

in the title of his most important work, Sfagtes of Faith: The Psychology of Human

Development and the Quest for Meaning (1981). By this definition of faith, Fowler's

theory is therefore intentionally not limited to the conventional religious connotation of

faith. lnstead, it describes the most generic and most profound process of being

human. However, Fowlefs work is not focused on a theory of faith per se, but on how

individuals structure the meanings of their lives. According to his model, structuring

occurs at six levets of sophist¡cation that Fowler identifies as developmental stages

which may or may not occur over the duration of an individual's life. The stages are as

follows:

Stage 1 lntuitive-Projective Faith

This stage is characterized by an emotional egocentrism, a vivid

imagination, and episodic experience that is largely imitative.

Mythic-Literal Faith

This stage is characterized by an unreflective, uncritical cohering of

experience into linear narrative, based on cause and effect relations and

concrete external structures of good and bad.

Synthetic-Conventional Faith

This stage is characterized by more comptexity and abstraction, and is

Stage 2

Stage 3



Stage 4

Stage 5

Stage 6

5

abte to reflect back upon itself, even though ¡t is essentially conformist in

its orientation to signif¡cant others and groups, and in its unconscious

embrace of ideology.

lndividuative-Ref lective Faith

This stage is characterized by the critical exam¡nation or

demythologizing of commitments for the purpose of consfucting a

personal, explicit meaning system that is rationally defensible and

exclusive.

Conjunctive Faith

This stage is characterized by a postcr¡tical awakening to the

paradoxical nature of truth and the need to unite the seeming opposìtes

of assertion and waiting, logic and mystery. lt replaces tribalism and

ideological warfare with an epistemotogical humility, an ironic

imagination, and a second or willed naivete that ¡s open to the larger

movement of spir¡t.

Universalizing Faith

This stage is characterized by an extremely rare and radical

"decentration from self" along with kenos¡s, or emptying of self, in an

identification with the ult¡mate. This all-consuming commitment to justice

and love often leads to the martyrdom of these extraordinary people.



Each stage consists of different levels of what Fowler terms "Aspects," which together

provide an operational definition of faith, as well as specific continuities between the

stages. The seven Aspects are as follows:

Aspect A Form of Logic (Piaget)

Aspect B Social Perspective Taking (Selman)

Aspect C Form of Moral Judgment (Kohlberg)

Aspect D Bounds of Social Awareness

Aspect E Locus of Authority

Aspect F Form of World Coherence

Aspect G Role of Symbols

Thus, by measuring each one of these aspects, Fowler's model purports to identify any

individual's stage of faith development, which is in effect to describe his or her

structure of meaning-making. Table 1-1 outlines the essence of the model,

As a theory of development, Fowler's model can be described in terms of seven

major issues addressed by all developmental theories (Hayslip and Panek, 1989).

First, Fowleis theory is obviously committed to a stage conception of development, in

which the elements of each stage have an organizing principle, and in which each

stage is a prerequisite for the next. This conception contrasts with other

developmental theor¡es in which elements develop independently. Second, Fowler's

theory is qualitative in that it considers change to occur through the acquisition of

completely new structures and processes. This contrasts with the quantitative
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conception of change through continuous accumulation of minor modifications. Third,

Fowler's conception of the role the individual plays in his or her own development is

that it may be either act¡ve or passive or both. Fourth, Fowler's theory is decidedly

focused upon the forces of nurture as they occur through learning and environmental

influences, in contrast with the hereditary forces of nature. Fifth, Fowler's model is

holistic in that it requires the observation of more than one piece of evidence and the

determination of overall meaning. ln contrast, elementar¡st¡c models reduce

assessment to single, observable, stimulus-response connections. Sixth, Fowler's

theory is also decidedly structu ral-functional in its analysis. This contrasts w¡th

antecedent-consequential attempts to explain development on the basis of immediately

causal factors that can be identified. Seventh, and finally, Fowler's theory is clearly

non-deterministic, in contrast with deterministic theories which hold the individual

captive to biology, past experience, or environmental conditions.

B. Education

Turning to the second questìon, the influences that bear upon the process of

constructing meaning, either to cause fixation at a certain stage of development or to

cause advancement to a subsequent stage, are myriad. One such influence would

presumably be the process of education, the intent of which is usually presumed to be

the fostering of development of some kind or another. Education can also be further

specified and categorized in terms of several parameters, three of which are form,

level, and content orientat¡on.



lnformal education, which is often equated with unsupervised learning, can be

contrasted with formal education, which has evolved into a full-blown social institution

in modern society. Formal education, in turn, has been roughly differentiated into

elementary, secondary, and post-secondary levels. And in terms of content

orientation, educational programs and institutions can be divided into those which

propound religious meaning systems and those which propound non-religious or

secular meaning systems. At present, this latter distinction also closely mirrors a

public-private dichotomy of education in Canada. A second dichotomy in content

orientation at the post-secondary level is the difference between those programs

primarily intended to enrich the student's understanding of life, and those intended to

equip the student with vocational skills.

Most theor¡es of human development locate the majority of their crucial stages

in childhood and adolescence, which suggests that it is the elementary and secondary

levels of education that are potentially most implicated in developmental psychology.

Adulthood and higher education are generally not associated with constructivist or

structural development. When persons in Canada reach ìhe legal age of eighteen

years, they are considered to have matured to the extent that society is w¡lling to

accept them as responsible citizens, with the implicit assumption that further

substantial development is no longer expected or desired. They are no longer required

by law to participate in developmental structures such as education, and that which is

voluntarily chosen is usually for practical reasons such as vocational preparation. The

termination of compulsory universal education prior to adulthood might suggest that its

ability to effect further development is questioned. Certainly, with the onset of
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adulthood, the individual has normally reached a level of complexity that makes the

promotion of stage transitions increasingly problematic. The factors of development

have by then become too var¡ed and uncertain.

Yet faith development remains the premise of at least one type of higher

education. The content of religious education would appear, superficially, to focus

more on the process of meaning-making than does the content of secular education'

Of course, how faith development is addressed is at least as crucial to the probability

of faith development as the degree to which it is addressed at all. Any type of

education could conceivably retard progress through the stages of Fowler's model of

faith development as readily as hasten it, depending on the bias of the content of that

education. The closest conelate to religious education in secular education is that of

the liberal arls, which, though less accept¡ng of the label of faith development, are

nevertheless presumably engaged more directly in the process and structuring of

meaning-making than professional or vocational education.

Whether any measurable faith development occurs at all because of posl

secondary education, either religious or secular, liberal arts or professional, is the

question at which we have arrived. By testing for the effect of post-secondary

education on faith development, we are examining the outer limits of a relationship

between tvvo variables that will reveal much of interest to theoreticians and

practitioners in both fields.



II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Both religion and educat¡on are foundat¡onal social institutions, and both the

sociology of religion and the sociology of education are acknowledged sub-disciplines

w¡thin the field of sociology. The relatively recent emergence of faith development as

a dist¡nct area of inquiry has contributed much of interest to the study of both religion

and education. The leading theory of faith development is the one introduced by

Fowler and Keen in 1978, formalized by James Fowler in Stages of Faith (1981 ), and

summarized by Fowler in 1986(a). lt consists of a "creative, if unorthodox" (Jardine

and Viljoen, 1992179) combination and expansion of Erikson's (1950) psychosocial

schema, Piaget's (1972) cognitive schema, Kohlberg's (1976) moral schema, and

Selman's ( 1 974) interpersonal schema. Though grounded in developmental

psychology, Fowler's faith development model tends to be viewed, despite his protests,

as primarily a construct of religious phenomena. Our concern here is the effect of

education on faith development, when the latter is understood as descr¡ptive of, but noi

limited to religion.

Our task will be to identify the points of contact between the sociology of

religion and faith development theory, to advance sociological and non-sociological

critiques of faith development theory, to delineate the theoret¡cal relationsh¡p between

faith development and education, and finally to rev¡ew the research on the effect of

education on faith development.
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A. Falth Development and the Soclology of Religion

Faith development theory has been virtually absent from sociological literature

to date. Unt¡l the middle of 1989, it did not produce a single citation when employed

as a descriptor in Sociofile, a computer index of all articles published in sociological

journals since T 974. lt does not appear in Silverman's Bibliography of Measurement

Techniques Used ¡n the Soc¡al Scientif¡c Study of Religion (1983). Silverman classifies

measurements in the sociology of religion into nineteen subject categories, five of

which include Glock's (1965) now classic dimensions of religiosity -- beliefs, practices,

knowledge, experience and consequences -- which were later reformulated as the

experiential, the ideological, the ritualistic, the intellectual, and the consequential

(Glock, 1973). These, together with values and or¡entat¡ons, perhaps come closest to

the concept of faith development, but none do it justice.

This neglect by sociologists may be due to two factors. First, the study of faith

development may be deemed to fall outside the purv¡ew of mainsfeam sociology. lt

may be apprehended as being more individualistic than social, occurr¡ng within the

psyche of the subject, and as developmental psychology, simply too microscopic for

sociology. But sociology consists of two distinct streams. Macrosociology focuses on

the relationship betvveen large-scale social structures, institutions, and systems,

whereas microsociology focuses on the everyday, faceto-face interact¡ons among

individuals. lnasmuch as theoretical perspectives such as symbolic interactionism and

phenomenology already swell the stream of microsociology, the individualistic objection

to faith development theory ¡s faint and feeble. Second, and more likely, faith
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development as a topic of inquiry is in its infancy, and sociologists simply have not

iurned to studying ¡t yet. lf its social scientif¡c formulations can in fact be dated to the

late 1970's and early 1980's, it is understandable that scholarly efforts thus far have

focused on verification and refinement of the theory, as opposed to applications in

various settings by various disciplines. However, the time has come for sociologists to

begin working w¡th faith development theory so as to evaluate its veracity and

illuminate ¡ts ut¡lity.

An examinat¡on of selected elements of fa¡th development theory reveals that it

in fact contains much that is pertinent to the established concerns of sociology in

general and the sociology of religion in particular. Four pertinencies will be reviewed

here: the nature of rel¡gion, the relational nature of faith, the process of religious

change, and the measurement of religion,

1 . The Nature of Religion

At the core of this emerging dialogue lies the very definition of the phenomenon

under scrutiny. One representative sociological definition of religion is "a system of

beliefs and practices by which a group of people interprets and responds to what they

feel is sacred, and usually, supernatural as well" (Johnstone, 1988:13). This is known

by sociologists as a substantive definition, one that defines what religion is. lt attempts

to establish categor¡es of religious content that qualify as religion (Mccuire, 1992).

Categor¡es such as the convent¡onaily religious, the nominally religious, the

alternatively religious, and the non-religious are derived from ¡t (Glock and Wuthnow,
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1979). A second type of definition, known as a functional definition, emphasizes what

religion does for an individual and social group. ln defining religion by the social

function it fulfils, the content of religious belief and practice is less important than the

consequences of religion.

The focus of faith development theory comports well with the functional

definitions of religion that challenge the sociology of religion to expand its horizons to

the non-theistic and non-supernatural, Luckmann (1967), Yinger (1970), and Bellah

(1970) are among the strongest contemporary advocates of the position that socìal

science must view any kind of search for ultimate meaning as essent¡ally religious.

Tillich (1957), who described religion as that which was one's "ult¡mate concern", and

Niebuhr (1960), who insisted that "to have faith and to have a god is one and the

same thing" (1960:118), are twentieth century theologians who hold to the same

position. Yinger is convinced that the search for ultimate meaning is universal, but

others such as Geertz (1968), have maintained that the assumption of an intrinsic and

universal need for meaning is not justified. Roberts (1990) has added the refinement

that individual meaning systems are most properly conceived as faith, whereas religion

is a social phenomenon, a distinction that is also evident in Fowler. Fowler's basic

conception of faith is the individual making, maintenance, and transformation of human

meaning. By invoking Becker's (1968) term ol homo poeta -- man the meaning-maker

-- he too thereby claims faith to be a human universal.

Faith, rather than belief or religion, is the most fundamental category of
the human quest for relation to transcendence. Faith, it appears, is
generic, a universal feature of human living, recognizably similar
everywhere despite the remarkable variety of forms and contents of
religious practice and belief . (1981 :14)
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Fowler, whose own graduate study included the sociology of religion, carefully

differentiates faith from betief or religion precisely on the basis of patterns or structures

of relationship, as opposed to contents of thought, Faith answers the questions of how

one understands, judges, and chooses, not what one understands, judges, or chooses,

James (1902) was the first to character¡ze belief as mere intellectual content, ¡n

contrast with faith. Allport (1950) noted that, although the term "faith" is often used to

refer to things that are less than sure, belief in something nonetheless implies a more

perfunctory and less ser¡ous relationship than faith ¡n the same thing. "Faith is more

complex psychologically than is simple belief" (Allport, 1950:123). ln building upon the

more recent work of the comparative religionist WilÍred Cantwell Smith in The Meaning

and End of Religion (1963), Fowler also takes belief to be the "holding of certain ideas.

. . (which) may be one of the ways faith expresses itself " (1981 :1 1 ). Religion, for

Fowler, is a particular cumulative tradition of belief .

Fa¡th, in contrast, "involves an alignment of the heart or will, a commitment of

loyalty and trust" (Fowler, 1981 :1 1). lt is an emotional commitment to a way of life that

informs one's ident¡ty. When also religious, it constitutes what the social psychologists

of religion Batson and Ventis (1982) called "true religion," in that it involves more than

the mere belief and practice of religion in traditional, customary ways which they

identified as "false religion." Fowler's concept of faith agrees with the ways in which

Browning (1968) asserted that faith is qualitatively different from and beyond belief,

though it contains elements of belief as a subset. Malony summarized Browning's

distinctives of faith as follows:

'1) faith combines a number of beliefs into a whole worldview, i.e., it is
inclusive; 2) faith is that act which provides one's basic identity, i.e., it is
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focused on the self; and 3) the cerlainty of conviction lhat emerges from
fa¡th d¡ffers radically from the cause-effect assumptions that are used in

daily problem-solving, i.e. faith is not dependent on repeated empirical
verif ication of the f ive senses. (Malony, 1990:84)

Fowler's view of faith as universal meaning-making, in which the transcendent

may or may not be viewed as sacred, makes his faith dêvelopment theory applicable

to the religious and non-religious alike. lndeed, faith as such reaches well beyond

substantive theories of religion. The Buddhist, Christian, and atheistic mater¡alist all

have faith in common, though their beliefs are different. lt is even possible, as Fowler

himself illustrated (1981:16-1e), to have faith in a family, business, university, or

nation-state. lf faith is much deeper and more personal than belief or religion, as

Fowler (1981:9), folìowing Smith (1979:12), asserted, then faith is not far removed from

the everyday constructions of general meaning elucidated by symbolic interact¡onism,

or from the focus on the nature of consciousness and social worlds elucidated by

phenomenology. Faith then has much to do with the individual's "paramount reality"

and "fundamental anxiety" (Schutz, 1962), and with the indiv¡dual's appropr¡ation of the

group's comprehensive meaning system, elucidated as its "symbolic universe" in

Berger and Luckmann's sociological ctassic, Ihe Social Construction of Realíty (1966).

A symbolic universe is nomic or ordering in character, and what Berger and Luckmann

described as a "sheltering canopy" functioning to shield the individual from anomic

terror, Berger (1967) later readily reinterpreted as a "sacred canopy" replete with

plausìbility structures. Thus the pr¡ority and affinity of faith as meaning-making to

religion is evident in general sociological theory itself.

To the extent that faith is a universal -- and not just a religious --
phenomenon, it implicates all of us - as eilher Christians, or Jews, or
unbelievers, sociologists, socialisls, pacif ists, or whatever.
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Traditionalism, dogmat¡sm, or shallowness are obstacles in "faith
development" as much in sociology as in religion, in interpersonal
relations as in relating to myself. As it stands today, faith development
constitutes a vast program for both empirical research and theoretical
formulation. Only further research can fulfil these hopes. (Hegy,
1987:123).

2. The Relational Nature of Faith

A second point of contact between faith development theory and the sociology

of religion also pertains to core conceptualizations. As already noted, Browning's

( 1968) second d¡st¡nctive of faith is that it is focused on the self and

contributes to one's basic identity. Fowler's definition of fa¡th is consistent with this

inherently relational or social criterion. Sociologists from Simmel and Durkheim onward

have viewed religion as essent¡ally a social phenomenon. Durkheim described the

sacred as "all sorts of collective states, common traditions and emotions, feelings

which have a relationship to objects of general ¡nterest" (quoted in Pickering, 1975:95).

lndividual impressions, he concluded, could never be anything more than profane.

God was society, and society was God. But fa¡th as def¡ned by Fowler is more than

merely social. lt is interactional in the enduring theoretical tradition of sociology.

Fowler eschewed both behaviouristic and maturationistic theor¡es in his model.

The structural-developmental interactional approach calls us to view
development as resulting from the interchange between an active,
innovative subject and a dynamic, changing environment . . . .

Development results from efforts to restore balance between subject and
environment when some factor of maturation or of environmental change
has disturbed a previous equilibrium. (1981:100)

Fowler derived his notion of faith as be¡ng interact¡onal from H. Richard
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Niebuhr, who, like Fowler, was both a theologian and a social scientist. Niebuhr in turn

was profoundly influenced by George Herbert Mead, the progenitor of symbolic

interactionism (Garrett, 1987). The macro-sociological strain of Niebuhr's thought

examined the life and theology of the church in terms of race and class in lhe Socral

Sources of Denomínational¡sn (1929), and of culture in Christ and Culture (1951).

However, the micro-sociological strain of Niebuhr's thought evolved from a vehement

an¡mosity toward "bourgeois individualism" in The Social Sources of

Denominationalism (1929), through an ¡ncorporat¡on of Meadian social psychology in

The Meaning of Hevelat¡on (1941 ), to a sympathetic evaluation of selfhood in the

posthumously published The Besponsible Se/f (1963). For example, Garrett (1987)

demonstrated how Niebuhr's concept of revelation as social interaction was built upon

Mead's concept of taking the role of the other, in this case God. Martin Buber's "l-

Thou" is another classic example of sociological theology in the Meadian tradition

(Pfuetze, I961).

Fowler's wr¡tings consistently demonstrate a preference for the sociological

notion of self, in contrast with the psychological notion of personality, or even the

anthropological notion of character. By his definition, "to be a self means to be a

human being w¡th structuring patterns that shape a distinctive style of being as a

person" (Fowler, 1987:55). This self is embodied and reflexive, and is characterized

by distinctive patterns of knowing, valuing, and constructing meaning in the context of

self-other, self-self, and self-ultimate relations. Fowler readily related his theory of faith

development to Kegan's (1982) theory of the "evolving self" (Fowler, 1 987). ln so

doing, it is noteworthy that Fowleis concept of self is based upon the presumption of
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some relat¡vely unchanging components of the self, of a "core" self that develops but

does not alter its essential substance,

This concept of a core self is anathema to symbolic interactionists of the

"Chicago School," who view the self as der¡ving from each particular situation,

constantly in process, and subject to ongoing negot¡ation by the parties involved

(Reynolds, 1990). Becker (1986), for example, attributes personal change in adult l¡fe

to "situational adjustments", and personal stability to "commitments", rather than to any

substance of the self. Goffman's (1959) early dramaturgical presentation of self

constitutes an outright denial of a substant¡ve self, as if it were a modern myth that

people are forced to enact, though he later acknowledged the influence of personality

(1974). Furthermore, structural symbolic interactionists such as Stryker (1980) also

lack a concept of a substantive self behind the roles played by the actor. Turner's

(1976; 1 978) search for the "real" self is a rare exception. lt follows then that symbolic

interactionists have traditionally rejected theories of universal, invariant sequences of

stages of development of a substantive self (Fine, 1986), even though Mead's three

developmental phases of self-hood (play stage, game stage, and generalized other

stage) agree with Piaget's stages of development on five major points (Denzin, 1975).

Only more recently has Weigert's (1986) metatheoretical foundations of identity, and

Weigert, Teitge, and Teitge's (1986) more generic and integrative sociological

psychology made allowance for the type of substantive, developmental self assumed in

Fowler's theory.

Nevertheless, the Meadian ¡nfluence at work in Fowler's intellectual formation
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suggests why his anthropology cannot conceive of the exercise of fa¡th outside of

relationship with some other indiv¡dual or group, for, as Mead (1934) argued, there can

be no extant self without society. Faith, according to Fowler, is a dynamic, triadic

relationship in which the "self is bound to others by shared trust and loyalty. (These)

t¡es to others are mediated, formed and deepened by shared or common trusts in and

loyalties to centres of supraordinate value" (1986a:17), Fowler repeatedly emphasizes

that this way of being in relationship is constantly active, just as the concomitant

process of meaning-making, or "faithing," is constantly active. As he insists, and as

Stokes (1989) takes for his title, Faifh is a Veb.

Fowler pays particular attention to the social dimension of faith in the "Bounds

of Social Awareness" aspect of his developmental model. Symbolic interactionist

dimensions of faith are particularly evident in the "Role of Symbols" aspect, and in the

"Social Perspective-Taking" aspect, where the concepts of self, others, and

"generalized other" are foundational. So faith, like religion, is inherently social and

interactional, and therefore within the theoretical scope of microsociology. The

sociological flavour of Fowler's particular concept of faith is readily apparent in his

formal and comprehensive definition of faith, as evidenced by the concepts of self,

social interaction, social conditions, and constructed meanings:

People's evolved and evolving ways of experiencing self, others and
world (as they construct them)
as related to and affected by the ultimate conditions of ex¡stence (as
they construct them)
and of shaping their lives' purposes and meanings, trusts and loyalties,
in light of the character of being, value and power determining the
ultimate conditions of existence (as grasped in their operative images --
conscious and unconscious -- of them)
(1981:92-93, form and parentheses in original)
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Fowler's sociological flavour is never more evident than when he applied his theory to

the particularity of Chr¡stian lailh in Becoming Adult, Becoming Chilstian (1984) and

Faith Development and Pastoral Care (1987). His emphasis on the notions of

community, covenant, and vocation, the latter of which he distances from the classic

concept of destiny, or the concept of self-actualization in modern par¡ance, constantly

underscores the relational nature of faith.

3. The Process of Religious Change

A third commonality between faith development theory and the sociology of

religion to be reviewed here is their mutual attention to dynamics or change. The

themes of evolulion and "breakthrough" pervade Weber's seminal Sociology of Religion

(1963). Religious change understood at the macro sociolog¡caì level has focused upon

what is known as the secularization thesis. ln terms of the substantive definition of

religion, secularization chronicles the cultural decline of the traditional, organized

religions in the face of modernity into mere market entries (Berger, 1967) selling

professional serv¡ces (Bibby, 1987). ln terms of the functional definition of religion,

secularization chronicles the transformation of traditional religions into forms such as

invisible religion (Luckmann, 1967) or civil religion (Bellah, 1967). The status of the

secular¡zat¡on thesis is currently tenuous. Lyon (1985) has called for an "intellectual

overhaul", but Mccuire (1987; 1992) has dropped the concept entirely in the second

and third editions of her textbook on the sociology of religion. ln a volume notable for

its weight and its substantive definition of religion, Stark and Bainbridge (1985) directly

contradict the secularization thesis, describing it as "selÊlimiting." Faith development
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theory may prov¡de another alternative explanation for the process often interpreted as

secular¡zation.

Religious change understood at the micro sociological level has focused on

socialization, conversion, and more recently, apostasy, Religious or non-religious

world views are acquired by individuals through the process of socialization, which

employs many different agents over the course of time, one of which is formal

education. ln a sense, a study of the effect of education on faith development is

sìmply a study in socialization. Conversion also connotes religious change, albeit

generally more suddenly. lt is the "transformation of one's self concurrent w¡th a

transformaiion of one's basic meaning system" (Mccuire, 1992:71). ln actual

experience, conversion is also more of a process than an event, requiring

resocialization for completion. However, personal process may continue on and take

the form of apostasy, which is the rejection of a personal religious identity once held

(Hadaway and Roof, 1988). Bromley (1988) emphasized the processual nature of

what he called religious disaffiliation, and suggested that no single term has come to

represent it the way conversion has come to represent religious affiliat¡on.

Fowler disputes the inclusion of "transformat¡on of self" in the def¡nition of

conversion, and reserves the concept for changes in the contents of faith that can

occur suddenly or gradually within the forms of any faith stage.

Conversion is a significant recentering of one's previous conscious or
unconscious images of value and power, and the conscious adoption of
a new set of master stories in the commitment to reshape one's life in a
new community of interpretation and action. (1981:281)

Fowler would also dispute the very possibility of Bromley's (1988) title, Fall¡ng frcm the
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Faith. lt faith is understood as Fowler def¡nes it, apostasy may be religious

disaffiliation, but it is not loss of faith, because the latter is not possible according to

Fowler's model, Supposedly, conversion and apostasy are therefore only tangential to

faith development theory, the focus of which is upon the form of faith, or

"transformation of self," as opposed to the content of faith, or "transformation of

meaning system."

Much sociological literature concurs with the "change of contents" definition of

conversion and apostasy. The symbolic interactionist Trav¡sano (1986), for example,

differentiates between conversion and alternation. Conversions here are understood

as drastic, proscribed iransformations of identity based upon an entirely new "informing

aspect", transformations that require a change in the source of authority and a

negation of former identity. For a Jew to become a Christian requires a break with the

past and a reorganization of life. Alternations are easier, even prescribed transitions.

For a Jew to become a Unitarian is understood as an extension of an existing program

in a permissible direction. Fowlefs faith stage changes are hence more compatible

with Travisano's alternations than w¡th conversions.

On the other hand, social psychological theorists such as Batson and Ventis

(1982) view the movement to a higher cognitive stage as the epitome of transformative

religious experience, or conversion. Among cognitive structural theorists, some, such

as Moseley (1978), reserve ihe concept of conversion for transformations of both form

and content. Roberts (1990) suggested a distinction between lateral conversions

(same stage - new contents), stage conversions (new stage - same contents), and
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diagonal conversions (new stage - d¡fferent contents). Roberts has also credited

theories such as Fowler's for raising many interesting questions about conversion and

commitment that need empirical invest¡gation. For example, are lateral conversions

more likely to follow an affective motif, and diagonàl conversions an intellectual motif?

Does cognitive dissonance more readily induce certain types of conversions? ls an

individual's developmental stage a predisposing or deterring condition for recruitment

to any particular religious tradition? ls the process of conversion and commitment any

different at the different stages? Addressing these types of questions could add

considerable richness to the predisposing conditions (in contrast to the more

secondary situational contingencies) in Lofland's (1977) sociologically more familiar

funnel-process model of conversion, and to Kanter's (1972) model of instrumental,

affective, and moral commitment.

It is hardly necessary to argue further that faith development theory is focused

on religious change. lndeed, this is the very cause of great discomfort for some of the

"faithful" who do not distinguish betvveen form and content.

Those persons for whom faith is an unchanging absolute often cannot
understand faith development. Developmental faith is an anachronism
for lhem. lt is sacrilegious to speak of faith and change in ihe same
breath. (Bruning and Stokes, 1983:48)

Yet it should be equally evident that the inclusion of faith development by the sociology

of religion could inform its understanding of secularization, socialization, conversion,

and apostasy, among other topics. Fowler states that faith development theory can

provide "a valid, normative, trans-religious perspective on religious socialization," while

"avoiding blatant or subtle religious imperialism" (1 976:189).



4. The Measurement of Religion

The fourth and final commonality shared by faith development theory and the

sociology of religion to be addressed here is their mutual efforts directed toward the

measurement of relig¡on. With exceptions such as Glock and Stark (1965), or

Malony's (1985; 1987) "Religious Status lnterview" which only evaluates Christian

religion, not religion in general, the scientific measurement of religion has for the most

part focused on aspects other than the content of religion, because the study of

contents, such as the decline of orthodoxy, is by itself an atheoretical exercise. The

measurement of religion in the last half century has evolved from simple typologies, to

a more detailed identification of the multiple dimensions of religiosity, to the complexiÇ

and sophistication of developmental theories. Each of these approaches can be

illustrated ¡n turn, with comment and comparison to Fowler's theory.

Allport's (1950, 1967) early division of religion into extr¡nsic [E] and intrinsic []

styles has been the most useful and influential categor¡zat¡on. Batson and Ventis

( 1982) have added a third category, quest [Q], and have marshalled a substantial

range of empirical evidence, though Hood and Morr¡s [1985] dispute aspects of it. The

E-l-Q categorization has partial overlap with the LAM scales developed by Hunt (1972),

which divide approaches to religion into an uncritical "literal" [L] acceptance, an "anti-

literal" [A] rejection of belief, or a "mythical" [M] or symbolic acceptance of belief. The

LAM scale, in turn, loosely parallels Wiebe's (1984) more theoretical classification of

religion into traditional literall, modern ldisbeliefl, and critical [symbolic] types.
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Some parallels of these typologies w¡th Fow¡er's theory of faith development

have already been drawn. For example, Chirban (1981) has shown that Allport's E

and I dimensions correlate sign¡ficantly with early and later stages of Fowleis theory,

And Barnes, Doyle, and Johnson (1989) discuss the similarities of the E-l-Q division

with Fowleis Stages 2-5. However, both the LAM scale and Wiebe's theory propose

only two major types of belief, along w¡th a type of unbelief, whereas the E-l-Q division

provides three types, and Fowler's theory provides four stages common to adults.

Regarding the dimensions of religion, Glock's (1965) classic five dimensions

and Silverman's (1983) catalogue have already been mentioned. King and Hunt

(1967; 1 969; 1 975) have demonstrated the multidimensionality of religion in a series of

studies. Hilty, Morgan, and Burns (1984) have added a number of specific

recommendations for further adjustments in the techniques and forms of measuring

religious dimensions. In a recent review of numerous studies of religion, Cornwall,

Albrecht, Cunningham, and Pitcher (1986) conclude that there are three pr¡mary

components of religion: the cognitive, affective, and behavioral. For the most part,

these var¡ous efforts at identifying and measuring the dimensions of relig¡on do not

correspond closely with Fowler's dimensions or aspecls of faith. ThÌs, however, only

reflects and supports hís contention, discussed above, that faith and religion are two

quite separate entities.

It has proven challenging enough for soc¡al science to identify styles and

dimensions of relig¡on. To attempt to arrange these elements in a developmental

sequence is to go a considerable step further. But developmental theor¡es, and
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developmental psychology in general, appear to be a peculiar North American

fascination. A glut of theories have appeared in the last quarter century, to the extent

that an analysis of the development of development, or a theory of the theories is now

possible, even within moral and religious development alone (Rogers, 1980).

The recent theory of Richard Kahoe and Mary Jo Meadow (1981), for example,

has drawn some attention and bears a striking resemblance to Fowleas theory.

Meadow and Kahoe (1984), postulated that spir¡tuality evolves from the service of ego-

centric needs (extrinsic religion), to loyalty to a religious community (observance

religion), to commitment to religious ideals for their own sake (intrinsic religion), to a

private quest for ultimate truth (autonomous religion). This indeed is the closest

parallel of strictly religious development with Fowler's model of faith development, both

in terms of its theoretical r¡chness, and its range and subslance of explanatory power.

The relative lack of attention to faith development theory in general sociological

literature to this point is undoubtably understandable, and perhaps pardonable. But

interest is growing among sociologists of religion, as the textbooks of the sub-discipline

reveal. Hargrove (1989) has recently used Fowler's model as the organizing principle

for a chapter on the interaction of religion and education. Roberts (1990) included a

thorough analysis of Fowler's model in his chapter on the social psychology of

conversion and commitment. And social psychology is probably the most appropriate

disciplinary location for the theory.

More specifically, in terms of the "three faces" of social psychology outlined by
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House (1977), Fowler's theory has several elements in common with psychological

social psychology, or what Weigert (1983; 1986) termed soc¡ological psychology. As

already discussed, it also has much in common with symbolic interactionism, despite

the differing view of the substant¡ve self. On the oiher hand, Fowler's model has very

few elements in common with the third "face" of social psychology, social structure and

personality, or what Weigert termed psychological sociology. Whatever its designation,

surely a theory of dynamic, social meaning-making has much to offer the social

sc¡entific study of religion, assuming it has merit. lt is to that question that we turn

next.

B. Critiques of Falth Development Theory

ln the few short years since it entered the academic community, Fowler's faith

development theory has already approached the slatus of the most credible,

substant¡ve, and respected theories it subsumes, namely, the structural-developmental

correlates previousty elucidated by Erikson (psychosocial), Piaget (cognitive) and

Kohlberg (moral). When dealing with social scientif ic perspectives of faith

development, lhe Handbook of Faith (lee, 1990) devotes almost all of its attention to

Fowler's theory, which it describes as "the most comprehensive model available"

(Malony, 1990:89). Elsewhere, Butman judges Fowler's theory to be simply "the most

useful theoretÌcal model available" (1990:17). lt is a classic example of that which is at

once both a brilliant explication of the universal and an almost intuitive explication of

the particular. As Dyksfa and Parks slate:
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Fowlefs theory is more than just one of any number of interesting and
potentially useful academic analyses. lt is an expression of a wider
cultural and intellectual mood. lt is a consolidation and crystallization of
a whole way of seeing things that is already in some sense "out there."
Fowler, we think, tells many of his readers, but ¡n a way that they could
not have put ¡t themselves, what they in some sense already "knew" to
be the case. (1986:2)

This is not to suggest for a moment that Fowler is without his critics. Dykstra

and Parks themselves were writing as editors in an introduction to an anthology of

respondents to Fowler's theory. This in itself is w¡tness to the stature of his theory,

that it has dominated its f¡eld in a manner similar to the theories of his preeminent

predecessors.

1 . Sociology

A sociological response to faith development theory could be as varied as the

diversity of schools of thought and methodologies within the discipline. Robert

Wuthnow, the distinguished Pr¡nceton sociologist of religion, is one of few sociologists

to have addressed Fowler's theory systematically (1983). His critique employs the

perspective of "critical theory", which attempts to raise to consciousness the underlying

assumptions which shape both action and discourse in social life. As he explains,

The critical perspective is rooted in hermeneutics, from which it
recognizes the interpretive quality of "knowledge", and in
phenomenology, from which it borrows the assumption that all "facts"
are constructed realities influenced by the socìal and cultural contexts in
which they are created (p. 21 1).

For example, he traces the evolution of the association of religion and faith with the

idea of meaning and purpose, and demonstrates its historico-cultural var¡ation. Noting
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that Fowler's iheory defines faith as the quest for meaning, Wuthnow questions

whether it has succeeded in transcending its cultural context to the point of discovering

invariant structures of faith, lf Fowleis concept of faith does not capture the essence

of religious faith, its grandiose claim to universal applicability must be tempered and

relativized by sociological criticism. Thus, when Dykstra and Parks state that Fowler's

theory "is an expression of a wider cultural and ¡ntellectual mood" that is "out there,"

they are unw¡tt¡ngly disclosing its limitations as much as its mer¡ts.

Wuthnow proceeds by identifying the following assumptions that inform the

fundamental structure of faith development theory, and which we will utilize to guide

our discussion here. We present Wuthnow's six cr¡t¡cisms, and comment on each.

First, the theory is basicalìy concerned with cognitive processes. Piaget's

stages of cognit¡ve development constitute one of the seven aspects that determine

stage of faith, while Kohlberg's stages of moral development, which are better

understood as stages of moral reasoning, const¡tute another. Other aspects, such as

perspective-taking and symbolic function, also require cognitive differentiation. What

"develops" is not commitment, experience, or any of the myriad of other attrlbutes

traditionally associated with faith, but only the capacity to conceptualize ¡magery about

ultimate values. Gillespie (1988:75), for example, insists that "faith is more than just a

cognitive worldv¡ew, as Fowler seems to suggest.'' He maintains that faith is both

cognition and experience and that acts of emotion and will, or experiential indicators in

general, are strangely minimal, though not minimized, in Fowler's theory. Meissner

(1987) and Jardine and Viljoen (1992) are others who have expressed reservations
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about the heav¡ly cognitive emphasis in Fowler's theory, and the corresponding neglect

of an affective dynamic in faith.

Such criticism seems to overlook or underestimate Fowler's dist¡nction between

the logic of rational certainty and the logic of conv¡ction (1 981 :102; 1 986:24), both of

which are to be interpreted metaphorically (Moseley, 1991). The logic of conviction is

said to be an ecstatic, imaginative, and affective mode of knowing, more typical of the

right hemisphere of the brain, lhat combines rationality and passionality. This logic

therefore does not negate the disinterested logic of rational certainty, but rather

contextualizes, qualifies, and anchors it. Though the logic of conviction is always

operative in faith-knowing because the sense of self is constantly at stake, its impact is

evident most in the "second naivete" of Stages 5 and 6, and in the aspect of Symbolic

Functioning. Conn (.f986) has grasped the significance of the two logics, and while still

wary of Fowler's emphasis on cognition, has credited him with

attempting to delineate the devetoping structures of the whole person's
orientation to reality: not just the person as think¡ng, or as feel¡ng, or as
trusting, but the whole person as relating to reality in an integrated,
undifferentiated way. (1 986:92)

Fowler's noetic distinction notwithstanding, the generally cognitive or¡entation of his

theory certainly makes faith development amenable to educational programs and

structures, but does little to ensure or enhance its construct validity.

Second, the theory is essentially humanistic. By this Wuthnow means it "is

strictly a property of the human realm, rather than a g¡ft trom the supernatural...(it) is

the human search for God" (p. 214). This notion of faith is in contrast with ihat which

is supposedly bestowed or assisted by the transcendent, and which, in the Christian
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tradition and Fowler's terminology, is referred to as God's grace (1981:302). Wuthnow

has here misinterpreted Fowler's intent, because a denial of any role played by the

supernatural or transcendent is never even implicit in Fowler's theory. Focusing on the

human realm, or "man's part of the bargain with God," which Fowler does, does not

make his theory humanistic. The rigor with which he avoids references to the contents

of faith so as to focus upon the forms and structures of faith is precisely the empirical

task of the social scientist. To have done otherwise would have been an exercise in

theology. Not doing theology is not necessarily the same as being humanistic.

Third, the theory is meant to be empirically ver¡fiable.

Wuthnow's point of criticism here is obscure. By submitt¡ng that adequate

understanding may only be gained by "consulting the wise oracle," he seems to deny

that an empirical construct of faith is possible. lt is true that the data upon which faith

development is built is of the empirical variety fashionable in the modern era of "critical

methodos" (Lonergan, 1957). And there are other types of data. But if this

contextualizes Fowler's theory, which it does, Wuthnow's cr¡ticism is itself

contextualized by having employed the very same method and perspective. The

empirical nature of faith development theory ¡s a moot and self-evident fact, and if

construed as a point of criticism, a fact that undermines Wuthnow's own, rendering him

unintelligible here,

By criticizing Fowler's theory for being both humanistic and empirically

verifiable, Wuthnow has ventured a convoluted and contradictory foray into the

academic debate between the humanistic and scientific study of religion. Dawson has
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character¡zed this debate as one in which "positivists have a method of science and no

model of humanity, while humanists have a model of humanity and no adequate

method of science" (1988:41). Dawson's much more sophisticated and nuanced

discussion of this debate is built on the "argument from rationality" advanced by Hollis

(1977), and offers the unorthodox epistemological position of "epistemic naturalism" as

a resolution. Fowler's theory may well be closer to these conceptions, in which

"nonrational actions are subject to causal analyses, but rat¡onal actions are their own

explanations" (Dawson, 1988:vii), than it is to the mislabelled humanism and

empiricism Wuthnow detects.

Fourth, the theory is reductionistic. Despite its rhetoric about the holist¡c life-

encompassing quality of faith, faith development theory is reduced to essentially three

stages in actual, common, adult exper¡ence. This is a simplification of reality, although

Wuthnow admits that the purpose of all theory is always to provide a parsimonious

model of reality. Such is the tension between the virtue of simplicity and the vice of

simplification in social scientific theory. lt is also the highest price paid for the requisite

operationalization of science. However, in Fowler's defence, it must be stated that by

incorporating several other development schemes, and by formulating seven different

aspects that serve as operationalizat¡ons in each of six d¡fferent stages, faith

development theory ¡s vastly more complex and sensitive than any comparable

developmental scheme in any other field. Further, it is an oversimplif ication of the

theory itself to assume that individuals are evaluated categorically as being in one

stage or another. Wuthnow's own suggestion, that sophist¡cated computing and

statistical techniques could generate better data and models than clinical observations,
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seems unappreciative of the r¡chness of the data, and no less likely to be

reductionistic, though it ¡s the tack taken in this study.

Fifth, the theory presents a reif¡cat¡on of faith. Here agaln the cultural

limitations of faith development theory are evident. Mystical and contemplative

religious traditions would reco¡l at its rational reflection and objectif¡cation of faith. How

could the theory effectively address a religious tradition which holds that the notion and

question of development is inherently desacralizing?

For those who are inclined already to view their faith as a developmental
sequence, the objectification of this sequence may prove valuable
indeed. But for others whose experience of faith stems from the richness
of life itself or from the fullness of God, great damage may be done.
(Wuthnow, 1983:217)

Sixth, and finally in Wuthnow's critique, the theory is normative. Faith

development, almost by definition, moves beyond the pure description of scientific

investigation to a normative dimension that ¡s evaluative. The stages are cont¡nually

compared as lower and higher, not earlier and later. Hierarchical stage theory

assumes that higher stages are "more comprehensive and adequate," and thereby sets

an agenda. Fowler himself recognizes this tension and would very much like to avoid

its distasteful implications. He insists that faith stages do not "represent educational or

therapeutic goals ... education and nurture should aim at the full realÌzation of the

potential strength of faith at each stage" (1981:11a). Later writings carrythe same

convict¡on. "Faith development sponsorshìp must avoid viewing the stages as

constituting an achievement scale or a program by which to rush people to the next

stage..,. Each stage has a potential wholeness, grace and integrity" (1986a:38). Yet
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later in the same paragraph he states that "each stage represents genuine growth

toward wider and more accurate response to God... We stand under an imperative

toward ongoing growth." Earlier, Fowler had conceded that "Even when they claim to

be merely descriptive, theor¡es of adult development (psychosocial and constructivist)

have their overt and covert normative commitments to determinate models of adult

maturity" (1983:206).

Wuthnow's observation on this point is incisive. "What is being said is not only

that faith is an object, but also that this object can be manipulated. Technologies can

be devised to further it along" (1983:217). Apparently, the faith of little children is no

longer the most admirable. Education is required; faith will take work. lt is futile for

developmentalists to deny that ihey have brought obligation or at least expectancy to

the life of faith. Certainly the other theories subsumed by faith development theory are

unabashedly hierarchical. Randomly reordering the stages of faith and

reconceptualizing them as styles of faith, as some such as Barnes, Doyle, and

Johnson (1989) are tempted to do, would reduce the theory to a typology that is

impotent to explain the relationship between its types.

Wuthnow's general assessment of faith development theory is that it is firmly

rooted in the dominant values of American culture, in which "technological reason is

itself a faith." The objectification, rationality, empiricism, and progressivism of this

cultural "faith" are all manifest in faith development theory. lts result?

ln the name of helping out, it promises to further subject religion to the
process of secularization . . . . No longer is the individual simply
responsible to heed the calling of God; his obligations are now neatly
set before him in a sequence of rationally ordered developmental tasks.
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(Wuthnow, 1983:219)

Further manifestations of current culture in faith development theory include the

individualism fostered by classic American philosophical liberalism. There is a

l¡ngering suspicion that Fowler's theory may be little more than a celebration and

glorification of the resultant pluralism and relativism endemic in North American culture

in the second half of this century. lronically, sociological critics of culture in Canada

(Bibby, 1990) and the United States (Bellah, et al., 1985) have blamed utilitar¡an and

expressive individualism for the modern collapse of commitment to the common good.

lf this is true, the socially dysfunctional cultural baggage in Fowler's theory may yet

weigh down what he takes as the uplifting qualities of faith at more advanced stages.

On the other hand, Leean (1988) defends ihe ethical vision of Fowler's theory as

providing the necessary corrective for the cunent cultural malaise identified by Bellah's

(1985) study. She claims that current individualism is merely the symptom of a culture

mired in Stage 4 Indiv¡duative Faith, and that authentic, mature commitment to the

common good can be facilitated best by movement to Stage 5 Conjunct¡ve and Stage

6 Universalizing Faith.

Fowler gives his own response to the "hermeneutics of suspicion" which

characterizes the critical social theory of lhe Frankfurt School of social scientists, as

employed by Wuthnow regarding faith development theory. His response is not

directly to Wuthnow's assessment of faith development, but to James Broughton's

essay on "The Political Psychology of Faith Development Theory" (1986). lt concurs

w¡th Morgan's appraisal of cr¡tical theory as that which provides "only the bitter comfort
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of an ¡ntellectual elite, tortured by painful insights into the world about them, stoically

awaiting the night" (1985:229). For Fowler, the real challenge is the ability to make

"critical and post crit¡cal commitments which make one a more discerning participant in

the dialogical unmasking and reconstÍuction of social ideology and reality" (1986b:284),

Moreover, Fowler objects to those with a cr¡tical pre-commitment who refuse to take

seriously his insistence that structural-developmental perspectives on faith provide at

best the less important half of praxis.

It is interest¡ng to note the str¡king similarities between James Fowler and the

sociologist Robert Bellah, who, like Fowler, early in his career formulated a well

received sequence of developmental stages (primitive, archaic, historic, early modern,

and modern) analyzed according to common aspects (symbol system, religious action,

religious organization, and social implications) in an article entitled "Religious

Evolution" (1964; 1970). The critical difference in the two schemes is that Bellah was

describing cultural development over the course of centur¡es, yet "the log¡c is much the

same as that involved in conceptualizing stages of the l¡fe cycle in personality

development" (1964:361 ). However, later in his career Bellah renounced the

"Enlightenment fundamentalism" that led him to assume that religious styles could be

ordered along a continuum connoting progress and sophisticat¡on (Wuthnow,

1983:221). Should Fowler, perhaps through a recognition of his theory's cultural

embeddedness, ever do likewise, the conceptual machinery he has set in motion w¡ll

be considerably more difficult to dismantle, because more research and applied

programs have been driven by it.
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It is also interesting to note the surprising congruity of Wuthnow's observations

with those of non-sociological critiques of Fowler's faith development theory. These

crit¡ques may be categorized as revolving around philosophical, psychoanalytical, and

theological failings due to alleged, problematic reductionism w¡thin the theory.

2. Philosophy

The philosophical reductionism is evident in Fowler's def¡nition of faith, and has

already been noted in the cognitive bias it contains. ln attempting to formulate a

universal, scientific concept of faith, Fowler has been forced to delimit his data to the

forms or structures of faith, and thus ignore the contents of faith. The question is

whether a "contentless" or formal definition of faith is meaningful, or even possible.

Loder (1982) and McDargh (1983; 1984) have protested that the radical distinction

betlveen the active process of faith and the content of faith has rendered Fowler's

model inadequate. Kwilecki (1988:312), for another, objects to the assumption that the

"steps and ends", or content, of development are independent of culture.

By discussing religious development almost entirely ¡n terms of formal
traits abstracted from personal or cultural meanings, Fowler achieves
scope but sacrifices precision. While his theory calls attent¡on to
characteristics that can be gauged in virtually any personal religion,
these, not surprisingly, are seldom the definitive features of part¡cular
faiths.

Moran (1983) suspects that by differentiating beliefs from their underlying psychological

processes such as trusting, valuing, and committ¡ng, Fowler has divorced them

entirely. Few critics doubt the relevance of general psychological processes to faith, or

specifically Fowleis seven aspects, but few are willing to have these processes define

faith instead of merely influence it. Fowler's research has instead been said to
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describe "the ego's competence in structuring meaning" (Loder, 1982), "the structured

process of assigning meaning to the world" (Russell, 1981), or even "the whole

socialization process" including the development of world view, values, and self-ìmage

(Nelson, 1983).

The most thorough crit¡cism of Fowler's formalist definition of faith, which

McDargh considers "the model's gravest shortcoming" (1984), has been advanced by

Fernhout (1986). According to Fernhout, the central problem is whether faith is itself

the overall quest for meaning or whether it is only one aspect of it. Furthermore,

Fowler is said to have used faith in at least three different senses; as trust and loyalty

in a centre of value and power (h¡s intended meaning), as a worldview, and as a way

of life. The result is that the total concept of faith is so all-encompassing as to be

identical with ego development, and thus have no unique subject matter of its own.

This of course resonates with sociological criticisms of the functional definit¡on of

religion.

3. Psychoanalysis

Fowler's focus on cognition ¡s also at the core of what has been called his

psychoanalytic reduct¡on. lt is rather ironic that he is cr¡tical of Piaget and Kohlberg for

having inadequate concepts of affect, the unconscious, and the self (1981 :1 01-5),

because Fowleis cr¡tics claim that he has done no better. His seven aspects of faith

pr¡marily express functions of human cognition, and his six stages of faith represent

phases of development in cognition, as opposed to commitment, exper¡ence, or affect.
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Ford-Grabowsky charges Fowler with a "quadruple bias toward 1) the ego (which

neglects the self); 2) cognition (which neglects affect); 3) consciousness (which

neglects u nconsciousness); and 4) posit¡vity (which neglects negativ¡ty)" (1987:81 ).

For example, she uses Jung's distinction between the ego and the self to show that

Fowler's model is largely limited to ego psychology at the expense of holistic depth

psychology. McDargh (1983), in making the same point, maintains that contemporary

psychoanalytic theory is a more sympathetic partner than cognitive developmental

psychology in the enterprise of understanding the dynamic roots of religious faith.

Fowler does not accept this criticism of an incomplete view of the person. He

insists that these depth dimensions of the person are incorporated and given

expression first through his previously discussed concept of the logic of conviction,

which sublates the logic of rational certainty and, second, by the role he gives to

imagination in knowing. Nevertheless, Fernhout (1986) is not convinced, and points to

ihe ambiguities behveen the two logics, and between them and the operationalization

of faith as knowing by the seven aspects. McDargh also remains sceptical.

As one finds the language of psychoanalytic theory and discussions of
the imagination grafted onto the structural developmental model, one
has to wonder whether . . . it is an effort to make serviceable a model
that has been theoretically inadequate from the start. (McDargh,
1984:340)

4. Theology

Finally, the theological reduct¡on pertains to what Wuthnow termed the model's

humanism. Even Fowler's Western Christian bias has not sheltered his model from
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strenuous Chr¡st¡an critique, an important consideration for the intent of this study, part

of which is to sample Christian faith development, At the very end ol Stages of Faith,

Fowler places his theory in Christian theological perspective by acknowledging that

the question of whether there will be faith on earth is finally God's
business. Faith development theory, focusing resolutely on the human
side of the faith relationship, comes up against the fact that the
transcendent other w¡th whom we have to do in faith is not confined by
the models we build or to the patterns we discern. (1981:302)

Elsewhere Fowler (1986) insists that structural developmental perspectives on faith

provide at best the less important half of praxis. The other half, in the biblical tradition,

is revelation and grace, both ordinary or natural and extraordinary or unpredictable.

The combination of revelatory acts of God with interventions of extraordinary grace

make it "difficult to speak simply or solely of faith as a developmental mattea'

(1981:303). Faith, from the Christian perspective, may grow more by grace than by

nature.

Mary Ford-Grabowsky has been Fowler's foremost theological crìtic from the

Christian perspective. Not only does she reject the normativ¡ty in Fowler's model, she

forthrightly repudiates the very not¡on of faith being subject to development in the first

place (1985). After a scholarly, eight-point delineation of "the common concept of

Christ¡an faith", which she summarizes as a relationship with God, she concludes that

at least Christian faith is devoid of developmental categories. This of course takes her

back to the issue of Fowler's definition of faith, and to the question of what exact

phenomenon it is that is "develop¡ng" in his model (1986).

She assesses the movement through Fowler's stages as the progression from
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ego-centricity to ego-transcendence, but considers the transition behveen Stage 4 and

Stage 5 to be illogical, and not even on the same track. Therefore, she considers

Stages 1 through 4 as Track One, which charts the linear growth of the ego, and

culminates in ego-consolidation. Track Two is Stages 5 and 6, which charts the

circular growth, or "circumambulation about the centre" (centering - decenter¡ng -

recentering) of the Jungian Self. Track Two is spiritual development, and relates to the

ego development of Track One "as its complement, not its consequence", which is to

say that they do not occur in succession. Jung certainly would dispute Fowler's

content¡on that religious faith could ever be a function of the ego operative in Stages 1

through 4; Jung would find the potential for religious faith only when the spiritual Self

appears in Stages 5 and 6. According to Ford-Grabowsky, Track Three, or Christian

formation, is completely absent from Fowler's model.

The moderate, consensus, theological critique of the "half of faith" that Fowler's

model purports to describe is that it is biased toward a normaiive vision of the radical

monotheism that Niebuhr (1960) associated with Western culture. Moseley (1 991)

exposes this bias by noting that the early stages of the model evidence a Piaget¡an

epistemology, in which truth is established on ihe basis of its correspondence to the

data of physical reality, But by later stages, truth is established on the basis of a

coherent relation that exists between the parts of a larger system, thereby representing

a shift from a correspondence theory of truth, meaning, and value, to a coherence

theory of the same.

Moreover, from a Christian perspect¡ve, the model is also biased toward
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theological liberalism (Meissner, 1987; Moseley, 1991). This is evident in the

delineation of the stages and aspects by their normative universalism, and by their

disregard for the power of sin and ev¡l to disrupt Chr¡st¡an faith. lt is especially evldent

in the view of religious truth as consisting of dynamic patterns of being in relations,

instead of propositionally articulated doctrines, or repositories contain¡ng the essence

of truth (Fowler, 1981:295). And despite Fowler's not¡on of the master story, his model

loses the transtemporal and unchanging dimensions of faith by concentrat¡ng on the

temporal and the changing. Malony (1990) is among many who dispute that the

openness, uncertainty, and tolerance for lack of final answers characteristic of Fowler's

higher stages can be validly equated with matur¡ty, just as Hood and Morris (1985)

criticized the conclusion of Batson and Ventis (1982) that "quest" religion was more

mature than "intrinsic" retigion as being empirically unproven and biased. Malony

challenges Fowler to examine his assumptions, transcend his cultural relativism, and

"make more room in his theory for matur¡ty WITHIN religious traditions as opposed to

ABOVE them" (1990:95, emphasis in original).

The extreme theological critique of faith development theory is that it is not

even capable of containing Christian faith. Here it is said that by separating out

content from form, the Christian understanding of faìth is lost. McDargh argues that

the biblical understanding of faith

is extricably involved with definite understandings of a Reality with which
we are in historical relationship . . . Convictions about that personal
Other so thoroughly affect our perception of self and of world that it is
impossible to separate the "how" Írom the "what" of faith, the exper¡ence
from its effective symbolization and interpretation. (McDargh, 1984:340)
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Godin (1985) clarif¡es this sentìment by drawing a distinction between

"functional religion", not to be confused with the functional definitions of religion

discussed earlier, and "Christian faith." By functional religion, Godin means faith that is

based on a natural human wish for certainty and security, a meaning similar to the

wish{ulfilment in Freud's description of religion as illusion (1964). This, according to

Malony (1990), is to what Fowler's concept of faith seems to be referring. By Chr¡stian

faith, Godin means faith that is based on the desires of God as seen in Jesus Christ,

Saul of Tarsus being the exemplar. Both types of faith meet Browning's three cr¡teria,

but whereas functional relig¡on is said to emanate from the desire of humans, and is

supposedly subject to human development, Christian faith is said to emanate from the

desire of God. Godin maintains that many who call themselves Christian are, in

actuality, merely functionally religious in the Chr¡stian tradition. Yet, as Allport (1950)

noted, religion can be started by one mot¡vation but be sustained and maintained by

the other in "functionally autonomous" matur¡ty. lt can be added that this distinction

may also explain why many of "Christian faith" reject the label of being religious

because it has for them become a pejorative term, and insist that theirs is a spirituality

driven by divine, not human, impetus. Toxic Faith: Understanding and Overcoming

Religious Addiction (Arterburn and Felton, '1 991) is a current Chiistian example of this

sentiment, as ¡s the bumper sticker, "l'm not religious, ljust love the Lord."

Ford-Grabowsky is another who maintains that a model of faith which excises

the confessional aspect cannot function as an adequate model for Christian faith. "lf

an intrinsic element of a concept is removed from the concept, meaning is diminished.

And if the element deleted is as central as God is to (Christian) faith, then the concept
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is not only impoverished but emaciated" (Ford-Grabowsky, 1985:33). She draws on

the distinction betlveen the inner and outer self, which she finds in the writings of the

apostle Paul and of St. Hildegard of B¡ngen, to develop a concept of what she calls the

Chr¡stian self, the Track Three mentioned above. The Christian format¡on of this

Chr¡stian self is said to envelope and contextualize what she sees as the dichotomous

development of the Jungian ego and self represented in Fowler's model. This is the

theological corrective she offers to rescue Fowler's model from structural reductionism

of the Christian personality, and from its subsequenl "logical collapse". ln sum, Ford-

Grabowsky's appraisal of Fowler's model is that, because it omits the confessional and

myst¡cal nature of faith, along with the role of negativ¡ty (evil) as an impediment to

faith, it is incapable of apprehending Christian faith.

These points of theological criticism are of more than passing interest for the

present study because of methodological concerns. Weber's classic formulation of

sociology is that it is "the science concerning itself w¡th the interpretive understanding

of social action and thereby with a causal explanation of its course and consequences"

(1978:4). His influential method of Verstehen seeks to apprehend the subjective

meanings actors attach to their own actions that are oriented to others. Much of the

fa¡th descr¡bed in Fowler's model would fit into what Weber called the value rational

(wertrational) type of social act¡on, in contrast to the instrumentally rational

(zweckrational) type, because it is "deteimined by a conscious belief in the value for its

own sake of some ethical, aesthetic, religious, or other form of behav¡our,

independently of its prospects of success" (Weber, 1978:25).
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This interpretive approach to sociology, together with the method of sympathetic

introspect¡on, later became foundational for symbolic ¡nteractionism and

phenomenology. For example, Weber formulated the notion of the ideal type, an

abstracted, one-sided accentuat¡on of the principal features of a phenomenon, the

precision of which "is obtained by striving for the highest possible degree of adequacy

on the ievel of meaning" (1978:20). SchuÞ (1962) extended and modified this

methodological tool into the social scientific constructs he termed "homunculi",

mindless automatons or puppets capable only of following scientifically imposed

recipes. One of his criter¡a for scientific model constructs of the social world, his

homunculi, is the "postulate of adequacy". A

human act performed w¡thin the life-world by an individual actor in the
way indicated by the typical construct (must) be understandable for the
actor himself as well as for his fellow-men in terms of common-sense
interpretation of everyday life. (1962:44)

The pertinence of these methodological considerations of interpret¡ve sociology

for the theological critìque of faith development is that the actois own conception of his

or her own faith must not be violated by scientific constructs. lf people of avowed,

even religious, faith cannot find adequate expression of their concept of faith in at least

one of the stages of Fowler's model, if they cannot agree with the meaning assigned to

it, then the adequacy of the model is brought into question. However, adequacy in this

case is not categorical, nor consensually conclusive. Fowler, as a Christian

theologian, submits that the spectrum of stages in his model of faith development

adequately describes the spectrum of Christian faith, Ford-Grabowsky, as another

Chrisiian theologìan, concludes that Fowler's spectrum does not. Whose concept of

Christ¡an faith is to be adopted? Obviously, the nature of the theory itself, if its veracity
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is presupposed, both complicates and answers, or explains, the question. A stage

theory of these proportions predicts that discrepant versions of the same content will

occur, and that "highe/' or later stages will be deemed heretical by those in "lower" or

earlier stages. Without taking up the Christian theological debate, it should at least be

recognized that some conceptions of at least Christian faith do not find adequate

expression in Fowler's theory, and that appropriate theological, and therefore scientif¡c,

caution should be taken.

5. Methodology

Our critique of faith development theory would not be complete w¡thout

reference to Fowler's own methodology. The empirical data base for Fowler's theory

was a carefully structured four-part interview schedule consisting of open-ended

questions that were probed persistently. Therefore Broughton's (1986) charge of

Rogerian, non-directive interviewing is unfounded. This format is in the structural

development tradition of Piaget and Kohlberg, but unlike them, Fowler,s or¡ginal

sample, though not a probability sample representative of any particular population,

was at least not exclusively male. However, unlike Kohlberg, Fowler does not have

longitudinal data gathered from the same subjects over a couple of decades. Until

more longitudinal data, such as that collected by White (1986), is availabte to augment

the predominantly cross-sectional data upon which the theory is built, Fowler's

contenlion that he has ident¡fied stages of faith, and not mere styles or types of faith,

will remain unconf irmed.
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The faith development interviews were introduced to interviewees as pertaining

to values, beliefs, and att¡tudes; the terms "religion" and "faith" were expressly avoided

so as to avoid their potent¡al bias. A typical interview lasted two-and-a-half hours and

yielded a thirtyJive to forty page verbatim transcript, Coding was based upon criteria

that later became the tvvo hundred page Manual for Faith Development Research

(Moseley, Jarvis, and Fowler, 1986). The most unsettling aspect of the research

methodology was the fact that, out of 359 non-randomly selected cases initially

studied, only one "Stage 6" was found, yet Fowler retains it in his theory by appealing

to historical figures such as Gandhi, Martin Luther King Jr., and Mother Theresa.

Nelson and Aleshire (1986) g¡ve Fowler high marks for his methodology, especially the

tentativeness with which he treats his data.

Throughout this critique of faith development theory, the relevance of education

has been implicit and recurrent. This relationship bears closer examination.

C. The Theory of Falth Development and Education

Developmental theories perhaps find their closest correlates in life cycle

theories. Conceptions of individual change frequently appear to be pseudonyms for

the simple process of aging. Life stage theories typically delineate chronological,

sequential, and invariant subdivisions of life course by age, each with its own

characteristics. Erikson's (1950) eight stages of psychosocial development, already

mentioned as foundational for Fowler's theory, serves as one of the oldest, most
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familiar examples. Levinson's (1978) research on males has probably become the

most frequently cited, if not highly regarded study of the adult life cycle. Havighurst

(1972) introduced the concept of developmental tasks to augment life cycle concepts.

Among the most salient evaluations offered by Bruning and Stokes (1983) of life cycle

theor¡es in general are that they are heuristic devices, that they are determin¡stic, and

that they are biased both toward rationalistic conceptions of growth, and toward

liberalism.

Some more recent, lesser known, and less sophisticated theories of faith

development fall into the general rubric of life cycle theories. Evelyn and James

Whitehead (1979) have provided a valuable synthesis of earlier stud¡es on the relation

of human development to religious growth. Groeschel (1984) discusses the

psychology of spiritual development in life cycle terms. Gillespie (1988) links growth in

faith with developmental progressions in concrete, existential situations over the course

of life stages. ln contrast, Fowler's model is not necessarily tied to the seasons of life,

though development and maturation do tend to run parallel ¡n that both are linear,

unidirectional processes. Fowler takes great care to differentiate the category of

psychosocial, life cycle perspectives from the category of constructivist, developmental

perspect¡ves, under which he places his own theory (1983). Hence there is nothing in

Fowler's constructivist theory to tie, by def¡nition, any one stage to any one "ready-or-

not" segment of adult life. lt is entirely possible to die as a stage two senior citizen.

Obviously then there must be factors other than the passage of time itself that are

operative in initiating transitions from one stage to the next.
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than ¡ts cognitive bias, that ushers education onto the scene. Educat¡on involves

learning, and hence change, but learning and change are by no means exclusive to

educational activities and contexts. "Education refers to the transmission of

knowledge, skills, and values through formally organized and structured learning

processes, (whereas) learning is a process, frequently informal and unorganized,

through which a person acquires knowledge" (Gilbert and Gomme, 1987:199). ls

educat¡on one of the factors operat¡ve in faith development? The probability would

depend in part on the type of education.

All education is ideological in character, approximating any one of the trilogy of

classic ideological types of general social theory elucidated by Kinloch (1981):

conservative, liberal, and radical. G¡roux (1983) describes conservative education as

intent upon the reproduction of dominant ideology, and the development of technical

rationality and instrumental literacy. On the other extreme, radical education is said to

be intent upon the reconstruction of prevailing ideology, and the development of

emancipatory rationality and reconstructive literacy.

Developmental theories are most aligned with the liberal form of education that

focuses on the human subject and seeks to max¡mize individual autonomy. Liberal

educat¡on is intent upon the production of individual meanings through the "reading" or

mediat¡on of ideology by individual agents. lt pursues a hermeneutic rationality and an

interaclional literacy that sees knowledge as a social construction, and takes the

question of meaning rather than the issue of mastery as its central problematic.
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Giroux (1983) identifies hvo traditions within liberal education, the romantic and ihe

cogn itive-developmental. The romantic approach derives from notables such as

Rousseau and Carl Rogers. lt insists on the importance of the affective dimension,

and has a deep regard for the individual's ability to construct his or her own meaning

through a process of renewed seltaffirmation. On the other hand, the cognitive-

developmental approach is heavily influenced by Dewey and Piaget. Humanistic in

tone and social democratic in practìse, it extols the problem-solving process funct¡oning

in a context where meaning is strongly t¡ed to epistemological concerns. The

aforementioned liberal bias of Fowler's theory of faith development is clearly most

compatible with both romantic and cog nitive-developmental, that is, l¡beral, forms of

education. Education remains unavoidably ideological, and faith development

presumably obtains most within lìberal ideology.

ln terms of educational curricula, liberal ideology is most resonant with the

category known as the liberal arts, which consists of the humanities and social

science. The latter two have traditionally shared space on the university campus with

the natural sciences, although increasingly more room is also being made for the

professions. Kauffman (1977) Iists four objectives of the humanities: 1) to conserve

and cultivate the greatest works of humanity, 2) to teach the possible goals of human

exístence, our ultimate purpose, 3) to teach vision, and 4) to temper all this with a

critical spir¡t. He adds that "We do not teach so that our students know all the

answers, but rather to lead them to examine their own faith, morals, assumptions, as

well as the consensuses by which they are surrounded" (Kauffman, 1977:200).

Similarly, Westhues (1987) identifies three cardinal pr¡nciples of humanistic social
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science: 1)acceptance of human agency,2) moral engagement, and 3) practicality.

He adds that "To be a social scientist is to work at learning, preserving, revising,

formulating, and communicating general ideas that square with some observable,

distinctly human reality" (Westhues, 1987:7).

Such direct reference by the humanities and social science to ultimate purpose,

faith, human agency, and moral engagement demonstfate the "elective affinity"

betvveen the liberal arts and Fowler's model of faith development. Bloom (1987), in his

well known and controversial critique of higher, liberal arts education, describes the

relationship more forcefully:

True liberal education requires that the student's whole life be radically
changed by it, that what he learns may affect his action, his tastes, his
choices, that no previous attachment be immune to examination and
hence re-evaluation. Liberal education puts everything at risk and
requires students who are able to r¡sk everything, (Bloom, 1987:370)

Even the ethical vision of modern, liberal arts education is congruent w¡th the implicit

ethical vision of Fowler's theory of faith development. The opening lines of Bloom's

analysis expose the vision of liberal education.

There is one thing a professor can be absolutely certain of: almost every
student entering the university believes, or says he believes, that truth ¡s
relative. lf this belief is put to the test, one can count on the students'
react¡on: they will be uncomprehending, That anyone should regard the
proposition as not self-evident astonishes them, as though he were
calling into question 2 + 2 = 4. . . . RelativÌsm is necessary to
openness; and this is the viriue, the only virtue, which all pr¡mary
education for more than f¡fty years has dedicated itself to inculcating.
Openness is the great insight of our time . . . . The point is not to correct
the mistakes and rea¡ly be r¡ght; rather it is not to think you are right at
all.

The students, of course, cannot defend their opinion. lt is
something with which they have been indoctrinated. .. . The purpose of
their educaiion is not to make them scholars but to prov¡de them with a
moral virtue -- openness, (Bloom, 1987:25-6)
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Bloom's title, The Closing of the American Mind, plays on the paradox of modern

liberal education. ln teaching openmindedness, it may in effect be producing a closed-

mindedness incapable of critical reflect¡on and evaluation. When "relativism becomes

an assumption rather than a hypothesis," studenls become incapable of "resuming the

search for what is better and best" (Bibby, 1990:132 & 190). ln these ways, Iiberal

education and faith development are even subject to the same critique.

The general proposition that educat¡on will affect faith development therefore

arises from both the structure of Fowler's theory and the nature of liberal, or liberal arts

education. lf the process of development exists relat¡vely independent of maturatìon,

and if the goal of formal education is to foster development, then an affinity between

the two is assured. More than an intuitive hunch, the expectation that effective

education will either consolidate the individual at a given stage, or prompt a

transformation to a higher stage, is the very premise of liberal education. Both

consolidation and change engage meaning-making. Therefore, the expressed purpose

of a particular educator or educat¡onal institution could conceivably be to ensure that

individuals hold to faith character¡zed by a certain faith stage of preference, or that

they continually reformulate and refine their "faithing." Either can be construed as a

legitimate educational objective. Either way education, not biological maturation alone,

is a crucial agent of faith development.

The effect of education on faith development is implicit in Fowler's notion of

sponsorship, by which he means "the way a person or community (or institution)

provides affirmation, encouragement, guidance, and models for a person's ongoing
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growth and development" (1981 :287). Education that pract¡ses "good faith" will

create a climate of developmental expectat¡on . . . . (lt will) take the full
development of faith at each stage seriously, (and) provide rites of
passage and opportunities for vocational engagement that call forth the
gifts and emergent strengths of each stage. (1981:296)

On the other hand, Fowler warns against the coerciveness of the "modal

developmental level" of groups, communities, and institutions, which is

the average expectable level of development for adults in a given
community. ln faith terms, it refers to the conscious or unconscious
image of adult faith toward which the educational practices, religious
celebrations, and patterns of governance in a community all aim.
(1981:294)

The modal level is that to which individuals are nurtured to grow up -- but not beyond.

Outsiders are attracted to a community or educational ¡nst¡tution because of its modal

level of development, or repelled by the community or institution because of ¡t. Fowler

would concur with Berger (1967) that "bad faith" is the replacement of choice, or

developmental level, with "fictit¡ous necessity". As a form of false consciousness, "bad

faith" has been widely maintained and leg¡timated by means of religion. Hargrove

(1989) describes the scenar¡o in more neutral terms:

For many religious organizations Fowler's Stage 3 is a legitimate final
goal in the religious training of members. This achieves institutional
loyalty and an understanding of the symbolic structure and moral
teaching of ihe church sufficient to produce a life lived in harmony with
religious ideals. lt also gives the individual a secure sense of identity
and an understanding of the purpose of one's life consonant with that of
the group. To move to Fowler's later stages of questioning and
reintegration can be seen as an inv¡tation to heresy, disloyalty, or
personal psychological strain, not to be encouraged by the religious
community. (Hargrove, I 989:243)

However, Berger also notes that "bad faith" may be revealed as such by means of

religion. Regardless of whether religious groups, communities, or institutions legit¡mate

"bad faith" by their modal development level, or practise "good faith" by exposing it, the
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Kwasnick (1986) summarizes the stage concept of personal development and

places it within the context of education. Development is conceived of as a spiralling

process from states of dis-equilibrium, caused by internal and/or external experiences

that cannot be assimilated into already existìng structures, to states of equilibrium

within modified or new structures capable of that assimilation. Two general conditions

which facilitate developmental change, that is, cause disequilibrium and resultant

reorganization, are role-taking experiences and opportunities for intensive reflection

and introspection. Both of these conditions exist in the laboratory of the liberal arts

college classroom.

The relationship between liberal education and Fowler's faith development

theory is so self-suggestive and logical that most theorists have virtually assumed its

facticity without ever bothering to test its veracity. lnstead they have jumped ahead to

quest¡ons of application, implementation, and lechnique. Every chapter in the

anthology enlilled Toward Moral and Religious Matur¡ty (Brusselmans, 1980) concludes

with a section on educational implications. These quest¡ons are clearly premature, and

cannot concern us here until the prior assumpt¡on of effect is verified. That such an

assumption exists may be due to faith developmentalists hitchhiking on the evidence

accumulated by other developmental theories included in Fowler's theory. lf cognit¡ve

development and moral development are affected by education, it is reasonable to

assume that faith development is also. Religious educators in particular, who have

generally subscribed to a more traditional concept of faith, have always defined their
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function and role in their own, perhaps primitive, faith development terms, long before

Fowleas formal theory was articulated. For these educators, faith development theory

has merely descr¡bed certain aspects of their task, not added to ¡t. ln light of Fowleas

definition of faith as meaning-making, secular educators are no different,

Nevertheless, it is religious educators who understandably have taken most

notice of Fowler's theory. Dykstra (1986:253) states that the aims of religious

education "all turn in one way or another to the normative vision of maturity found in

the fa¡th's tradition and/or community...The aims of education are almost always linked

up with the overarching aims of the faith itself". Here again is the issue of faith

development's normat¡v¡ty. Fowler, ever sensitive to it,

argues that faith development theory can provide a helpful and
illuminating perspective on faith and thus be a useful partner with
religious educators in identifying aims, But he does not say that the
theory provides those aims . . . . The constructìve role for faith
development theory . . . is to be a conversation partner with a religious
community in its own critical inquiry into the norms embedded in its

. trad¡tion. (Dykstra, l986:255-6)

Therefore, upon closer examination, the intent of faith development theory is to provide

a perspective for, or to be a conversation partner with, religious education. The intent

is not to be its object or content. ln this relationship, there is again no difference

behveen rel¡gious and secular education.

lf we conclude that faith development theory is relevant for religious and secular

educat¡on, then the amount and nature of one's formal education in general would be a

factor in faith development. lt follows then that higher intelligence, academic

achievement, and even socio-economic status would be associated with faith
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development. Such associations and their assumptions about the value of critical

thinking are clearly problematic. The critical intellect fostered by formal education "can

analyze and conceptualize faith commitments but not engender these comm¡tments.

Experience in the school of life engenders faith commitments" (Gooden, 1983:107).

This is another expression of the tension betlveen cognitive and experiential or

affective definitions of faith, in which the cognitive bias of Fowler's model makes it

more amenable to influence by formal educat¡on.

Fowler's commitment to cognitive structures of faith makes the work of William

Perry especially pertinent to a discussion of the effects of formal education. ln his

book, Forms of lntellectual and Ethical Development in the College Years: A Scheme

(1968), Perry identifies "nine positions or forms of composing truth through which

human beings make their way as natural epistemologists in the context of higher

education" (Parks, 1986:41). Using categories such as dualistic absolutism,

multiplicity, relat¡vism, and commitment, Perry demonstrates the rather profound effect

that four years in a liberal arts college has on what Fowler would term faith

development. Wilcox (1983:139) states that "Perry's model gives us more objective

terms for describing various styles of interpretation, putting them in the context of faith

development and helping to remove the judgmental connotat¡ons". She notes that

Perry's concepts are part¡cularly helpful in detailing the crucial shift from Stage 3 to

Stage 4 of Kohlberg's moral development model that is the transition most

characteristic of students in higher education.

Parks is another theorist who builds on Perry's work in exploring further the
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interface of education and faith development. ln The Critical Years: The Young Adult

Search for a Faith to Live By (1986), she focuses on higher education, which she

describes as

the institution of preference for the formation of young adults in our
culture . . . . Higher education -- self-consciously or unself-consciously --
serves the young adult as his or her primary community of imagination,
within which every professor is potentially a spiritual guide and every
syllabus a confession of faith. (p. 133-4)

ln elaborating the faith developmental tasks of the typical young adult student of higher

education, Parks collapses Perry's nine positions into four forms of cognition: authority-

bound dualistic, unqualified relativism, commitment in relativism, and convictional

commitment. To forms of cognition, Parks adds forms of dependence and forms of

community as aspects that "shape the journey toward mature faith." This reflects her

original focus on the importance of locus of authority for the young adult student

(1982), a focus developed earlier by Perry, and entrenched as one aspect of Fowler's

theory. Parks locates the university student in the cr¡t¡cal, problematic transit¡on from

Fowleas Synthetic-Conventional Faith (Stage 3) to lndividuative-Reflective Faith (Stage

4) in a manner remarkably similar to Wilcox's application of moral staging discussed

above. This, together with a simultaneous, equally pivotal iransition from Stage 3 to

Stage 4 of Kegan's (1982) model of the evolving self customarily experienced by such

students, thrusts them into an astonishing vortex of change, so much so that Fowler

has credited Parks w¡th the identification of a distinct sub-stage of faith in young

adulthood.

Fowler's own Center for Faith Development at Emory University ¡n Atlanta has

turned quite naturally to questions concerning the education of the public. He has
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proposed a combinat¡on of faith development theory and the root metaphor of covenant

in the present efforts to reconstruct public philosophy and an ethical foundation for

public education. His Center has recently conducted a summer conference on Religion

and ihe Future of Public Education. The papers from ihat conference, when they

become available, w¡ll surely illuminate greatìy the relationship between education and

fa¡th development.

As Pelowski (1983:265) states in her essay on higher education and faith

development, "propinquity is fifty percent of the impetus to form a relationship", and

these two entities do have an unequivocal aff¡nity in theory. Traces of empirical

evidence are also beginning to appear.

D. Research on Faith Development and Education

Much of the treatment of faith development theory in the scientif¡c literature to

date has been at the theoretical level. Given the fact that Fowleis Stages of Faith was

only published in 1981 , the paucity of empirical research that has tested and applied

his model is certainly understandable. As already mentioned, most of the efforts in the

decade since its inception have been directed toward critiquing, refining, and ver¡fying

the theory itself,

Nevertheless, some efforts have been directed toward theoretical integrations

and applications beyond the theory's internal, inherent coherence. For example, Ellens
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(1984) discusses the implicat¡ons of faith development for the psychodynamics of

Christian conversion, Droege (1984) suggests three areas of dialogue between faith

development and pastoral counsellìng, and Fowler (1987) himself explores the

applications of faith development theory to pastoral care. On the other hand, some

research has actually tested the theory's veracity and ut¡lity for various applications.

For example, Bradley (1983) and Jardine (1989) have explored the relationship

betlveen faith development and Myers-Briggs personal¡ty types, Furushima (1985) has

tested faith development constructs ìn cross-cultural sett¡ngs, Shulik (1988) has

demonstrated the adaptability of faith development to gerontological research, and

Green and Hoffman (1989) have related faith development to perceptions of similar

and dissimilar others. However, empirical research projects pertaining to the effect of

higher education on faith development have been few indeed. Pascarella and

Terenzin¡'s monumental 900-page synthesis of over 2,600 studies, Hor¡¡ College Affects

Students: Findings and Insights from Twenty Years of Research ('l 991), discusses

Erikson, Piaget, Kohlberg, Perry, and others, but makes no ment¡on of Fowler or faith

development.

Such is cerlainly not the case regarding studies pertaining to the effect of

higher education on religiosity, a topic that received considerable attention in the

1970's. Feldman (1969; 1970) did a thorough review of the research and literature

from 1930-1970 and concluded that, on the average, college students decrease in

general religiosity and in religious orthodoxy during their college years. The separate

effects of a student's major field, residence, extra-curricular activities, friends, and

background are included in the analysis, Pascarella and Terenzini's (1991) update of
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Feldman's review found the same. "The literature published since 1967 fairly

consistently reports statist¡cally sign¡ficant declines in religious attitudes, values, and

behaviors during the college years" (1991:280-81). Pascarella and Terenzini also

concluded that institutional characterist¡cs probably do play a role in the degree of

change, but found the relationship between major academic f¡eld and changes in

religion to be "not ent¡rely consistent." Madsen and Vernon's (1983) findings in a

longitudinal study of a pr¡mar¡ly Mormon populat¡on noted that peer groups were

especially ¡mportant in influencing decline in orthodoxy during college, a finding that

added credence to Becker's (1977) earlier work.

Madsen and Vernon's data also support the conclusions of Hastings and

Hoge's (1976) study of male students at Will¡ams College, as well as Wuthnow and

Mellinger's (1978) study of male students at Berkeley. Both of the latter indicate that,

while religiosity and orthodoxy do decline in college, the period of greatest change and

reformulation is now occurring before college. Further evidence of pre-college

apostasy is provided by Caplovitz and Sherrow's ('l977) monograph on apostasy

among college graduates. They summarize the phenomenon with a path analysis of

the undermining effect of radicalism, intellectualism, maladjustment, and poor parental

relations on the religiosity of college students.

Two studies are particularly noteworthy because of their special bearing on the

present study. Like this study, Hunsberger (1978) drew half of his sample from the

University of Manitoba and found more limited evidence of relig¡ous decline. ln

another study, Hammond and Hunter (1984) found that students in highly insular
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evangelical colleges, such as one of the colleges sampled in the present study,

actually had lower levels of orthodoxy than evangelical students at non-insular public

universities. The cou nter-intuitive character of this puzzling f¡nding is addressed

addressed below. Meanwhile, Hunter (1987) later theorized that the independent and

critical reflection of academic discipline, the progressive beliefs of its professorate, and

the social environment of its schools were factors contribut¡ng to the ongoing

redefinition and reconstruction of evangelicalism.

While studies of this kind provide strong support for the ability of post-

secondary education to be associated with change in the realm of relig¡on, they

nevertheless may be only tangentially relevant to the focus of this study because of

two major limitat¡ons, One is that faith and its development as defined by Fowler is not

limited to those who describe themselves as religious. The universality of the practice

of faith means that people do not have more or less of it, but simply exercise it in

different forms, such as religious or non-religious/secular, and at different levels of

sophistication. Studies of religious decline merely examine the religiosity of faith and

thus are not equipped to tap gener¡c faith.

A second limitation is the real danger that the decline in religiosity or religious

orthodoxy fostered by post-secondary education can be confused w¡th faith stage

development. As discussed previously, ¡t is not uncommon for taith development to be

misconstrued or misinterpreted as decline in religious commitment. And as already

mentioned, "religiosity" has become a pejorative term for many of the highly religiously

committed, who see it as an immature or unauthentic state of spir¡tuality. lt is possible
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that studies such as the ones just reviewed may not have been sensitive to the

d¡fferences. The Hammond and Hunter (1984) study cited above is illustrative of this

problem. They contrasted religiously "low or non-insular schools," such as public,

secular universities, with "highly insular schools", those which were pr¡vate and

"confessional" in that there was a consensus of the entire school community on an

explicit statement of religious faith. Regarding low or non-insular schools they

conclude that the

mere recogn¡tion of the minority status of one's convictions relative to
competing perspectives may (and in our data appear to) foster a
"fortress mentality" among those determined to maintain the integr¡ty of
their worldview. ln different terms, the "ghetto" is highly functional for
resisting ideological contamination . . . . The evangelical in this context
becomes even more evangelical. (p.233)

Regarding highly insular schools, Hammond and Hunter observe a relaxation of

cognitive defences.

Precisely in the safety of this institutional setting, "internal
secularization," as Luckmann called it, can take place. The threat is not
external and visible but internal and, by and large, imperceived. lt ¡s a
threat that, by most empirical indications, appears to be intrinsic to the
educational process. Educational achievement is inversely related to
the strength of religious commitment. To the degree that ¡t is not
indoctrination, education liberalizes . . . . Education, even evangelical
education, weakens the tenacity with which evangelicals hold on to their
worldview. Evangelical education creates its own contaminating effects.
(p.233)

Here is a conclusion of religious decline through education with an added tvvist, that

religious education is more effectivel But from the perspective of faith development

theory, it is evident that Hammond and Hunter's concepts of ideological contamination,

internal secularization, liberalization, indeed their implicit, operat¡ve concept of

religiosity, can be challenged and perhaps enlightened by the constructs of faith

development theory.
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Long before faith development became a formal theory, Ronald Goldman

(1964) conducted the first and now classic research in what was then an undefined

field. Goldman observed the grow¡ng religious and symbolic perception of children and

adolescents. ln utilizing Piaget's stages of cognitive development exclusively, he was

the first to be criticized for an excessively cognit¡ve view of sp¡rituality. Godin (1968)

suggested that had Goldman sought the origins of the individuals' religious symbols, or

focused on the affective domain of experience, his insights would have been more

practical. Goldman's rationale for his approach was that the cognit¡ve element of

religion lent itself to statistical investigation more so than the affective element.

Goldman's work gained great influence, especially in the religious education of

school systems in England, where the adoption of his ideas was intended to help

children understand biblical stories as symbols, and avoid the "pitfalls of

Fundamentalism." Supposedly, if a gap between a higher level of general thinking and

a lower level of religious thinking could be avoided, rejection of religion would be less

likely. Many articles in lhe Journal for the Scient¡Íic Study of Religion dur¡ng

Goldman's era were in response to his contribution. Hoge and Petrillo (1978), based

upon their study of Roman Catholics, Southern Baptists and United Methodists, found

that more abstract or sophisticated religious thinking among high school students was

associated with more, not less religious rejection. But they also concluded that

religious education has considerable impact, and that the Goldman hypothesis must be

recast in more specific terms.

Other studies exploring the relationship behveen structural development and
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education include those of King and Kitchener of the University of Minnesota, who

developed the Reflective Judgment lnterview. They report that "the research

completed to date has consistently shown that levels of Reflect¡ve Judgment increase

with age and level of education" (reported in Schmidt and Davison, 1981). ln one of

their studies, education appeared to be a more ¡mportant factor than age or simple

maturation. ln another of their studies the findings were less conclusive. ln still

another of their stud¡es, there was no evidence that college major or academic

program had a significant effect on level of Reflective Judgment.

Wilcox reported on ongoing, longitudinal research that is relevant. "Results to

date are suggesting clear relationships between higher faith development stage and

certain areas of study. These areas of study seem to have in common s¡milarities in

method rather than in subject matter" (1983:142).

The largest and by far the most impressive piece of research pertinent to faith

development and education is a Gallup survey conducted for the Religious Education

Association of the United States and Canada by the Princeton Religion Research

Center. lt is actually on¡y one of two research modules employed by the Faith

Development in the Adult Life Cycle Project, which began in 1979 and ultimately

involved well over 1200 persons and 23 religious organizations before it was

completed in 1986. The organizing Symposium in 1981 resulted in the publication of

Faith Development ¡n the Adult Life Cycle (Stokes, 1983), and the Project was

completed with a report by the same title in 1987. Also, a book by one of the dr¡v¡ng

forces behind the project (Stokes, 1989) is largely based on the findings of the project.
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Module One was a telephone interv¡ew of a stat¡stically valid nat¡onal sample by Gallup

in March 1985. Module Two was an in-depth, probing, in-person interview of forty-one

representative subjects between 1983 and 1985.

The Project tested seven hypotheses, the seventh of which read: "Faith

development is positively related to one's involvement in educational experiences"

(1987:24). The findings showed

a positive conelation between the amount of formal education and the
reporting of a significant change of faith. The more schooling one has,
apparently, the more open s/he is to faith change. However, a similar
positive correlation is found between the amount of formal education
and the judgment that one has "less" faith now than at the age of 16.
(1987:25)

This openness to change juxtaposed with self-judgments of less faith was a recurring

paradox throughout the study. The researchers see it as a problem of definition. They

suggest that

rethinking and reformulating one's faith - which often leads to a reject¡on
of traditional beliefs and symbols - is seen as "less" faith (because of
the factor of rejection). ln actuality, the case may by made that although
the individual may have "less" faith in terms of childhood beliefs, s/he
may well have developed "more faith" in terms of the richness and new
meaning s/he has discovered as a mature adult. (1987:25)

ln other words, it is questionable whether they were measuring personal structural

change. Nevertheless, the¡r conclusion is that "education which enriches and

challenges the mind and spir¡t is, in fact, positively related to one's faith development"

(1987:25), a conclusion later corÍoborated by Barnes, Doyle, and Johnson (1989).

Because Kohlberg's theory of moral development is older than Fowler's theory

of faith development, much more research has tested its sensitivity to education. And
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because moral development is one aspect of faith development, the results are

instructive here. Pascarella and Terenzini's compendium concludes that "college is

linked w¡th statistically significant increases in the use of principled reasoning to judge

moral issues" (1991:364). However, Kwasnick (1986), in reviewing the same body of

research, concludes that

The research in developmental education suggests that the clearest
developmental changes have occurred on the elementary and
secondary levels, not on the college level. Unfortunately, these curricula
and resulting evaluative data do not enable one to be optimistic
regarding the effectiveness of cunicular interventions with late
adolescents. (p.227)

However, she also dismisses most of the studies as be¡ng cr¡ppled by inherent design

weaknesses such as small sample sizes, no randomization of subject selection, and no

control groups. ln her own experiment, she administered a sixteen-week

Developmental Psychology unit to college freshmen, but her hypothesis that positive

personal growth would ensue in the areas of ego, moral, and empathy development,

as measured by the research instrument, was not confirmed. Among her explanations

of the findings was that the experimental course was only one among many deliberate

psychological education experiences received by the students, that one semester was

too short a per¡od of time for such profound change, and that the transitional,

disequilibriated status of college freshmen made measurement of change diff¡cult.

The study ihat has most directly measured the effect of post-secondary

education on faith development as defined by Fowler's model, was conducted by White

(1986). ln a longitudinal study, faith stage development of Catholic college liberal arts

and business seniors was compared with their levels of denominational affiliation as a

follow-up of a similar study of the same students during their sophmore year. Mean
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faith stage scores of high and low affiliates and interviews from 1984 and 1986 were

compared, The group means for both years showed a modest trend toward more

advanced faith stage reasoning, although chronological maturity was not controlled,

A very similar study by the Jesuit Centre for Faith Development and Values at

St. Paul's College, Un¡versity of Manitoba is currently in progress. Their Young Adult

Faith Study was begun in 1988-89, and is a four-year longitudinal investigat¡on ìnto the

faith development of Catholics at a secular university. One hundred and twenty

students are being followed from high school graduation through university

undergraduate programs by means of "semi-clinical faith interviews" based on Fowler's

theory. "As the study concludes in 1992, analytic cross-sectional compar¡sons will be

made between groups across the four years ofthe study" (Creamer, 1991:51). The

general resources of the Jesuit Centre were used in the study being reported here. ln

particular, the data set of the Young Adult Fa¡th Study was used in the pre-testing

phase of the present study.
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III. NEED FOR THIS STUDY

From this review of literature, it ¡s ev¡dent that the sociology of religion can

profit from the incorporation of a scientific conceptualization of faith. Fowler's concept

of faith is particularly well suited to established social-psychological concepts such as

those of self, others, interaction, and symbolic meaning. His concept of faith can do

much to refine functional definitions of religion, and provides another way of measuring

relìgious faith, His theory of faith development can also do much to refine scientif¡c

understand¡ng of individual religious change. ln the context of general sociological

theory, beyond the sociology of religion in particular, promotion of the use of Fowler's

theory of faith can contribute much to the study of the conditions and structure of

existential meaning that is central to the classic Weberian tradition.

The influence of many different demographic factors on faith development is

implicit in Fowler's theory. Various types of education is one such factor. Reviewing

the empirical data accumulated to date would suggest that, while the question of

whether higher education has an effect on religiosity has been studied quite

extens¡vely, the question of whether higher education has an effect on faith

development has not been answered satisfactor¡ly. Despite the theoretical affinity

between the two variables, the empir¡cal ev¡dence for a relationship is at worst

negat¡ve, and at best inconclusive. lt may be logiial that education will facilitate faith

development, but it cannot be assumed. Further measurement and testing are

required.
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The general propositions accruing from a consideration of the effect of post-

secondary education on faith development in the terms discussed above, and forming

the focus of the research herein proposed, can be outlined as follows:

1. Persons with poslsecondary education show higher levels of faith

development than persons with no poslsecondary education.

Persons with liberal arts post-secondary education show higher levels of

faith development than persons with professional post-secondary

education.

Persons with religious poslsecondary education show no difference in

levels of faith development than persons with secular, post-secondary,

liberal arts education.

More specific research hypotheses are presented in Chapter Three, following

the description of methods and procedures employed by this research project.

This chapter has formulated the research problem of this study as an

investigation of the effect of post-secondary education on faith development. lt has

introduced Fowleis theory of faith development by demonstrating ¡ts pertinence to the



sociology of religion, by critically evaluating its essence, and by overviewing its

theoretical and empir¡cal linkages with education, Specification of the steps of

empirical investigation taken by this study will show how new data were generated to

address the questions posed by this study.
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OHAPTER TWO

RESEARCH METHODS AND PROCEDURES

I. DATA ORGANIZATION

This study of the effect of post-secondary education on faith development

placed education as the primary independent variable and faith development as the

dependent variable. The specification of these variables and their association for the

purposes of this study can be outlined as follows.

A. The lndependent Varlable - Educatlon

Elementary and secondary education in Canada is relatively homogeneous and

predictable. Some streaming typically begins in high school, in which students select

courses that are focused either upon more "academic" courses that are intended to

prepare ihem for entrance to the "higher education" of university, or courses that are

focused upon more practical or applied skills that are intended to prepare them for

direct entry into the labour market or other career opportunit¡es upon graduation. But

for the most part, a high school graduate is considered to have completed the standard

universal education expectation for Canadian citizens. The types of post-secondary
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education are considerably more diverse, including not only the university and

community college education that are anticipated by high school programs, but military,

business, professional, religious and other types of schooling as well.

Despite the range of post-secondary education, the degree-granting university

has always been viewed as the definitive institution of higher learning (Parks, 1986).

And although the role of the university has increasingly evolved toward the

development of professionals in fields such as law, medicine, and especially business

(Bookbinder and Newson, 1988), the foundational curr¡culum of the university has

throughout its history been that of the liberal arts, the humanities and social science

curriculum leading to the Bachelor of Arts (8.4.) degree. The intent of such education

has been to foster increased awareness and knowledge of the self and society, along

with development of the generic skills of critical thinking and communication. The

objective has been personal enr¡chment more so than vocational training. lt is

precisely this type ol education that has the most potent¡al relevance for the theory of

faith development, and which has therefore served as the primary independent variable

in the present study.

Two alternat¡ves to university liberal arts education present themselves as

particularly enlightening points of contrast in terms of fa¡th development theory. One is

the professional education at universities already mentioned. This type of education,

because it occurs at the degree-granting level of higher education, is supposedly

roughly equ¡valent in academic sophistication and rigor to that of university liberal arts.

This quality sets it apart from what is commonly termed the vocational post-secondary
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education offered by non-degree grantìng community colleges, technical inst¡tutes, and

trade schools. These terminal career programmes also tend to be shorter in duration

than professional or liberal arts programmes. Therefore, a comparison of liberal arts

education with vocational training would be a comparison of two entitìes already too

dissimilar.

On the other hand, two qualities of professional educat¡on at universit¡es must

also be taken into account ¡n order to obtain a fair comparison with, yet adequate

distinct¡on from, undergraduate liberal arts education. One is that some professional

education, such as business administration, occurs at the graduate level. This not only

again unbalances the sheer number of years of post-secondary study, it also increases

the likelihood that liberal arts courses will serve as undergraduate preliminaries to, or

prerequisites for professional education. A second quality of professional educat¡on ¡s

that some, such as the field of education, incorporate substantial levels of liberal arts

into their requirements. Both of these qualities blur and distort the contrast of

professional education with liberal arts education in terms of faith development.

Therefore, university programs which occur at the undergraduate level and are

built upon the natural sciences serve as the most useful contrast with liberal arts.

Engineering programs meet both these criteria most satisfactorily. Engineers are

interpreters of natural science who apply natural science to material human needs.

They are involved in all aspects of mater¡al construction and manufacturing directed at

harnessing the powers of nature for the benef¡t of people. Their education is

professional ¡n that it prepares them for careers in apply¡ng natural science, ¡n contrast
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with academic careers in pure research and teaching. Undergraduates work toward

the Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) degree in various departments of specialization, such

as mechan ical/industÍ¡al, civil, geological, agr¡cultural, electrical, chemical, or computer

engineering. Engineering programs typically require only the barest minimum of

complementary liberal arts courses.

A second alternative to secular university liberal arts education that provides a

fair but potentially enlightening contrast in terms of faith development theory is that of

private, religious forms of liberal arts education. lf Fowler's theory does in fact tap

generic faith apart from religion, then educat¡on that is equ¡valent in all respects other

than its religious or non-religious orientation should have equal effects on faith

development. A high proportion of the first colleges and universities in North Amer¡ca

were begun by mainline Protestant denominations and by Catholics, Some of these

schools still remain under church jurisdiction. But as many of these institutions

secularized and increasingly fell under public jurisdiction, new schools were created in

reaction to this process by religious groups wanting to maintain their v¡sion of faith.

These schools, which teach curricula that generally fit classic conceptions of liberal

arts, have prov¡ded a private, religious alternative to public universities. They are

certainly relatively small, but nevertheless have had a larger impact than is suggested

by the two sentences of analysis offered in Martin and Macdonell's (1982) sociology of

Canadian education.

The religion with the most developed system of private post-secondary liberal

arts educat¡on in Canada is that of Protestantism. Some Protestant schools of higher
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education, like schools adhering to the doctr¡nes of other religions, take as their

purpose the training of religious professionals, but these schools, known as

seminaries, operate at the graduate level as opposed to the undergraduate level. The

two primary types of private undergraduate Protestant schools in North America are

the "Christian l¡bera! arts" college and the "Bible college." H¡ller (1978) described the

Christian liberal arts college as historically more of a parallel institution to the

university, and the Bible college as an alternative institution. He pointed out further

that the former ìs still more representative of the United States, and the latter still more

representative of Canada.

However, Canadian Bible colleges continue to diversify their curr¡cula by

including more humanities and social science, and to seek transfer of credit with

universities (Doucet, 1990). ln fact, it is not uncommon for Canadian Bible colleges to

be affiliated and cross-registered with public universities. Doucet observed that

Until recently the distinctions between Chr¡stian liberal arts universities
and Bible colleges have been clear-cut. Liberal arts institutìons have
leaned toward expression of the Christian perspective in vocational and
academic lraining, while Bible colleges have leaned toward ministry
skills ìn church-work oriented professions. Now a convergence is taking
place. (Doucet, 1 990:41)

Bible colleges in general are not necessarily more confessional than Christian liberal

arts colleges, but are charactetized by having a higher requirement of courses in

religion and theology, and by being more devotional and applied. Bible colleges press

the relig ious-secu lar distinction further than Christian liberal arts colleges, while

remaining in the tradition or category of liberal arts education. They therefore provide

a better contrast with secular, public liberal arts education.
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There is some precedent for select¡ng engineering and religious education as

the two alternatives to be compared with university liberal arts education. Myers-

Briggs ( 1985:1 1 1 ) has reported a preponderance of students prefening abstract

cognition in college faculties devoted to both liberal arts and engineering, and Jardine

and Viljoen (1992) have speculated that this would be particularly true in theoret¡cal

disciplines such as philosophy and theology, where students would presumably be

more likely to be categor¡zed in the higher levels of faith (ie. Stages 4 and 5). These

categories of education therefore present themselves as good groupings for

investigation and contrast, by virtue of their important similarities and differences.

Thus university liberal arts, university professional (engineering), and Protestant Bible

college cunicula served as the three categories of poslsecondary education

comprising the independent variable, or that which influences faith development, in the

organization of this study.

B. The Dependent Variable - Falth Development

The conception of faith development employed here is the model formulated by

James Fowler and outlined in the introduction in Chapter One. Whether or not

education has an effect on faith development was measured by differences in scores

on faith stage progression as ¡ndicated by the aspects that comprise the respective

stages.

A decided strength of Fowler's model of faith development is that it is not just a
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theory for which indicators must be developed independently by the researcher wanting

to measure it. Fowler himself developed an instrument to collect the data upon which

his theory is built, and the same instrument is available to anyone interested in doing

research in faith development. Questions regarding the indicator's validity and

reliability in measuring the variable of faith development remain open, but at least

subsequent researchers have the original tool w¡th which or from which to work.

Fowleis instrument for measuring faith development as articulated by his theory

¡s a structured open-ended ¡nterv¡ew schedule that has undergone a 1986 rev¡s¡on of

the original form published in 1981. Whereas Piaget and Kohlberg gained access to

the structuring operations of their respondents by posing problems and observing how

respondents interpret the problems and work toward solutions, Fowler made the

respondent's own life experiences, responses to challenges, and constructions of

meaning the subject of the interview. The revised questions are divided into f¡ve

sections: introductory questions about biographical data and "life tapestry," three

questions about relationships, seven questions about present values and

commitments, seven questions about rel¡gion, and three questions about personal

crises and peak experiences. Fowler and his associates have published a Manual for

Faith Development Besearch (Moseley, Jarvis, and Fowler, 1986) which details

procedures for conducting, coding, and scoring interviews, replete with criteria for each

aspect at each stage.

Both the concept and the measures of the dependent variable of faith

development in this study have adequate precedence in previous research, although
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the method of measurement employed by this study was an extensive adaptation of

Fowlef s interview method.

C. Control Varlables

It was the general proposition of this study that specified types of post-

secondary education have an effect on the faith development of ind¡viduals, as

formulated by Fowler. lt was also assumed that such education is only one var¡able

among many that influence faith development; it would have been naive to assume

that this is a simple bivariate relationship. Even if it were, causality cannot be inferred

from bivar¡ate relationships alone. Several intervening variables could potentially

modify or interfere with the relat¡onship behveen the tvvo primary variables tested here,

and result in spurious conclusions. For example, the independent variable of

education in this case takes three or four years to apply, during which time much could

transpire to compromise the data. And of course some potentially intervening

var¡ables are not even dependent upon a time frame. The acknowledgmeni of these

factors turned this study into a multivariate analysis.

Potentially intervening variables must be conkolled and the effect of education

isolated if its direct effects are to be measured adequately. This can be accomplished

through the conventional means of statistical control. Multivariate analysis also makes

possible the use of an elaboration model, providing that whether or not test variables

are antecedent or intervening is known (Babbie, 1992). Assuming the chronological
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order of test var¡ables is known, relationships of variables pert¡nent to faith

development can be replicated, explained as spurious, interpreted as the mechanism

through which the pr¡mary relationship occurs, or specified as to the conditions under

which the primary relationship occurs (Babbie, 1992). The potentially intervening

variables of concern to this study, as identified by Fowler's theory, subsequent

research conducted on the theory, and general logic, were the following.

1. Age

Any developmental scheme is subject to the maturational effects of the

accumulation of experience or the simple passage of time. Even constructivist models

such as Fowler's faith development theory, as opposed to psychosocial theories more

al¡gned w¡th life-cycle dynamics, must be cognizant of the fact that stage

transformations may be due primarily to the effect of aging. To compare the faith

stages of post-secondary seniors with that of freshmen may simply be measuring ihe

difference between 18 year-olds and 24 year-olds, and misinterpreting it as the effect

of their education.

2. Sex

The profound effect of gender differences can never be under-est¡mated, and

faith development theory is no exception, especially in light of its relatively embryonic

state of development. Though Fowler's original sample did not suffer from the sex bias

that Kohlberg's did, the case of moral development theory is instructive here. Gilligan
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(1982) found that females tend to frame morality in terms of responsible, relational

care-giving, whereas males tend to frame it in terms of justice. Bradley (1983) found a

statistically signif icant difference behveen males and females on faith development,

and speculated that there may even be a female-Stage 3 and male-Stage 4 bias in

Fowler's theory, a contention supported by Jardine and Viljoen (1992). The Faith

Development in the Adult Life Cycle Project, as summar¡zed by Stokes (1989), also

found suff¡cient though subtle differences in faith development by sex, enough to

warrant attention to this difference in a study such as this.

3. Other

There are many other variables that could potentially affect faith development in

such a way as to suppress or distort the effect of education. According to the Faith

Development in the Adult Life Cycle Project, factors such as significant cross-cultural

experience, prolonged periods of acute loneliness or emotional distress, gain or loss of

a significant other (spouse, parent, child), religious conversion or apostasy, momentous

career success or failure, and several others can all affect faith development. Most of

these could well occur during the course of post-secondary education. Other, more

sociological factors, such as rural or urban residence, or social class, could also

complicate the primary relationship. ln light of the nature of a study focused on

undergraduate students, the following addit¡onal factors were judged to have the

greatest potential for impact on faith development, and therefore were measured and

controlled statistically.
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a) Cross-cultural exper¡ence

lmmersion in a different culture may cause an individual to refleci

critically on his or her own enculturation, and thus may create a more

informed commitment to or modification of it in a manner that

restructures his or her faith. Cross-cultural experience is most likely to

affect the "faith as knowing" dimension of Fowler's model.

b) Prolonged emotional distress

Emotional distress such as prolonged periods of acute loneliness may

prompt the individual to reevaluate his or her trusts in and loyalt¡es to

significant others in a manner that restructures his or her faith.

Emotional distress is most likely to affect the "faith as relational"

dimension of Fowleis model.

c) Relational stress

Relational stress such as the gain or loss of significant others may also

equilibrate or disequilibrate faith. For example, the trauma of the birth of

a child may reinforce synthetic-conventional structures of faith, whereas

the untimely death of a parent may prod an individual from rational to

paradoxical structures of faith.

d) Change in the valuation of religion

Change in the valuation of religion may be associated w¡th an

abandonment of mythic literalism, group conformity, or systematic
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rat¡onality, which represent the restructuring that is a part of the

movements of faith from Stage 2, 3, and 4 respectively.

e) Rural or urban residence

Persons raised and currently living in rural settings may be more

inclined toward structures of faith that are oriented toward that of a

homogeneous community than persons who have been socialized in

more cosmopolitan settings.

f) Social class

The literalism and conformity characteristic of Fowler's lower stages may

also be more characteristic of lower social classes, just as the rationality

and individualism characterist¡c of Fowler's higher stages may also be

more characteristic of middle to upper social classes.

By dealing w¡th the independent, dependent, and intervening variables in these

ways, this study was able to determine what effect, if any, post-secondary education

has on faith development, and adequately rule out several other alternative hypotheses

in the process.
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II. SELECTION OF CASES

The population of concern for this study was Canadian university and Bible

college students of 1991-92. The process of sampling cases from among all those

potentially available was fairly complex, requir¡ng detailed thought and organizat¡on.

Cases could not be and were not selected from all university liberal arts students,

university professional students, Bible college students, or from the general population.

They were selected as follows.

A. University Cases

These cases were drawn exclusively from the University of Manitoba. This was

not a random selection of a university, but rather, as the host institution for this study,

it was the most convenient sample. lt was also the judgment of the researcher that,

for the purposes of this study, the University of Manitoba was not unlike other major

public universities in Canada, and thus, as a purposive sample, it reflected the average

or typical university in Canada. Some tenuous support for this judgment was provided

by the nineteenth place ranking given to the University of Manitoba by lhe Maclean's

survey of the arts and sciences undergraduate programs in 46 selected Canadian

universities (Ranking the Universities, 1991). Out of a possible 1,000 points in the

ranking system, and with a range of 145-705 and mean of 379, the Univers¡ty of

Manitoba received 383 points. Because the selection of the University of Manitoba
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was not random, statistical inferences to all Canadian universities cannot be made,

though typicality can be argued.

The actual sampling frames, or the complete lists of sampling units from which

cases were selected, consisted of all students registered in a Bachelor of Arts degree

program, w¡thout regard for major or department, and all students registered in the

Faculty of Engineering, also without regard for department. These hvo frames,

generated by the university's Student Records Office, represented university liberal arts

and professional education respectively.

Two sublists were derived from each of these two frames, one consisting of

"year one" full time freshmen, the other consisting of seniors within one semester of

graduation. Freshmen were sampled and measured in October 1991, as early in their

university career as possible, while the seniors were sampled and measured in March

1992, as late in their senior year as possible. The timing of these applications was

designed to maximize the effect of education and yet minimize the possibility of

variables, such as relational stress or change in the valuation of religion, intervening

between the effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable, a possibility

that would only increase the longer measurement application might have been delayed

after graduation. The arts seniors were limited to 3 year General Arts graduates only;

4 year Honours graduates were excluded in order to parallel the Bible college seniors.

However, the engineering seniors were all 4 year graduates, that being the only

Bachelors degree program offered by the Faculty of Engineering. This introduced a

considerable and unfortunate discrepancy in the respective educational programs that
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must be taken into account in the findings.

The selection of cases from the lists of arts freshmen and seniors proceeded on

the basis of computerized systematic random sampling, so as to ensure the

representativeness necessary to estimate from sample statistics to population

parameters. The f¡rst case was selected at random, with every subsequent Kth case

also being selected, K being the interval calculated by the ratio of sample size to

sampling frame size. The number of cases, or the s¡ze of the sample, was set at

approximately 125 for both freshmen and seniors so as to ensure adequate numbers

(assuming a response rate of at least 50%) for the stat¡stical manipulations to be

employed in data analysis. Tabachn¡ck and Fidell (1989) suggest that the assumption

of normal distribution requires a minimum sample size of 30 randomly sampled cases

in each cell, and a minimum caseslo-independent-variable ratio of 5 to 1. The choice

of this sample size was also based on what could reasonably be expected from the

Bible colleges. The Student Records Office of the university was unable or unwilling to

generate separate male and female lists of arts students, and so, on their

recommendation, it was assumed that there were an approximately equal number of

both sexes among both freshmen and seniors. Of the 3,758 General Arts students in

the previous year (1 990-91), 49% had been male and 51% had been female

(lnstitutional Statistics Book, 1 992).

However, before selection of cases from the lists of engineering freshmen and

seniors occurred, the lists were divided according to sex, because only approximately

10% of engineering students were female. ln total, there were 80 female freshmen
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and 22 female seniors. To draw a sample of 125 Írom the freshmen, a systematic

random sample of 60 was first drawn from the 80 females, and then added to a

systemat¡c random sample of 65 drawn from the males. To draw a sample of 125

from the seniors, all 22 females were taken and added lo a systemat¡c random sample

of 103 drawn from the males, The study proceeded with the knowledge that a

balanced sex rat¡o was not possible in the sample of engineering seniors.

ln summary, non-probability convenience sampling was utilized in select¡ng the

university and in devising the sampling frames, stratified sampling was utilized to

maintain sex balance of the engineers, and probabiliÇ (systematic random) sampling

was ut¡lized to select the actual cases from the sampling frames. After deletion of

cases for which there were anomalies such as inconect addresses, the total universiÇ

sample consisted of the following: 124 Faculty of Arts freshmen, 116 Faculty of Arts

seniors, 124 Faculty of Engineering freshmen, and 122 Faculty of Engineering seniors.

The total university sample numbered 486. This was intended to produce useful data

on at ieast 50 university liberal arts freshmen, 50 liberal arts seniors, 50 professional

freshmen, and 50 professional seniors.

B. Blble College Cases

These cases were drawn exclusively from Providence College (PC) and

Canadian Mennonite Bible College (CMBC), both based in the Winnipeg area. These

selections were again not random, but were purposive samples chosen because of
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both convenience and accessibility, as well as mer¡t. lt was ¡mportant for the purpose

of fair comparison with university cases that the Bible colleges be in the same social,

cultural, and geographical milieu. lt was equally important that the Bible colleges be

offering roughly equivalent programs to that of university liberal arts. Both PC and

CMBC offer the Bachelor of Arts degree, among others, whereas many other Bible

colleges offer only certificates, diplomas, and degrees of different nomenclature. At

the same time, it was again equally important for the generalizability of this study to

capture the var¡at¡ons among Bible colleges that are probably greater and more

significant than the var¡ations among secular universities. Hence the need to sample

two Bible colleges instead of one.

While both PC and CMBC are Protestant colleges granting Bachelor of Arts

degrees, the differences between them are several and potentially significant. PC is

academically autonomous, grant¡ng degrees by right of provinc¡al charter, whereas

CMBC is affiliated and cross-registered with the University of Manitoba as one of its

teaching stations. PC is a member of the Associat¡on of Canad¡an Bible Colleges,

CMBC is not. The governance of PC is independent and transdenominational, while

CMBC is governed by the General Conference of Mennonites in Canada. PC is

conservative and evangelical in theological orientation, whereas CMBC is more liberal.

PC is located in a rural setting, and is more residential and communal in its forms of

organization; CMBC is located in the city of W¡nnipeg, and is less residential and

communal in its organization.

The student enrolment of the two Bible colleges is roughly equivalent, but ¡s
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substantially less than the University of Manitoba. PC and C[,48C have each averaged

approximately 100 incoming f reshmen in recent years, and have graduated

approximately 50 students, with the B.A. degree being heavily predominant. The sex

ratio of both freshmen and seniors have been generally balanced. Therefore, the

entire freshmen and graduating classes of both colleges were measured, instead of

treating them as frames from which to draw a sample. The total Bible college sample

therefore consisted of 111 PC freshmen and 59 seniors, plus 95 CMBC freshmen and

45 seniors, for a total of 310 cases. The low number of seniors in each college was

not considered a problem for statist¡cal analysis because lhey represented the total

population, not a sample.

The selection of the various kinds of the 796 cases for this study by the

procedures outlined above produced samples that are character¡zed by the qualities

necessary for sound research. The cases are clearly recognizable, relevant, and

researchable. There is considerable control exercised to facil¡tate internal validity, yet

sufficient var¡ation is present to facil¡tate external validity. And although selection was

not random at every level, it was sufficiently representative to allow inferences from the

statistics of this study to parameters of the population of this study.



III, PRODUCTION OF DATA

A. Measurement lnformatlon

It has already been amply stated that the data produced by this study are the

scores of each case on the aspects of faith development as measured by Fowler's

faith development model. The action of the researcher that constituted the stimulus to

which cases responded, and by which information was elicited, was the presentation of

carefully crafted questions. The question and answer technique has been the only

method employed thus far in the brief history of scientific faith development research,

and was here again deemed to be the only adequate method of measuring such a

complex, personal, and subjective variable. Alternative methods are conceivable, such

as qualitative participant observation combined with content analysis for the purpose of

assessing the faith stage of communities (Hiebert, 1989a), but where individuals are

the units of analysis, triangulation of methods is extremely diff¡cult. No combination of

new and separate kinds of measures or information was attempted here.

However, the administration of the questions or stimuli did require some

processing of the scoring that can be clarified here. Stage of faith development is

conceptualized according to Stages 1 through 6, but these stages are a funct¡on of the

seven different aspects of faith that serve as operationalizations. The questions are

directed at these aspects, not at the conceptual definition of faith, and ¡t is the

responses to these questions that are scored on a scale of I to 6. ln order to derive
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the faith stage of the case, the mean of all questions directed at each part¡cular aspect

is calculated first. Then the mean of the seven aspect means is calculated as the final

score for that individual case.

This procedure assumes that the seven aspects are weighted equally, an

assumption that is consistent throughout Fowler's theory, Calculating the mean of the

aspects also typically produces faith stage scores of individual cases that are not

whole numbers reflecting complete location in one particular stage of faith. For

example, an individual may be scored as 3.8 in stage of faith development. Though

Moseley, Jarvis, and Fowler (1986) detail this methodology, they do not report or work

with scores claiming such a level of precision, They prefer to report scores of 2.7 - 3.3

as Stage 3, scores of 3.4 - 3.6 as Stage 3-4 transitional, scores of 3.7 - 4.3 as Stage

4, and so on. This decision is prompted by their desire to remain tentative or general

in staging individuals, but the result is that some valid and useful information is lost. lf

a mean of 3.8 is derived from the averaging of the seven aspects, the stage score

indicates that more aspects were scored as Stage 4 than were scored as Stage 3.

Reporting the score as Stage 4 sacrifices the fact that not all aspects were scored as

Stage 4.

However, the calculation of arithmetic means to obtain faith stage scores is

methodolog ically problematic. Faith stages consist of discrete data at the ordinal level

of measurement, for which the logical measure of central tendency is the median, not

the mean (Nachmias and Nachmias, 1987). Use of the arithmetic mean is usually

reserved for continuous data at the interval or ratio level of measurement, where the
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distance between values is exact, equal, and actually known in a way that the distance

between Stage 3 and Stage 4 in terms of faith development is not known.

Nevertheless, while not justified in technical, statist¡cal terms, the use of means in

ordinal data is common and useful, the key being in its utility (Babbie, 1992).

Furthermore, the fact that Fowler and others (Bradley, 1983) have already done so in

faith development research adds weight to the justification of having done so here

again.

After the faith stage scores of individual cases were obtained, they were then

grouped together with the scores of the other cases in the respect¡ve samples, again

by calculating the mean. For example, the average for the entire sample of university

liberal arts freshmen was 4.08. The production and organization of data in this study

yielded eight such primary categories for statistical analysis: freshmen in each of

University of Manitoba liberal arts, University of Manitoba engineering, Prov¡dence

College, and Canadian Mennonite Bible College programs, as well as seniors in each

of the same four categories.

B. MeasurementApplication

ln administering the research stimulus, in this case asking questions, two types

of options were available. One was to use Fowler's own procedure, an interview

schedule, which is detailed ìn lh|e Manual for Faith Development Research (Moseley,

Jarvis, and Fowler, 1986), and which has been descr¡bed as "qualitatively-oriented"
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(Butman, 1990). The other option was to employ a more quantitatively-oriented

questionnaire derived from Fowler's procedure. The judgment here was that the

Fowler ¡nterv¡ew was simply too ponderous and unwieldy to be utilized for the number

of cases required by the structure of this study, given the limited resources of the

researcher. The design of this study called for approximately 500 cases to be

evaluated, a data base larger than that of Fowler's original research. lf this was to be

done by means of two-hour in-person open-ended interviews that would then require

transcription plus an additional f¡ve hours to code, the task of data production would

become prohibitive. Therefore, a modified, self-administered, closed-ended, mail

queslionnaire was developed and utilized to measure faith development.

All the conventional advantages and disadvantages of in-person interviews

versus mail questionnaires applied to this choice. But the assumption that a valid and

reliable questionnaire could be developed, with its benefits in terms of time, cost, and

access to subjects, made this study feasible. The measuring instrument could simply

be mailed to each case, and thereby perhaps even be presented in a more neutral,

and certainly more consistent, manner. The richness of the data was no doubt

reduced because closed-ended questions had to be asked, and there was no

opportunity to probe responses, but the interviewer bias and potential religious bias

was also reduced. Selected cases may have been more inclined to cooperate and

respond because of the greater anonymity and lesser investment of t¡me and effort.
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C. Measurement Rationale and Lim¡tatlons

The rationale for utiliz¡ng a question-and-answer survey measurement of faith

development as conceived by Fowler's theory is quite self-evident. Because of the

cognitive bias of the theory, it is not really amenable to measurement by structured

observation or behavioral indicators. Measurement of faith development requires that

the individual express him or herself in some manner, so as to expose cognitive

structures that may or may not readily manifest themselves in behaviour. Furthermore,

faith development is ethically and conceptually beyond the reach of exper¡mental

manipulation, and is too individualistic to allow for individual assessment through group

observation. There is an ¡ntuitive cogency and congruence between Fowler's theory

and his basic method of measurement.

Perhaps the primary liability of the blatantly direct quest¡on and answer method

of measurement is that ìt is obtrusive, and therefore prone to producing reactive

effects. The process of causìng the individual to reflect upon the aspects of faith can

be a rather unique experience for the individual, and therefore be a profoundly moving

experience in that it precipitates movement or alterat¡on of faith structures. ln other

words, the process of measuring faith may change faith from what it had been

previously and would have remained if it had not been measured. This certainly

throws the information gleaned during the process into question. Fowler is acutely

aware of the fact that his interviews are often interventions into faith. ln fact, many of

his subjects immediately reported as much following their interviews. But there seems

to be no easy solution to the problem. No one to this point has been able to conce¡ve
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of a way of reaching deep into an individual's subjective being without arousing ¡t.

Perhaps the only consolation is that this obtrusiveness has been cons¡stent in al¡ faith

development research, and may in fact be lessened by a questionnaire format.

A second limitation of the question and answer method of measurement is its

dependence upon language; it is an exercise in hermeneutics. ln nonscheduled

interviews, questions can be re-worded and paraphrased when obviously

misunderstood, and answers likewise probed when misunderstood or incomplete. ln

closed-ended, fixed response questionnaires, the answers are less problematic, but the

meaning of the questions is particularly vulnerable to misinterpretation. These

questions must generally be drafted according to the verbal ability of the lowest

common denominator of the population, and even then, or because of this reduction,

are subject to discrepant meanings that introduce error into the data. Fortunately, the

questionnaire developed for this study could afford to assume a high school graduate

level of reading and cognition, because all cases in this study had this as a minimal

level of education. This is a higher level than could have been afforded if the study

population had been the general population, and allowed the instrument to make

assumptions that Fowler's interv¡ew could not afford.

A third limitation of the quest¡on and answer melhod of measurement is that it

is limited to self-reporis. As such it is subject to problems such as the memory-decay,

bias, motivation, and ability of the respondents. lt does not measure social action

directly, or indicate the context of the individual's social life. Questionnaires are

particularly weak in this regard. Fowler's interview at least creates a partial
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demonstration of the respondent's patterns of cognit¡on, awareness, judgment, and so

forth. A questionnaire only enables the respondent to give a brief, fixed report of those

patterns. To enable the respondent to give a valid and reliable report of faith

development aspects w¡thout also suggest¡ng what might be socially more desirable

reports is a considerable challenge.

On the other hand, a Fowler questionnaire potentially has at least two specific

advantages over the Fowler interview, beyond the general advantages reviewed

earlier. First, items can more directly reflect the various criteria of the various aspects

of the various stages, as they are explicated in lhe Manual for Faith Development

Besearch (Moseley, Jarvis, and Fowler, 1986). lnstead of eliciting discursive answers

which must then be interpretively coded by the researcher, the cr¡ter¡a themselves can

be paraphrased and become the questionnaire items. Even if the respondent is forced

to reflect briefly before responding to this type of question, he or she is nevertheless

then responding directly to the cr¡teria set forth by the theory, instead of offering some

personal exposit¡on that may or may not be codeable, or may be erroneously

interpreted by the researcher. This effectively shifts the largest margin of error into the

response of the subject, instead of leaving it located in the coding procedure. Fowler

(1981) reported inter-rater reliability of 85-90%, but d¡d not report on validity. The

construction of a questionnaire such as done in this study could actually improve

measurement val¡dity.

A second potent¡al advantage of a questionnaire is the maintenance of balance

behveen ihe aspects of faith. The questions on Fowler's interview are not exclusively
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focused on particular aspecls of faith, and Moseley, Jarvis, and Fowler (1986) have

already noted that the aspects of social perspective-taking and world coherence

receive more attention than others during the course of an ¡nterview. This is only

compounded by the uncontrolled number of probes for each question. When each

response is scored, the net effect is that any one interview will probably produce many

more scores ¡n one aspect than in another. lf the interview is then scored by

calculating an over-all mean, some aspects carry more weight than others. A

questionnaire constructed as done here can ensure that each aspect and stage is

represented equally in the items, and is carrying equal weight.

It is recognized that many of the aspects of measurement and data production

in this study remained problematic, and that the value of this research, as all research,

is determined by the quality of the data. The difficulties originated in measuring the

complexity of the dependent variable of faith develôpment, and were compounded by

attempting to do so on the larger scale of sociological survey analysis. But the

significance of the problem warranted the effort.

D. Measurementlnstrument

As stated above, this study has developed a rigorous, self-administered mail

questionnaire to measure stage of faith development, instead of using the interview

format developed by Fowler. ln so doing, it has attempted to do for Fowler's findings

what Rest (1979) has done for Kohlberg's. This may be one of the most signif¡cant
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contributions of this study to scholarship, because no adequate instrument has been

developed up to the present, and the lack of such has discouraged further research on

the model. Fowler himself at f¡rst resisted the idea of developing a questionnaire,

thinking thai it would not be possible to produce a valid and reliable instrument.

However, in recent years he has cooperated with at least one group attempting to do

'l . Review of Alternative Questionnaires

Several researchers have modified Fowler's original procedure. Among the

earliest was Mischey (1976), who developed a careful method of analysis from aural

study of his interviews, interviews which Fowler actually incorporated into his original

data set. Bradley's (1983) method prompted subjects to g¡ve a written self-report in

response to eleven open-ended questions with f ixed probes mod¡fied from Fowlefs

interview guide, instead of giving a spoken selÊreport to an interviewer in person.

Bradley did not provide data on the validity and reliability of his instrument.

Others, such as Mcoollough (1983), have taken the next logical step and

actually produced a self-adm inistered, closed-ended quest¡onnaire, but these have

tended to be limited to particular religious faith contents, intended only for personal,

devotional reflection, and lacking in any claim to scientific validity and reliability. Green

and Hoffman (1989) have claimed scientific validity for their scale, though they did not

provide ev¡dence in support of their claim. Their scale consisted of short summaries of

Stages 2 through 5 worded in overtly Christian terms, from which the respondent was
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simply asked to select the one that most closely corresponded with his or her own

religious faith. They did not seem to be concerned that there were no education or

age differences in faith stage of the college students in their study, or that "a significant

number of our youthful respondents were categorized as Stage 5" (1989:253).

The most concerted and sophistìcated effort to produce a validated

questionnaire has been undertaken by the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America,

under the directorship of Connie Leean and with the cooperation of Fowler. However,

as of the beginning of data collection for this study, they were unable to publish or

release a product that yielded scores matching scores from interviews to their

satisfaction. Moreover, their preliminary drafts had also appeared to be religiously

biased.

Of those that have appeared in scientific literature to date, the most focused

attempt by social scientists to devise a scale based on Fowler's model has been that

of Barnes, Doyle, and Johnson (1989). (Smith [1981:330] defines a scale as "two or

more indicators of the phenomenon being studied combined in some fashion to

produce a single measure.") The¡r scale is also limited to measuring Stages 2 through

5 in order to avoid the unnecessary complication of testing for the unthought basic

trust of an infant in Stage 1, or the extremely rare and mostly hypothetical faith

structure of Stage 6. The scale consists of only nine items, each a set of paired

statements between whích respondents are asked to state a preference according to a

Likert scale. ln each item, a statement representing an aspect of one stage is paired

w¡th a statement representing an aspect of anolher stage. Respondents are scored
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according to their predominant preferences.

Barnes, Doyle, and Johnson used ihis questionnaire to collect data from 275

members of the College Theology Society, a largely Catholic group of college teachers

of theology or religious studies, and from 304 members of a Catholic parish in Dayton,

Ohio who were distributed fairly well as to age, income, and education. As a means of

criterion-related validat¡on, the scores on the faith stages were then compared to

responses to statements on ten issues of Catholic belief that had been categorized as

Literal, Nuanced, or Symbolic. Barnes, Doyle, and Johnson conclude that their results

add to the plausibility of Fowler's claims.

Character¡stics which he assigned to each stage do cluster together in
the responses; each style of faith does correlate fairly well with at least
some measure of how literally or symbolically a person interprets
religious beliefs. (1989:418)

Unfortunately, when the Barnes, Doyle, and Johnson scale was administered to

'133 evangelical Protestants of roughly the same demographic composition (students,

faculty, and guests at a conference at Winnipeg Bible College and Theological

Seminary), the positive results were not replicated (Hiebert, 1989b). There was

inadequate clustering of responses around statements that were said to represent

particular faith stages, so much so that a more lenient scoring system than the one

used by Barnes, Doyle, and Johnson had to be adopted ìn order to salvage any kind of

readable results. To the extent that some clustering of responses was deciphered, the

percentage of frequencies in Stages 2 through 5 were sìgnificantly unlike those of the

Barnes, Doyle, and Johnson study, despite the fact that both samples consisted of

highly educated Christians. Furthermore, demographic predictors derived from
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Fowler's theory, such as age, education, and cross-cultural experience, were unable to

predict stage of faith development, as revealed by the stat¡stical technique of

discr¡minant analysis.

The Hiebert study concluded that the Barnes, Doyle, and Johnson

questionnaire was inadequate for general scient¡fic use because of at least two

reasons that may have rendered ¡t impotent on an alternate though similar population.

First, the scale is not only overtly biased toward Christian faith, it is more narrowly

biased toward Catholic faith. Second, the scale is probably too short and therefore too

vulnerable to distort¡on by one or two weak or faulty items. Shorter scales have lower

reliability (Smith, 1981), and it is probably simply too opt¡mistic to ask nine items to

y¡eld trustvvorthy results on seven different aspects spread over four different stages.

2. Development of a New Questionnaire

Hav¡ng reviewed various attempts to modify Fowler's in-person interv¡ew, the

necessity of developing a new questionnaire for the purpose of this research project

was evident, Miller appraised this as "an activity of last resort" (1983:565), but

provided a checklist of evaluative cr¡teria to guide the process. ln preparation for such

an undertaking, the researcher began the process by scoring 13 Fowler faith

development interviews conducted by the Young Adult Faith Study of the Jesuit Centre

for Faith Development and Values located at St. Paul's College on the campus of the

University of Manitoba. Because these interviews were obtained from university

undergraduates, this was an immersion into how students of this type interact with the
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aspects of Fowleis theory.

ln drafting the basic format of ihe questionnaire, it was decided that, follow¡ng

the lead of the Barnes, Doyle, and Johnson (1989) scale, the Green and Hoffman

(1989) instrument, and the Lutheran questionnaìre, only Stages 2, 3, 4, and 5 would be

included. The chances of encountering a Stage 1 or 6 ¡ndividual are remote, and the

brevity of the instrument was a concern because of typically low motivation on the part

of respondents to complete mail surveys. lt was also decided that no ¡tems would be

devoted exclusively to Aspect A (Form of Logic). Three reasons prompted this

decision. First, form of logic informs all the other aspects of Fowler's model of faith.

Second, it is virtually impossible to draft simple statements that measure form of logic

directly. Third, the brev¡ty of the instrument could again be facilitated by omitting the

most difficult to measure aspect, and measur¡ng six of the seven aspects of faith is still

a high level of sampling validity (86%). The six aspects would each be measured by

two separate items in order to provide a check against the vulnerability of single-item

measures, and to make internal split-half measures of reliability possible.

The general format of forced ranking of statements representing different stages

on a particular aspect was judged to be superior to the format of rat¡ng statements.

Several factors lead to this conclusion. First, because the intent of the questionnaire is

merely to determine the faith stage of the respondent, the issues of attitude intensity,

importance, and certainty are not pressing (Krosnick and Schuman, 1988). Second,

because the respondent will never be asked to rank more than four items representing

the four stages being tested, the admittedly more complex task of ranking is still
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reasonable. Third, because the items are already hierarchically ordered, they should

not, according to the theory, be rated equally by any one individual; ranking should be

implicit in all responses anyway. Therefore, the direct ranking approach, approx¡mated

by Green and Hoffman (1989), was selected because, while it sacrìfices some

collateral information, it gaìns clearer, more immediate discrimination behveen stages.

By basing the statements directly on the specific cr¡teria outlined in the Manual

for Fa¡th Development Research (Moseley, Jarvis, and Fowler, 1986), the responses

were brought as close as possible to the theory. The main question then becomes

whether the respondent has adequately understood the item, not whether the

researcher has adequaiely interpreted the response. Coding cr¡teria derived from the

Manual are presented in the following Measurement Mater¡als section in chart form to

enable the reader, with the aid of the coding sheet also included there, to match the

questionnaire statements w¡th the exact criter¡a from which they in turn were der¡ved.

Several of the statements were deliberately double barrelled because of the compìexity

and tension they were intended to reflect. For example, item #1 on the questionnaire

is a Stage 4 statement of Soc¡al Perspective Taking (Aspect B) based on Criterion 2,

which states "Can analyze otheas viewpoint but with an eye to defending one's own

viewpoint." Questionnaire item #1 , which states that "l examine the viewpoints of

others carefully, and then usually become more convinced of my own viewpoint," ¡s

clearly double barrelled, but must be in order to capture both the critical thinking and

the systematic, exclusive defensiveness of Stage 4 faith.

Finally, the title of "Values Questionnaire" was employed to avo¡d the religious
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bias that could potent¡ally arise from a title of "Faith Questionnaire." This is consistent

with the care taken by Fowler to avoid the terms "faith" or "religion" in the introduct¡on

of his intervìew to interviewees (1986b:277). (Note that these terms were also avoided

in the cover letters shown in E. 1. below, ¡n favour of the more generic and

commonplace term "values".)

The actual questionnaire format consists of 48 statements arranged in twelve

groups of four statements each. The four statements in each group represent one

aspect of Stages 2, 3, 4, and 5; the twelve groups result from six aspects being

measured twice. The respondent is asked to rank the statements according to which

are most and least like him or her. The order of the statements in each group are

systematically scrambled so as to avoid order effects and response sets (Sudman and

Bradburn, 1983).

The scoring of the questionnaire proceeds by calculating the mean of the

tvvelve responses for each of the four stages represented. Because a ranking value of

1 is assigned by the respondent to those statements that are most like him or her, and

a ranking value of 4 to those that are least like him or her, the range of possible

means is 1-4. For example, if the respondent ranked the Stage 3 statement in each

group as the one "most like me," then his or her mean for Stage 3 will be 1.0.

Similarly, if the respondent ranked the Stage 5 statement in each group as the one

"least like me," then his or her mean for Stage 5 will be 4.0, More than one stage

mean of 1.0 or 4.0 is not possible for an individual respondent because the statements

in each group are ranked, not rated. The greater the range of means for a particular
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case, the stronger a pattern of responses has been revealed for that case. Put

differently, the lower the lowest stage mean for a part¡cular case, the better the

questionnaire has performed in identifying a faith stage for that case. lf the

questionnaire has failed to reveal any pattern in the responses, if there is no clustering

of responses around statements representative of a part¡cular faith stage and the

responses appear to be perfectly random, then the means for each of the four stages

will be 2.50.

The stage with the lowest mean score is the stage at which that particular

respondent is scored. lf the stage with the lowest mean score is at least .25 lower

than the next nearest stage, lhat respondent is scored as fully within that stage.

However, if two stages are tied for the lowest mean, or ¡f the next nearest stage mean

is less than .25 from the lowest stage mean, that respondent is scored as being

transitional bewveen those tlvo stages, assuming the two stages are adjacent. (The

.25 figure is arbitrary, not statistically derived,) For example, if the score on Stage 3 is

'1 .58 and the score on Stage 4 is 1.67, that respondent will be scored as Stage 3-4

Transitional. lf the two lowest stages are less than .25 apart but not adjacent in order,

the stage of that respondent cannot be calculated from the questionnaire. The

extremely rare cases where there is a three-stage tie for the lowest mean are also

deleted as unscoreable.

A careful distinction must be made between the arithmetic means that are

calculated from the interview and the arithmetic means that are calculated from the

questionnaire; they are categorically different. The interview means derived by the
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Moseley, Jarvis, and Fowler procedure are substant¡ve stage means in which the

numbers represent actual faith stages. ln contrast, the questionnaire means are

statistical ranking means in which the numbers represent rankings assigned to faith

stage statements. lnterview means can be directly subjected to further averaging for

the purpose of deriving a group mean in terms of faith development, the questionnaire

means cannot. A stage score of 3.5 on the interv¡ew indicates that the respondent is

half way between Stage 3 and Stage 4, or exactly Stage 3-4 Transitional. This score

can be averaged w¡th other scores in a group to determine a mean score for the

group, such as 3.78.

ln contrast, a score of 1.5 for Stage 3 on the questionnaire only indicates that

the respondent is at Stage 3 in faith development terms, assuming the means for

Stage 2 or 4 ate 1.75 or higher. The score of 1.5 is a "statistically significant"

indication of stage location, but it is incapable of prov¡d¡ng the substantive, decimal

place specificity provided by ihe interview means. Therefore, all respondents scored

by the quest¡onnaire can only be scored as wholly within a particular stage, such as

Stage 3, or as transitional, such as Stage 3-4. For the purpose of averaging groups,

the transitionals can be represented by a .5, such as 3.5, but it must be understood

that such an exact, intermediate location has not been calculated as directly as is

possible with interview data.

ln sum, if the questionnaire works properly, it should behave in certain ways.

First, it should tend to yield at least one stage mean that is lower than 2.00 (also an

arbitrary standard), because perfectly equal or random responses to all statements will
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yield four stage means of 2.50 each, whereas perfectly consistent "most like me"

responses to one particular stage will y¡eld a mean of 1.0 for that stage. Having one

stage mean of less than 2.00 is the test of whether respondents ranked statements

representative of a particular faith stage as "most like me" with any degree of

consistency. However, the ability of the questionnaire to produce one such low stage

mean is compromised in cases where the respondent is, in actuality, transitional

between stages. ln these cases, where the two lowest stage means are less than .25

apart, all four stage means tend to be pulled toward the middle (2.50), and the lowest

mean is less likely to be below the arbitrary standard of 2.00. Nevertheless, a

minimum standard for the lowest mean of less than 2.20 is still necessary, because

anything higher is too close to the product of a perfectly random response (2.50), and

too likely to be merely the product of measurement eror. Therefore, cases with lowest

means higher lhan 2.20 cannot not be assigned a stage score with sufficient

confidence.

Second, though less important, the quest¡onnaire should also tend to produce

at least one stage mean that is higher than 3.25, which is the midpoint behveen

perfectly consistent "least like me" responses (4.0) and random responses (2.50). This

tendency would be due to the fact that for all respondents other than the Stage 3-4

Transitional, there will be one stage represented on the questionnaire that is two

stages removed from the one in which the respondent is located. Third, and related,

the questionnaire should yield a wide range of means, although this attribute will again

be bluned by the respondents who are in actual¡ty transitional. Fourth, the

questionnaire should almost never yield two lowest means w¡thin .25 of each other that
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are in stages not adjacent to each other, namely 2-4,3-5, or 2-5.

3. Validation Procedure

With the questionnaire and its scor¡ng thus drafted, a validation procedure was

begun, with the goal of achieving the arbitrary, self-imposed standards of a 1.75 mean

of the lowest means and a 3.25 mean of the highest means (the only significance of

these numbers is that they represent the mid-points betlveen 1, 2.50, and 4). The first

draft was submitted to one expert in survey research, and four experts in Fowler's

theory from the Jesuit Centre for Faith Development and Values located at St. Paul's

College on the University of Manitoba campus. From this test, content or face valid¡ty

was established, although minor revisions were suggested and made. The second

draft was administered to a convenience sample of 15 subjects drawn from an

evangelical Protestant church. Four of these subjects misunderstood the instruct¡ons,

rating the items instead of ranking them, so their questionnaires could not be scored.

Of those that could, the mean average of the lowest means was 1.95, the mean

average of the highest means was 3.04.

The revisions of the lhird draft were intended to build more of the tension

characteristic of the paradoxes of Stage 5 into the Stage 5 statements, and to equalize

better the social desirability of all the statements. A statement addressing the problem

of social desirability was also included in the instructions. This draft was then

administered to a convenience sample of 10 neighbours of the researcher. The mean

average of the lowest means was 1.81, the mean average of the highest means was
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3.18.

The revisions of the fourth draft were based on an item analysis of the

responses provided by individuals whom the researcher knew well, This is a

subjective form of concurrent validity analysis, Certain items that were consistently

given rankings significantly different than what was expected by the researcher based

on his knowledge of the respective respondents were considered for rev¡sion. This

draft was then administered to a convenience sample of 15 students drawn from a

class of students at Winnipeg Theological Seminary. The mean averages of the lowest

and highest means were virtually identical with the third draft, 1.81 and 3.18

respectively.

The fifth draft incorporated only minor revisions. lt was felt that the reason the

revisions of the fourth draft did not produce better cluster¡ng around a particular stage

and a greater range of means was that the questionnaire had been administered in

poor conditions. The respondents had been distracted by the nature of that particular

class, were pressured for time, and probably gave the questionnaire less than their full

attention. The slightly rev¡sed fifth draft was therefore given to 14 residents of the

community in which the researcher also resides. However, the scores still did not

improve. The mean average of the lowest means was 1.81, the mean average of the

highest means was now 3.08.

At this po¡nt a careful item-to-total analysis was undertaken, in which items that

received a value of 4 in siages that nevertheless resulted in the lowest means were
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noted, and items which received a value of 1 in stages that nevertheless resulted in

the highest means were also noted. These items were thereby identified as the most

problematic in that they were distorting emerging patterns and pulling means back

toward the 2.50 midpoint. The sixth draft consisted of a revision of 13 such

statements. lt was then administered to 12 subjects drawn from an evangelical

Protestant church in a different community. The results showed that the mean average

of the lowest means was now 1.68, the mean average of the highest means was 3.32.

This sample was also the first one in which no respondent misunderstood the

instructions, which had also been in a process of clar¡fication and refinement,

Having surpassed the self-imposed standards ol a 1.75 mean for the lowest

means and a 3.25 mean for the highest means, the questionnaire was nevertheless

subjected to another, similar item-to-total analysis in hopes of improving it further. This

resulted in another 5 items being revised, th¡s time in consultat¡on w¡th another scholar.

ln what was intended to be a final check, this seventh draft was then administered by

mail to a non-probability, purposive sample consisting of 50 subjects drawn from the

data bank of the Young Adult Faith Study conducted by the Jesuit Centre for Faith

Development and Values. The reason these subjects were pursued is that all of them

had given a Fowler faith development, in-person interview within the past two years,

and many of these interviews had already been scored. The subjects selected for the

questionnaire, all of which had a Catholic background and were undergraduate

students at the university, were the most recent interv¡ewees available, so as to reduce

maturation effects as much as possible. Selection was also guided by the desire to

maintain a balance between males and females, and to maximize the var¡ation among
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ihe faith stages. Unfortunately, the large majority of the subjects in this data bank

whose ¡nterviews had been scored were evaluated as Stage 3 by the interview format.

ln many cases, the failure to calculate arithmetic means in scoring the interviews also

resulted in a lack of decimal place sensitivity. Furthermore, there were questions

about the lack of scientific r¡gor dur¡ng the interview protocols that may have

contaminated the results of the interviews.

The results were somewhat disappoint¡ng. The return rate of 34 out of 50

quest¡onnaires sent out (68%), prompted by a follow-up mailing, was good, as was the

sex balance of 17 males and 17 females. However, the mean average of the lowest

means was 1.81 , and the mean average of the highest means was 3.20, again falling

short of the 1.75 and 3.25 standards. Four of the 34 respondents (12%)

misunderstood the instructions and rated the statements instead of ranking them,

leaving their questionnaires unscoreable. Another 2 respondents had their two lowest

means less than .25 apart but not in adjacent stages, leaving their questionnaires also

unscoreable according to the log¡c of the theory. (This occurrence was not checked in

previous drafts.) A comparison of the remaining 14 respondents for which scores on

both the interview and the questionnaire were available is presented in Table 2-1.
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TABLE 2-1 INTERVIEW-QUESTION NAIRE COMPARISON

I.D.# INTERVIEW

e_aâi a *

2-02 3

3-226 4

1-32 3

1-34 3

3-200 3.8

2-39

2-03

1-28

3-228

1-42

rt -.J¿o

2-17

1-18

QUESTIONNAIRE

2-3 Transitional

2-3

4

.t

4

DIFFERENCE

lower

lower

same

same

same

same

higher

higher

higher

higher

higher

higher

higher

higher

o

3.4

a

e

3.5

,l

3.6

3-4

4

4

4-5

4-5

5

4-5

5

lnterview scores shown without decimal places may in fact have them;

they have just not been calculated,

These data show that only 4 respondents scored virtually the same on both the

interview and the questionnaire, and that more respondents scored higher on the

questionnaire than scored lower, lt cannot be known whether the decimal places not

calculated on some of the interviews would have increased or decreased the

differences. However, it is consistent with the theory that more respondents should

score higher on the questionnaire, because of the t¡me lapse and maturation effects
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between the interview and the questionnaire. ln fact, 5 of the 34 respondents warned,

in written comments solicited at the end of the questionnaire, that they had changed

sign¡ficantly since the interv¡ew, and that they doubted their scores would match. The

same would presumably be true for others who did not mention the likelihood. Any

change would, according to Fowler's theory, always be only to higher stages, The fact

that 2 respondents showed a decrease in stage in the questionnaire is a discrepancy

of the two measurements that is contrary to the iheory. Again, decimal point accuracy

in the interview scoring, such as 2.78, could perhaps have explained this difference.

ln sum, this attempt to establish the criterion-related validiÇ of the questionnaire

by using a second, somewhat rough data set was less than completely sat¡sfactory on

four counls. One, too high a percentage of respondents still misunderstood the

instructions. Two, the standards of the mean average of the lowest and highest means

were not met. Three, the correlation of the interview scores and quest¡onnaire scores

was not strongly convincing. And four, the scores on the questionnaire were

suspiciously high. Therefore it was decided to do another draft.

The revisions for the eighth draft began by adding the ranking scale to the first

page of the questionnaire on which the groups appear, as a means of reminding the

respondent that the numbers she or he assigns to statements are rankings, not ratings.

An itemìo-total analysis was done on the seventh draft to reveal the items falling

outside the pattern of responses. With these items highlighted, a fresh, careful re-

reading of the coding criter¡a was undertaken to assess again the exact

correspondence of the items w¡th their respect¡ve criteria. This resulted in 21 items
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being revised slightly or substantially. This e¡ghth draft was then administered to 18

volunteer subjects drawn from teachers at the public school in a rural village and

parents of the children in one of the Grade 4 classrooms,

The results of the eighth draft showed positive progress. Only one respondent

misunderstood the instructions (5%). The mean average of the lowest means was

1.76, virtually attaining the standard sought, while the mean average of the highest

means was 3.20. And the scores were more aligned with general expectations in that

there were not a suspiciously high number of Stage 5's or 4-5 Transit¡onals. An item-

to-total analysis revealed that item #44, which had been troublesome throughout the

preceding drafts, remained the one that most d¡storted patterns ¡n the responses.

Therefore, it was revised again, because the potential positive effect of altering even

one item is considerable in a ranking format.

After eight drafts administered to a total of 1 18 respondents, the validation

procedure was terminated, as it had become evident that the clar¡ty of the data

produced could not be significantly improved wìth¡n the structure of the approach

taken. The f¡nal questionnaire, including the new, untested item #44, was adopted as

the measurement instrument for this research project, and is presented in the following

section.
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E. Measurement Mater¡als

The following mater¡als comprised the instrumentat¡on for the research

conducted for this study. Each sampling unit, or case, received a University of

Manitoba envelope in the mail containing a cover letter, a quest¡onnaire, and a

stamped University of Manitoba envelope addressed back to the University of

Manitoba.

1. Cover and Follow-Up Letters

The f¡rst contact cover letters were intended to introduce the research project to

the subjects, and motivate them to respond. Follow-up letters were sent to encourage

those individuals who did not respond to the first contact to do so. The differences

between the university and Bible college letters reflect the differences in sampling and

mailing procedures, as outlined in F.1. Mail Survey Procedures below.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOB,{ D[PARTÀ{ENT OF SOCIOLOGY Vinnipeg, Manitoba
Caoada RIT 2N2

3 February 1992

Dear Student;

As a Bible college senior, you probably recognize that your education can have
many values and benef¡ts, ranging from vocational preparation to personal enrichment.
Many Bible college students find that their education is helpful in clarifying and shaping
what they consider to be important and meaningful in life. When researchers study the
values and perspectives of Bible college students, it enables everyone to understand
better how people grow and develop, and what role, if any, education plays in this
process.

Your name was one of a relatively few people randomly selected from
universities and colleges in the Winnipeg area to be asked for information on these
matters. lwould greatly appreciate your cooperat¡on and assistance, as the success
of this research obv¡ously depends largely on your willingness to respond. lt is
important that you complete this questionnaire if your classmates are to be
represented adequately.

The information gathered will compr¡se the data for my doctoral dissertat¡on in
the Department of Sociology at the Un¡versity of Manitoba. I can assure you that the
responses you give will remain str¡ctly conf¡dential, and that the data will be presented
only in a grouped, over-all manner. Your questionnaire has an identification number
for mailing purposes onty; it enables me to check your name off the mailing list when
your questionnaire is returned. Your name w¡ll never be placed on your questionnaire.
I also promise to send you a summary of the key results of the study, if you request it.

I would be most pleased to answer any questions you might have about this
project. You can contact me al 1-377 -M21 . Please return the completed
questionnaire to the Receptionist's Office of your college as soon as possible.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Dennis W. Hiebert
Ph.D. Student

Raymond F. Currie, Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology
and Dissertation Advisor



THE UNIVERSITY OF ÀI.{NITOBÁ DEPARTÀIENT OF SOCIOLOGY Vinnipeg, Maniroba
Canada RIT 2N2

1B February 1992

Dear Student;

About two weeks ago, you should have received a packet in the mail from the
University of Manitoba containing a Values Questionnaire. lt informed you that you
were among those who had been selected to provide information that will comprise the
data for my doctoral dissertation in the Department of Sociology.

Unfortunately, I have not as yet received your completed questionnaire. Could I

urge you to complete the questionnaire and return it, before it gets too far removed
from your mind, or you lose the form? Social research is always dependent on people
like you to cooperate. ln this case, my own program of studies depends on you as
well. Please try to find time to complete the questionnaire.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Dennis W. Hiebert
Ph.D. Student
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MÁNITOBA DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY Vinnipeg, Maoiroba
Cânada R3T 2N2

15 November 1991

Dear Student;

About three weeks, ago you should have received a packet in the mail from the
UniversiÇ of Manitoba containing a Values Questionnaire. lt informed you that you
were among those who had been selected to provide informatlon that will comprise the
data for my doctoral dissertation in the Department of Soc¡ology.

Unfortunately, I have not as yet received your completed questionnaire. I can
think of only four possible explanations.

1. I have made an error in record-keeping.
2. You have already completed and returned it to the College Receptionist

Off¡ce during the t¡me this letter was being written and mailed. lf this is
the case, I heartily thank you for your time and effort, and suggest you
ignore the rest of this letter.

3. You have misplaced it.
4, You have it in your possession, but have not completed it as yet.

My problem is that I have not received suff¡cient returns to be able to proceed
adequately with my research. lf you have not completed and returned the
questionnaire to the College Receptionist Office, could I urge you to DO SO SOON? lt
should only take approximately 20 minutes, and respondents in the pre-test found ¡t
quite interesting. Moreover, my progress toward graduation will be jeopardized if this
research project cannot be completed satisfactor¡ly. lf you have misplaced the
questionnaire, you can pick up a replacement at the College Receptionist Office.

Thank you again for your further consideration. Could you also please give the
quest¡onnaire your prompt attention this time, before the end of the semester and
exams make you busier than you already are?

Sincerely,

Dennis Hiebert, Ph.D. Student
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THE UNIVTRSIfi OF ÀI.{NITOBÄ DEPARTÀfENT OF SOCIOLOGY \Vionipeg, Manitoba

Canada RIT 2N2

14 February'1992

Dear Student;

As a senior universiÇ student, you probably recognize that your education can
have many values and benefits, ranging from vocational preparation to personal
enrichment. Many university students find that their education is helpful in clarifying
and shaping what they consider to be important and meaningful in life. When
researchers study the values and perspect¡ves of university students, it enables
everyone to understand better how people grow and develop, and what role, if any,
education plays in this process.

Your name was one of a relatively few people randomly selected from
universities and colleges in the Winnipeg area to be asked for information on these
matters. I would greatly appreciate your cooperat¡on and assistance, as the success
of this research obviously depends largely on your willingness to respond. lt is
important that you complete this questionnaire if your classmates are to be
represented adequately.

The information gathered will comprise the data for my doctoral dissertation in
the Department of Sociology at the University of Manitoba. I can assure you that the
responses you give will rema¡n anonymous; there is no way of identifying you with your
responses. I also promise to send you a summary of the key results of the study, if
you request it.

I would be most pleased to answer any quest¡ons you might have about this
project. You can contact me al 1-377-4421.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Dennis W. Hiebert
Ph.D. Student

Raymond F. Cunie, Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology
and Dissertation Advisor
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ÀIÁNITOBA DEPARTÀ{ENT OF SOCIOLOGY \Y/innipeg, Manitoba
Cânada RiT 2N2

Date

Dear Student;

One of your fellow students at the University of Manitoba is in the process of
doing research for his dissertation, which is the final requirement of his Ph.D, program
in the Department of Sociology. He has requested permission io use randomly
selected students at the Un¡versity of Manitoba as part of his sample of subjects for a
mail survey. However, based on our policy of Disclosure and Security of Student
Academic Records, the Student Records Office cannot release names and addresses
to researchers.

Nevertheless, the Department of Student Affairs, w¡th the consent of the
president of the university, has granted special permission to the Student Records
Office to mail this researcher's questionnaire to randomly selected students. Your
name was one of a relatively few students selected.

Because the researcher has not been given your name and address, any
information you provide in responding to the questionnaire cannot be attached to your
name, even by our office; you are therefore assured of annonymity in this regard.

We would encourage you to respond positively to this student's request, so that
his research and program of education can proceed. Thank you for your
consideration.

Sincerely,

J.B. Salt, Director
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MÂNITOBA DEPARTÀ{ENT OF SOCIOLOGY \Viooipeg, Maniroba
Cânâda RIT 2N2

6 March 1992

Dear Student;

This packet is similar to the one you should have received in the mail several
weeks ago. lt contains the same Values Questionnaire I am using to collect data for
my doctoral dissertation in the Department of Sociology at the University of Manitoba.

Unfortunately, I have not as yet received a completed questionnaire from you, I

can think of only four possible explanations.

1 . I have made an error in record-keeping.
2. You have already completed and returned it to ihe College Receptionist

Office during the time this letter was being written and mailed. lf this is
the case, I heartily thank you for your time and effort, and suggest you
ignore the rest of this letter.

3. You have misplaced it.
4. You have it in your possession, but have not completed it as yet.

My problem is that I have not received sufficient returns to be able to proceed
adequately with my research. lf you have not completed and returned the
questionnaire to the College Receptionist Office, could Iurge you to DO SO SOON? lt
should only take approximately 25 minutes, and respondents in the pretest found it
quite interesting. Moreover, my own progress toward graduation will be jeopardized if
this research project cannot be completed satisfactorily.

Thank you again for your further consideration. Could you also please give the
questionnaire your prompt attention this time, before the end of the semester and
exams make you busier than you already are?

Sincerely,

Dennis Hiebert, Ph.D. Student
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2. Faith Development ("Values") Questionnaire

ldentìfication numbers appeared on the Bible college questionnaires only,

because the identity of the university respondents was not known (see F.1. Mail

Survey Procedures). ldentification consisted of tvvo letters and three numbers, ihe first

letter indicating college (C for Canadian Mennonite Bible College, and P for Providence

College), the second letter indicating student status (F for freshman and S for senior).

The three digit numbers enumerated the individual respondents in each category. The

university students were identified only according to educational program. AII

questionnaires sent to arts students had a horizontal line underneath the "Values

Questionnaire" title, whereas all the questionnaires sent to engineering students had

ihe same horizontal line plus a second horizontal line above the t¡tle. Thus, when a

questionnaire was returned, it was immediately apparent from the single or double

lines whether the respondent was an arts or engineering student.

The main emphasis of the instruct¡ons was to try to ensure that the respondent

understood that he or she was being asked to rank the statements, not merely rate

them. The questionnaire began rather abruptly; there were no "warm up" questions to

ease the respondent into thinking in terms of her or his "values." Questions #49-52

were not part of faith stage assessment, and appeared on the seniors' questionnaire

only. Their funct¡on was to measure the respondent's perspective of the effect of his

or her program of education on her or his faith development, and as such were not

applicable to freshmen.
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3. Biographical lnformation

ln accordance with convent¡onal wisdom in surveying, the demographic sect¡on

of the quest¡onnaire was placed at the end (Backstrom and Hursh-Cesar, 1981). The

specific questions were designed to collect data on the variables that could potentially

intervene between the relationship of education and faith development, namely sex (1),

age (2), social class according to occupation (3), rural or urban residence (4-5), other

dimensions of education (6-7), religious preference and commitment (9-11), cross-

cultural experience (12), relational stress (13), and prolonged emotional stress (14).

The wording of most of the demographic items was patterned after items in the

Winnipeg Area Study. The social class items in question #3 required additional

preliminary coding before a four digit code could be entered into the computer, This

was done according to the Standard Occupational Classification employed by Stat¡stics

Canada (1980). Question #5 explored the respondent's education more specifically

than the simple group identity which he or she was given, to enable tests for possible

significant, though subtle, differences. The categories of religious preference in

question #9 are those employed by Bibby (1987) for Canada. Question #1 1 ties

religious and spiritual values together in order to avoid the growing negative

connotation of traditional or institutional religion. The question includes an indication of

the change in the importance of religion for the individual, and in this regard, items b)

and c) are virtually the same point in time for freshmen.



VALUES QUESTIONNAIRE

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY:

There are twelve groups of statements with four statements in each group.

1. Work on one group at a time until all twelve groups are completed.

2. Read all four statements in a group before giving any written response to
that group.

3. Decide what the order of the statements should be according to how much
they are or are not like you.

4. lndicate how you have ranked the statements by using ihe following scale:

1 = most like me
2 = more like me
3 = less like me
4 = least like me

IMPORTANT: All four statements in each group must
receive a different number.

Notes:
a) "Most like me"(1) may not mean that the statement is very much like

you, just the most like you compared to the other three
statements. "Least like me"(4) may mean that the statement is
not like you at all.

b) The number you select for each statement should honestly indicate
who you are at this point in your life, not what you wish you were
or what you might think you should be.

Suggestions:
a) lt will probably be easiest for you to rank the statements "most like

me"(1 ) and "least like me"(4) first.

b) lf a statement really does not make much sense to you, it is probably
not very much "like You".



Remember: Use each of the following numbers in every group.

'I = most like me
2 = more like me
3 = less like me
4 = least like me

This is a rankinq scale, NOT a ratino scale.

GROUP ONE

1. I examine the viewpoints of others carefully, and then usually become more
convinced of my own viewpoint.

2. When I try to understand what something means to someone else, I do not
think about what that thing means to me.

3. My understanding of what my parents/g uardians usually think and feel has
not changed much since I was a young child.

4. lt is most important to me that I try to meet the expectations others have of
me.

GROUP TWO

5. I decide if something is basically right or wrong mostly by whether it
maintains good relationships between people, llke honesty and loyalty
do.

7.

I think it is wrong for me to hurt someone else, because he or she might
hurt me back.

I consider something to be morally good mostly by whether it is useful, and
by whether there is an acceptable way of knowing who should benefit
from it.

I consider the actions of individuals to be r¡ght or wrong mostly by whether
they fit in with the rights and responsibilities of living in our society.
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GROUP THREE

9. I actively seek contact w¡th people from different cultures, because I am
open to changing the basic ways in which I think and live.

10. I usually listen to the way someone talks and thinks so that i can figure out
what type of a person she or he is, or what kind of group he or she is
probably like.

11. My opinion is often similar to the majority of the people who are in my
group.

12. I have always identified with my parents/guardians more than w¡th any
other people in my life.

GROUP FOUR

13. Whenever I want to know what to do, I always listen to my
parents/guardians lhe most.

14. I find it easiest to believe in ideas, leaders, or organizations that have been
around for a long time.

15. There are particular ideas, ways of living, and/or types of people that are
more imporiant in guiding my life than any part¡cular individuals are.

16. I prefer answers that still have a lot of tension left in them, because there
are many equally legitimate ways of looking at issues that contradict
each other.

GROUP FIVE

17, I am comfortable with the fact that so much of life does not seem to make
sense; the complexity of life fasc¡nates and intrigues me.

18. lf many others close to me agree that something is true, I usually consider
it to be lrue also.

'19. I mostly just try to find out how things work; I do not think about what they
mean to me.

20. It is important to me to understand my way of thirrking, including how and
why it is different from others.
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GROUP SIX

21. Symbols, such as a flag or a cross, mean the most to me when they make
me think about the ideas or rational concepts they represent.

22. When I see my country's flag, I always just think of it as a sign, or when I

see a cross, ¡ always just think of it as a way in which people have been
killed.

23. Symbols mean the most to me when they give me certain feelings or
emotions; I prefer not to th¡nk about them.

24. Symbols often give me both thoughts and feelings that pull me in different- directions, and leave me unsure about how that symbol really affects
me.

THANK YOU FOR RESPONDING TO THIS SURVEYI
YOU HAVE FINISHED ONE HALF OF THE MAIN SECTION.

GROUP SEVEN

25. lf I have a disagreement, it is always with other people, not with myself,
because I know what I think and want.

I can see the Iimitat¡ons of my basic values and beliefs, but doing so does
not make me want to try to defend them to myself or others.

I have generat guidelines about how I think all people should relate to each
other.

The only way that I can understand another person is by the way he or she
reacts to what I need or want.

GROUP EIGHT

29. I think someone is good if she or he gives me what I need.

30. lt is most important to me that I have logical reasons for what I consider to
be right or wrong.

31, I think something can be right or good for an individual even if it is wrong
or bad for society.

32. I decide if something is right or wrong mostly by how it makes individual
people feel inside.

26.

27.

28.
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GROUP NINE

33. When lhave to relate to a new person, it is important to me to find out if
that person sees things or thinks like I do or not.

34. I identify with certain people because of the basic pr¡nciples they represent,
even if their perspectives and actual way of life are totally different than
mine.

35. I know there are several kinds of people that are not like me, but I usually
try to avoid them.

36. I focus on relationships w¡th people in my group, and on our goals; I am
riot very interested in other groups.

GROUP TEN

37. t tend to trust authorities that are trusted by others, especially others who
are close to me.

38. I can usually recognize people who have author¡ty by how they look.

39. I can support authorities who follow their conscience and have a
commitment to the good of everyone, even if I disagree with their
decisions.

40. I need to be logically convinced about something before I can support or
follow it willingly.

GROUP ELEVEN

41. I always pay attention to things like my dreams and fantasies because they
sometimes reveal parts of me that lie hidden in my unconsciousness.

42. I want my way of thinking to be consístent and complete, so that I have
some kind of answer for even the most difficult questions.

43. Ways of viewing the world that are very different than mine are probably
just as legitimate as mine, but I do not think about them very much.

44. fhe only way that I can explain something is to telf the story of how ¡t
happened; I do not try to analyse why th¡ngs happen.
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GROUP TWELVE

45. Seeing or thinking about a particular symbol, such as a flag or a cross, has
never given me any feelings.

46. I have learned what particular symbols mean, and how much or little
importance they have, from people who know about such things and
people who are close to me.

47. I think symbols, such as a flag or a cross, are important mostly because of
how they affect the way people think; they are not important in
themselves.

48. I assume that symbols have many different meanings and ways of affecting
me, some of which make me feel uneasy, and some of which I do not
even know.

Survey l.D.# 

-- 

(49-53)

49. The 48 statements you have just evaluated represent various perspectives or
ways of thinking in life. To what extent has the program of stud¡es for the
degree you are currently completing influenced your ways of thinking?

Not at all Somewhat Very Much
1234567(54)

50. lf your program of studies has had some influence on your ways of thinking, how
has it done so?



51. Did any specific course(s) influence your ways of thinking?

Yes[]1
No []2

(55)

lf yes, which course(s) ?

52. What is the major area of study for the degree you are currently completing?

Major: (56-57)

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Please answer the following questions by checking the appropriate boxes, or by
fill¡ng in the blanks.

1 . What is your sex? Male t I 1

Female I I 2

2. What is your age? vears

3. What kind of work does/did your pr¡mary parenvprovider do? That is, what
is/was his or her job t¡tle?

What does/did that job involve? (Describe.)

(6)

(7 8)

What kind of place does/did he or she work for?

lndustry: (9-12)
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4. What was the population of the community in which you spent most of your

time when you were growing up, that is, when you were less than 16 years old?

Less than 1 ,000
1,000 - 9,999
10,000 - 99,999
100,000 - 499,999
More than 500,000

5. What is the population of the
your t¡me?

community in which you currently spend most of

Less than 1 ,000
1,000 - 9,999
10,000 - 99,999
100,000 - 499,999
More than 500,000

6. Which of the following levels of education have you ach¡eved?

High School
Graduate Diploma
Graduate Equivalency

Diploma (GED)
Neither

ïechnically'ocational
None
lncomplete
Complete

U niversity/College
None
lncomplete
D¡ploma/Certificate
Bachelor's Degree

Major:

7. Have you achieved any olher educational qualification or certification beyond
high school through adult education, apprenticesh¡p, retraining, correspondence,
etc.?

(13)

(14)

1

2

4
5

1

2

4
5

(15)

(16)

(17)

1

2
o

1

2
!t

I

2
L)

4

No tl1
Yes ll2

(18)



9. What is your religious preference, if any?

Roman Catholic
Anglican
United Church
Presbyterian

Lutheran
Evangelical/Conservative
Other_
None

10. How often do you attend services at a
place of worship?

church, synagogue, temple, or other

(1e)1

2
tt

4

o
7
o

Never or hardly ever
1 to 3 times a year
3to ll times a year
1 to 3 times a month
'I to 3 times a week
More than 3 times a week

1

2
\'
4
5
tt

(20)

(21)

1 1. Thinking about your religious or spiritual values over the course of your lifetime,
how much would you agree or disagree with the following statements?

a) Religion was important to me when I was growing up.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
1234567

b) Religion was important io me when I began my current university/college
degree program.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
1234567(22\

c) My religion or spirituality is important to me now.

Strongly Disagree Skongly Agree
1234567 (23)
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12. lf cross-cultural exper¡ence is understood as living in a different culture on an
ordinary, everyday basis for an extended per¡od of time, that is, as being more
than visiting or vacationing in another culture, how much cross-cultural
experience have you had?

None
Some
Much

A spouse

A child

Gained
Lost
Neither

Gained
Lost
Neither

1 (24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

13. Which of the following have you gained (for example by birth or marriage) or
lost (for example by death or divorce) in the last five years?

A parenVguardian Gained
Lost
Neither

A close friend Gained
Lost
Neither

1

2

1

2
a

1

2
3

1

2
o

14. Have you exper¡enced prolonged periods of acute emotional distress in the last
five years?

Yes tl1 (29)
No Il2

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS SURVEY!

Would you like to receive a brief summàry of the results?

Yes[]1 (30)
No []2
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4. Coding and Score Sheets

The Code Sheet is presented here only to enable the critic to see the design of

the questionnaire, to fo¡low the logic of the statements, and to appraise the quality of

the instrument. The Score Sheet is presented as the means by which an individual

questionnaire was scored manually. All drafts of the quest¡onnaire were scored

manually during the development, validation, and pretest¡ng stages of this study,

whereas all the questionnaires ¡n the research sample were scored by the computer

program written for this study. Both the Code Sheet and the Score Sheet provide the

information that was the basis on which the computer was programmed to analyze the

raw data.



CODING

Item Stage Crlterlon

Aspect B: Social Perspective Taking
Group One

t.
2.
r1.

4.

Aspect C: Moral Judgment
Group Two

5.

7.
8.

Aspect D: Social Awareness
Group Three

o

10.
11.
12.

Aspect E: Locus of AuthoriÇ
Group Four

14.
'15.

16.

Aspect F: Form of World Coherence
Group Five

17.
18.
19.
20.

Aspect G: Symbolic Funct¡on
Group Six

21.
22.
23.
24.

Item Stage Cr¡ter¡on

Group Seven
25.38
26.56
¿t, + .J

28.24

Group Eight
29.24
30.43
31. 5 5
32.33

Group Nine
33. 4 1,4
34. 5 1,4
35.24
.to. J .J

Group Ten
37. 3 5
38. 2 4,6
âÔÃÃ
40.46

Group Eleven
41. 5 4
42. 4 5,6
43. 3 7,9
44. 2 1,5

Group Twelve
45.24
46.34
47. 4 5
48. 5 2,4

42
52
22

31
23
54
4 1,4

o
4
4
1

5
4

2

4
5

2
2
'I

1

5
o

2
4

1

6,8
2,4
1,3

1,4
1,2
2,3
1,6

4
2
t'



SCORE SHEET

STAGE

THREE FOUR

Stage =

t.D.# =

GROUP

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

Seven

Eight

Nine

Ten

Eleven

Twelve

TOTALS

MEANS

TWO

!t.

þ.

12. _
I .J.

19. _
22. _
28. _
DO

35. _
38. _
44. _
45.

À

Ã

11._
14. _
18. _
¿o,

25. _
\) ¿.

.J O.

3/.

ÀÒ

4b.

1, _
o

'10. _
tc.

20._
¿t.

27. _
30. _
\tO.

¿.ñ

42._
47._

FIVE

2._
'7

ô

'16. _

26._

34. _

41. _
48. _

= 120
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5. Coding Cr¡ter¡a

The following charts, developed by the Jesuit Centre for Faith Development and

Values at the University of Manitoba, are summaries of the criteria elaborated in the

Manual for Faith Development Besearch (Moseley, Jarvis, and Fowler, 1986). They

enable the critic of the quest¡onnaire to match each particular item w¡th the theorelical

cr¡terion on which it is based, as listed on the Code Sheet.
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Hythic-Litera-l Faitb

Concrete operâtional

7. Kn ,ls thiDgs cãn
chânge ðDd appear ùif-
ferent at Aifferent
t iíles.

8. LaDgu¿ge central to
ir¡terãction -- otber is
partDer iD dlialogre.

sÎ¡ßE 3
S¡Dthetic_Conveûtiooal
Faitb

Eãrìy Fon¡aL op€rations

7. Àbst¡act construc-
tioD of position of
otber/qroup vithout
k¡)osiDg it as a con-
strÐction.

8. Ìlo distinction be-
teeen self and r¡Paning
sïstefî.

9. Re¿¡soninq is coo-
crête -- generalizes
frq|r coDcrete pârti-
culars,

srrGE {
lrdividDative-Ref ìec-
tive Faith

Dichotqùziñg FonÌâl
Þerations

9, Not rigorouslY sls_
teflìatic ånd critical;
one sided; sìereotl?os.

strßE 5
coDjuDctiYe laith

Diâtecticâl ForÐãl
operatioÞs

?, fiilliDq to hold ài-
chotdûres and parâ¿loxes
iD tension.

8. Liftits of fornì¿l
uDderstan¿Ling Dot ðl-
qals embraced, but
greater toferaDce of
ar¡¡i.guitt .
¡lâI att€npt to defijle
ratioDalitt ir¡ ten¡ìs
bro¿der than fornal
scientific,

9. Kr¡o'¡ledge of ana
oPenness to ¿Þpth ö-
neDsion -- the uDcoD-
scious,

sllcE 6
0þiversallzlng Fâith

DDlversallzafu)g Foñnal
operatloDs
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st¡G[ )
tnl ui t ive-l'rojact iv,
F¿ilh

Linj.ted Perspèctive
Tâ\in9

ì. Convers¿tiôn is pêr-
¡l l,r I únologua.

2. Rudinentarl cnpalhy
exists.

3. Expression of eîì_
p¡thy is iDtuitive,
reflecting Ìanguage
ìearDing. can express
hoi{ thet rculd feel in
ol.herrs s.ituåtioo, but
c¡nrt construct others
feelings âDd thoDghts,

4. RespoDse to other
q)ñcrete ànd situaì,ion
specific.

5. Sep¿rati'ro f¡orn par-
eDts causes âûxietY --
se.If not yet differeo-
tìåted frcfll other.

6. Perception of other
based oD othe¡s effect
on self, eg, fear,

sÎÀGt 2
ythic-Literaì F¿ith

sinple Perspective
Tahing

l. Kôo!¡s that otber bas
à ¿l.iffereot perspec-
tive. can create hl.po-
th(jti(ål other, as iD
lel.ter sriting.

2. CoDcrete -- not
alare of otbers iDtar-
jority as tlifferent

3. Construction of
others perspective not
fantast charged.

4. objectificãtion of
other based upon reâc-
tioD to rhtr¡ neeôs, rþt
¿s â ¿Lirect effect, but
out of Deed to control
social relatioDs,

5. Jùdgeñentôl re those
öf fe¡eot frcn self,

6. Not fìrìly mutuâl --
¿loesnrt see self frqD
inr¿gined perspective of

SUr6f, 3
Synthelic-ConveDt.iooål
Fèith

llutuâl & Interpersonal
Perspectiì/e lak-ir|g

1. Constructs iDterior-
it] of other often in
ste¡eott?ic l¡ay.

2. Enbedded in social
relations; geDeral,ized
other ¿¡etefiì-ines rrÍ¡err.

3, SignificaDt others
deten¡.iDed bI social
context rãther tban

4. l{ot criticål or sts-
tB¡ìatj,c; accepts others
opiDion eithout deli-
beratior¡ or cdnparisoD.

5. Takes otbers þtives
ând lntentions irto

6. ÀppeårâDce ceDl¡al
to sssesslÊnt of self
and oth€r,

stÀGE 4
l¡ùividuative-Ref lec-
!L
Slsteratic Perspective
TâkiDg

I. Systemãtic - oth€rs
perceived iD temls of
tbeir i¿leas, histories,
and t¡orld YieHs ard
evaluated bi e¿t of a
self-sèlected Horld

2. can analyze others
vievpoiot but vitb ao
ey€ to dcfendillq oners

3. const ction of self
and oth€r gì¡ided by a
iheorl of lìoir },eople
shoùl¿l reÌâte.

4. Centers oD forJlls of
relôtioûship and insti-
tutionâl vâlues, rather
thðn interpersonål har-
Íþny.

5, Doesnrt co[struct
the fDll iDteriority of
other ðs fùlly autono-
nìoùs frdn seìf. Percep-
t-ion of other bI r¡ay of
reconstr¡ìction of
others ideas.

6. P€rspectives that
sæ ôrher âs ôther aDd
doD't rel] on coDcep-
tuã1 stFteß nìay be
stage 5.

sttc[ 5
Coojuncttve ¡ãitb

Hultiple Perspective
Tåkin9

l- Tâkes Perspecl.ive of
others Íith Less
coocem to defend onn
perspective .

2. objective p€rception
of others nE¿nir)g.
Doesnrt project onn
c¡ìeanirl9.

3. IdeDtif.ies irith per-
sDectj.ve AiffereDt frco
otrn rithoùt reducing
tþm to oners or.n per-

4. Grants autorJcly to
others perspectiYe ãnd
c¿o coÍrstruct others
pelceÞtioD of seLf.

5. Based upon natuæ
fornâl operations --
coDscious, coDceptualll
Ípdiated, criticêlly
refìective.

6. self-critic¿I,
rôther lban defensive.
Bråckets or¡D poi¡t of
'Jiel¡ in order to grasp
others.

stt6E 6
ûDiversãlizing Faitb

CoDcrete PerspestiYe
lakir!

l. lrDdersta¡¡r, ånd
identfle-s vi.tb others
perspectlves iD a coD-
c¡ete my. Probe for
concrete êx&¡ples.

2. Expresses s feìt
sense of soll.¿¿.rlty
¡lth otlEr (provtded tt
ls coDcrete).

3. ÀbsoLuteD€ss of tlìe
partlcular applles.
ldeDtifies r¡Itb tbs
peEspectlv€ bec¿Lse It
rcPreseDl.s a larqer
groDp.

4. lbe ldeDtlficatloÐ.
is rct û fusloÞ, Sefls€
of lll¿Uvliìûal ldeDtLty
shou.ld b€ preseDt.
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SI¿GE I
lnl.'rì 1.ire-lrr'j¡iiLive
F3ilh

:,ihil.Ê,1l'e¡.,,i.r.rliv(: SimÞlePerspective
fôklDq 'iakiDg

7. Pa¡ceptì,,n ('i otber
i¿r'Ldsy chrnge..l.

sltcf, 2
HytLic-Literal fâith

gÀGE 3
sJDtbetic-C(ÐventioDa.[

!4-
l{utual & Interpersonðì
PÈ¡spectiYe laking

7. tÞsire to meet ex-
pclt¿tions oI a gc,ner-
rìize<l otber.

6. coDIìicts exterDãl-
izêd -- FÆtueen self
ând other ri¡th€r lhàn
betve.rD i DierDal
riesiÌes.

1. L¿r:ks aHareDess oI
lerspectivc laking
heing governed by I ars
or llÈories of relð-
tioDship.

¡0. Pers!Êctive is coD-
sl ructeil corrcretelt,
"frq¡ the others
shoc$,¡r ratber tbãn in
tcrÍLs of al)straci sls-
tern of re'lationsbips.

stt6Ê 4
I ¡Ì¡ìviduat ive-Ref lec-
!:r9èl!-
SlstÊirati c Perspecl i ve
TaJcirA

SIX;E 5
Conjunctive laith

l{ultiple Perspect.ive
lal'in9

7. corrstrì¡ds ðrd
¿ffin[s iDteriority of
otb€r, even îbeD dif-
ierent fr(lì om.

ê. I¡npb¿sizes lbe ¡â).-
ticulâr; the uÀique
v¡ìu¡r of €¡ch irdivi-

STIGB 6
DDiveÌsôl1zl¡q F&it)

coDcreto Perapecllve
lakln9
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sttßf, I
lntuìt ive-Projcctivc
1È!--
PunisbnIent-Revår,l

I. Rjgbt ãnd vroDg are
defiDed IìI conse-

srrGf, 2
yrhic-Literal faith

2. Right and wrong rþt
dèter¡rioed by i¡rten_
t ion.

3. Concepts of right
àrrd $rong Dot uÂder-
stood. Uses good and
bad.

4. I'hysic¿.I coDse-
qucnces to self deter-
nine Hhat is riqht.

5. No sens¡i ol other
¡nd tharelc,Ì. Do scn-sc
ot ¡eciproci ly or fair-

I nstrurÉntal Hedonisn
ard Reciprocity

l. JudgsÍeDts Þsed on
j nstrlù¡ìental recipro-
city ard concrete con-
sc$¡ences -- b¿ck-
scratch contingenct.

2. Àl|¿re of ótber ãDd
considers ebat tbeY
njght do.

3. Concrete âbd siÍple
Ìeclproclti, eg. erong
to hit, ¡dqht hit back.

4. Jùdgerìents based
upoo s¿tisfaclion of
rred. l¿hat is right is
l¿ir exchèDge.

l'. l{ore c(rßplax reason-
ing b¿sad ìrpoo .inler-
Ì'ersonal concordance
nay be stage 3.

9r6E 3
Synthetic-Convent j.onal

ÞI¡-
Interpersooa-l Expectâ-
tions ân¿l concordance

1. Judgercnts display
values irhich ìâiDtain
ha.rnþnious relation_
sbips, e9. lotâlty,
hoDestIl integrity,

2, IDterpersonal, cotse_
quences replace I to 1

i nstrìrrPntãlitl .

3. Feelings âre tbe
bâsis for Judgef,€nts of
rigbt arìd Írong.

4. si¡nple ûþraL rela-
tivi.sn based upon feeì-
ings of -interpersonal

5.Stages3&4û'ake
låu a.d ôrder staìe-
nìents. Stage 3rs are
b¿sed upoD r¡¿i nter¡ance
of society. Staqe 4's
oÌ tll€ rudiÍ¡ents of
rrprio¡ to societjrr per-
spective (l¿ws repre-
sent priDciples tbêt
ale the foun¿låtioD of
society).

snßÊ 4
lndividDative-Ref lec-]:r@-
Lae and order

1. Enpbasizes laes,
rights/ justice, re:
their role in ñair¡taiD-
iDg sociaì order.
"Hhat iroìr.ld hãplen if
rc all ...?ri

2. Judg€rnents reflect
cônventional position
of sêlf-cbcseD groùp
(not fullt "prior to
societyr¡ lerspective),

3. Judge-slents explicit-
ly aDd rêtionôl
defended.

4. Judger¡Þnts reflect
the values of nìâintain-
irg soci¿-l order over
individual rights.

5. Judgen¡-'rts ))¿rsed on
principles upoD rhicb a
just soci€ty couÌ¿ be
found€d qì¡y þ staqe 5.

slmD 5
conjunctive faitb

Prior to societl

1. Prior to soc'j.eti __

principles of justice
prior to upbol¿llng a
giveD society.
Itobe to see if action
advocåted to upbold
sôcial or¿þr or on
b¿sis of priDciples
tbðt underlie it.

2. critica-l - cspoDses
principles ihat enables
criticign of social
oraþr.

3, fiultip]e perspec-
tives oo õ ¡þral lssue.

4. Often utilita¡iðn --
uses a priflciple of
distributioD to l.eigLh
cdìpeting clsir¡s to
beDeflts, eg. greatest
good for greôtest

5. ofteD upbolds tbe
rights of iDdividuðts
over rights of socj.etÏ.

tlßE 6
ù¡iversallzlDg Faitb

lotaltl to 8€tDq

1. Judgeoebts å.rê oâde
coæretelt. Probe for
coDcrete sxdçles of
bofl a uDlversaliair¡g
prl-Dc1pls b¿s beer¡
DSed.

2. several unlvelsallz-
able priDciples caD
1e91t1-0ato j$g,erÉÞts.
Probe to see b('¡ l¡clu-
slve i9 t¡ê use of the
prlnclples.
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slÀcf I
Intr)j t iv{i-lr1)j(-{:tj ve

Ir¡g--
tu¡ish¡¡Ènt-Re?¡rd

srt6D 2
ythic-LiÌeral Faith

lnstrùÞntal Hedonisrì
¿D¿l Reciprocity

stf,Gu 3
sinthetic-conventional
raith

lnterpersona-I Expecta- L¿H and order
tioDs aDd cônco¡claDc€

6. Ììotion of society
êDd rþrals based upon
concrete ¡el¿tioDshiÈs
aDd rþt ot abstrðct
sist€0s of relation-
shiÞs that båve poner
afÉrÎ frcm the

sl6È 4
In¿ividuative-Ref ìec-
tive faitb

ST¡GE 
'Conjunctive Faith

Prior to society lþYaltt to BeI¡q

6. lerc€ires the rela_
tivitl of cùltural
values, Irut upholds
theñ ïben they doD't
conf)ict r¡itb prin-
ciples.

sllßl 6
UDj.versalltirE tâItb
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stlcE 1

lntuit.ive-Projectivê
IÐ]L-
Fôílily, PrirÉl otbers

1. Litlle â!¡areness of
relationship.s outside
family. such ðsareness
i r¡dicates trânsition to
stâg€ 2.

2. Rec¡JgDi¿es âtd Danes
others but canr t class-
ifl' then iDto cate-
gories of relationship.

s"rct 2
llythic-Literal Fâith

'rThose Lihe Usrr

I. ÀÍarenegs extentls to
those sinil¡r to ùs re
fanillal, etbnic,
racial,, class, aDd re-
ligioûs tem¡s.

2. Àppearar¡ce deter_
nines a¿ceptance __
t'those like use.rr

l. ofteo stereotYpes
others. Li.ttÌe ae¡êre-
Dess of othe¡s îith
sh<fn oDe !s not fðñ-
iliar.

4, Resolves öfferences
by Dot noticiDg (Pro-
jectioD) or stereo-
ttpir¡g, l¡hen conflict-
ing perceptions of
others ¡trþt like us"
a¡e dealt rith bY gen-
er¿lized imaqes, tbis
is a sigD of stage 3.

sr¡ßf, 3
SlDtbetj.c-cooveDtionaì

ccrDposite Groups l.lith
llbich one Has PersoDal
ReÌations

l. lakes the perspec-
tive or expresses opin-
ior¡ of osñ sociðl
groqp.

2. Boond¿ries ¡eacb be_
yoDd idPAiate fa¡flily
a!¡d coDveotioDal socia.l
authorities that are
ùncrlticåIl' aPpro_
prialeit.

3- Values center oD

group goals snd iDter-
persoDa.l coDco¡tlâDce
rritbl¡ groùp. tleû¡ber_
ship group valued to
exclusion of otbers.

4. Lacks agarenêss of
discora i¡itbin osn
group. Lacks criticål
reflection on groDps
flþres frùr a]r indepeD-
deDt pers?ective.

5. coÐstruction of
social ì¡or1¿l is one of
sinple relativi-s, ie.
cåt) respoDd to èxpectå-
ljoDs of geDeralized
othe(, but ¿loesnrì
r€ålize that other
groups fiaY be àiffer-
eDt.

s¡ÀßÊ 4
IDdividuative-Ref lec-g4:tL-
ldeologicâl]y coopat_
i¡le Ccrûunities

l. PriDciple of i¡,clu-
sion is ideologicå.)
cqçati-bilitY .

2. Others seen as Part
of a slst€fl ratber th¿n
as in¿livid¡rals.

3. c¿n consider r¡ide
range of vìewPoints,
bDt sith a Íþtivation
to pres€rve oín.

4. Dichotcnlizes soc-ia-l
reatity on the basis of
ideologic¿l cdrpati-
bility.

5. can enù¡race pLural-
isll irhen it is Part of
aD expl-icit slstem.

s-nGE 5
CoDjunctive ¡aitb

Princlpled Group Iden_
tificâtioD

1.. Incluales others nho
ô!e different.

2. Àstively seels opin_
ioDs of otbers ¡ho are
öfferent, for purPos€s
of cdnparison,

3. Values pluralisÌ and
seeLs pEiDciples tbat
nðke pluralis¡¡ rcrk_
able.

4, Identifies rith
others on the basis of
principles thel rePre-
seDt.

5. open to differer,ces
in coDtrâst to stage
¿lrs ôeed for cìosure.

sllcE 6
ùúYersallzlDg Faltb

0nlvels¿l lde¡tfica-
tioD

1. Social âHa.reDêss is
coDcrete -- eâch lrdt-
viôusl ls cberlsb€A --
aDal rDiversal -- rþ 1¡-
diviôuðl or gror¡p ls
rejected.

2. Doe$rt båve to sl¡s_
peDd DerspectlYe tD
order to ovôlEle tìåt
of the otber. Botb ùe
cooraiÉted by lolaìtl
to beiDg ltseu-
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stÀGf, I
Inl i1 iv'-lt ojc(:tivc'
I'aith

t'i¡niìt, I\ lm¿) t{b,:¡s "Îh{rse tike Us"

slÀGtr 2
¡lythic-L.iteral Faith

sfl6E 3
sÌntbetic-coDvention¿¡l
ejg_-
C.mpositc Groì,Ìs $ith
l'¿hich oDe Ìhs PersonaL
R¿1åtioDs

6. Eìæctalions coofonû
Lo dd¡Linant pespectives
of c,i{r social group.
{Social group r¡ðy b€
as-sertai¡ed frûù Life
TaFstri).

7. car' project v¿].lles
and f€c]ings of osn
grouP on to other
groups.

5JÀ61; ,t
lDdivìdu¿tìv¿-Ref lec-
!re.3¿1L-
ldÈoìcgi€l.ly Ccx¡pãt-
ible C(,(rrnunities

6. Crileria of àspects
b&Car.,c.lôceìt

sltcE 5
coDjunclive faith

P¡iDc-ipledGroDpIden_ Ùnivêrsâfldentlficâ-
tification tion

SàGE 6
DnjYersallzing !àlt¡
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SI¡GE T

Inluitive-Projective
þrtI--
À t L ôcl¡rcnt / .letr1Ddence
llclationships. Sizc,
t'oÞr, Visible Syr¡bÆ)s
ùf Àuthority

l. 0Ìients I o\'¡àr¿Is
size, tx,ser , a¡d oth€r
concrcle symbols of
aulhc,rity.

2. Externri.

l. ùasùd ut,on ,ìepend-
ency on prjrfìåfy côra-
rJiv¿rs, de:rile to Prc_
serve their re ì¡tion-
shi.F, and to avoid Pu¡-

4, 'tcsts aurl'oritÌ in

sttcE 2
Íythic-Literal tâith

lncL¡ûbaDts of Àuthority
Rolcs

I - rlrÉstiorìs âutboritl
útiJ asks for reasoDs.

2. Range of aDthoriti
incìudes those ehcrn
societl invests sj.th
coDvenlional authoritY

l. Locus of ãuthoritY
cxterrnl. Innediate
falllily mst irrportatt
lc'cus.

4. CoDventioDa.l stnbol.s
ot ðuthority are impor_
tant.

l;. Reìåtion to ar¡thor-
j ty is corrcrete. Re-
late¿lDess increases sa-
lie¡¡cc of authc'r'ity.

6. Àppearânce and or_
thodoxy are criteria
for assessiDg clajûs.

/. l,ll¡dt is proper for a

¡r¡)cial role aÌso cri-
t,rria for ¿ssessir¡g

5T¡68 3
syntbetic-CoDveDtia.l

Ig-
Conceosus of vaÌùed
groups and iD persoDal,-
li $orthy repres€Dta_
tives of belief _ vaìDa
tra¿Iitions

I. Trl]st in socially
aÞprove¿l figures, con-
bined Hitb a.bsence of
systeoatic thiDking,

2. Selects authoritY oD

l,.rsis of personaì
chari.s¡a.

3. Selects authoritl on
basis of feel.iDg, ðP-
pearance, tâcit iûages.

4. ljncriLicål accêP-
tance of tra¿IitioDaL
authority.

5. Selects authoritY on
båsis of qroup con.sen-

6. Does rlot seìect
âothoriLy on basis of
rational priDciples.

7. selection on basis
of pcrsonality. llor,¡-
ever, indìvidual is oot
separðted frdn group by
criticaÌ r¡eãr¡s.

sr¡ßt {
IndiviÀ¡ative-Ref lec-
tive Pai.th 

,

onets or'n judgenent iD-
for¡Éd bt criticâllt
approprrated ideology.
Àutborities ûDst con-
fon¡ to this.

l. Àìrtho¡ity takes tbe
fon¡ìs of à figure, llðtr,
tradjtion, etc.

2. Àcceptance of a!ì-
thority conceptually
nìediated on b¿sis of
self-selected Priu_
ciples or jdeoLoqies.

3. Reìationsbip to ¿ù-
tboritt expìicit and
lational, råther tb¿n
the tåcit fDsion of
earlier stages.

4. Àuthority located iD
ideas/ syste¡rls/ and in-
stjtììtions, rather tban
individuats. II locåted
in aD iDùividuãt be/she
is s.ilected for the llay
shc/he ¡epresents a
sJstem.

5. Àutb,orit) reìôtion-
ships evãluated frcm
lrirsp€ctive of a Horld

6. ÀutLrri lï is iotcr-
n¿¡l -- r¡llf -ratitie.l
idß)l(xlì,:¿l lerspcc_

$TGE 5
conjunctive Faitb

DiaìecticêI joÍning of
judg€rrent_experience
Hith reflective cla¡Ls
of otbers, and expres-
sions of cumlative
hì¡ì¿n vrisdcrn

l. Àuthority tmdiated
by the tensioLs iD-
volved in rrultiple !er-
spedive takiDg.

2. Àuthority jì"ldged oÐ

basis of universal
principles, e9. Dôtu-Eal.

rights/ socia-l con-
t¿cts.

3. Àutborj.ty evaluäted
by a ¿ialecticãl join-
iDg of experieoce, sit-
uation, priDciples.

4. sclection of âutÌþr-
itt influeDce¿l bI cuûr-
ulative hunìan Hisdon
å¡d tråditioí.

5. Self stân¿ls ôbove
and prj.or to social
orde¡. lberefore, con-
scieDce and social con-
trãct are irirportaDt in
legitenizing autboritl.

SIME 6
tlniversall¿irq Faitb

PeEsoDaI jugde¡ent ID_
for¡Ed bt experieDces
and trutlrs of earller
stages, putlfied of
egoistic stlivi¡q, ar¡d
llDhed by disclplt ed
j.ntuitior, to tbe pEiD-
ciple of being.

1. ¡bt ap!€a] toð
principle (eg. Deigh-
bor-love) intuitloÐ,
scriptùe, or slltlngs
of others, but the re-
sponse ref lects autbor-
itl' as residing i¡ per-
soDêl jDdg€ÍEDt bðs€d
on direct ôr¡d Aiscl-
pliDed lDtùitioD of tbe
univeEsal. DisplåIs
blllllil.ltl rather thðn
self c€rtltude (ståg|e
4) aDd Î¡ereforeIreålity testsÍ thtul_
tions.

2. OfteD cballeDges
conveotlor¡al autÌþrIti,
hìt respecis its propea

3. RelatloLship of self
to priDciple of betlg
Is puÌiJled of egolc
strlviDg. Iension be-
tçeeD loyâlty to self
aDd prlnciple oî belng
is traDsceDded.
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STAGE I
lntÌ¡itive-l'rojcctivc
Ilii!--
fipis(xìic an,l impres-
sior¡isLic

1. Statenents cpisotlic.

2. Picture of Horld
pôrti¿.Ì, frågmentary,
an¡l i¡¡eressionistic.

3. Bìends, vithoul dis-
tj nguisbing, fåntasj
¡n¿l reality.

4. Àniiristic, ritb no
eviderce of hìgber
thought.

5. storytell ì n9 is
im¿giDâtive ¿od pro-
lific, l,ut ep.isodic and
èss{,ciative; no sÞrtio-
temperal f r¡rÊeork ties

srÂGE 2
Iythj.c-Litera] t¿ith

llãrrative-¿Lranatic.
Concrete, liDear.
ordered

1. Nàrrative ties
events togetlrcr in a
spètio-temp€ral rEI.

2, Concrete - uses con-
crete operâtio[s to
create .logicâl conôec-
tioos betveeD thims.

3. Àpplies c¿usality to
phlsicãl events.

.1. Interest in predic-
tioD aD¿l contlol of
thiûgs,

!. No reflective dìs-
laDce frqû nårrative.
Embc¿ìdèd in ñarrative.

srm 3
sF)thetic-convenl.ioDal
!L_
Tâcit systeû, felt
nÊànirlgs slßùolicêllï
nìe¿iated, globally beld

1. SyDthesis of conven-
tior¡¿l ideas, ¡ôtheF
tbãn criticaìlt appro_
priated sysl€fl.

2. Legitjrates tor-Id
viee by appeôls to
feelings an¿l externaì
authoritl', rath€r iban
rationôl refìection.

3, Beliefs â¡e tãcit
value oríentðtioDs,
!¿ther th¿n tbeories of
Horld.

4. :nphasis on inter-
!€rsoDal Yalues iD coD-
stluction of neãning.

5. values are tacitly
råther than criticãlly
åffimEd. Not aîare of
having a sÏstem ãnd nol
able to give systernic
arguf¡Ènts in sùpport of
vâlucs.

6. D€fers to aùtho¡_
iti.es for defeDce of
eorld viev.

7. DissoDance dealt
riitb by excllsion,
rather than hierarchi-
cãl orderi.r8 of viess.

srì68 4
Iridiv.idr¡ative-Ref lec-g@-
Explicit ststern, con_
ceptDâ]ll ÍEdiated,
cla¡it] about boun-
dlaries aDd iDnêt con_
nectioDs of the system

l. Explicit systeo,
rationalli defeDded.

2. concerD ritb slstern
boundaries and defini-
tioD.

3. Dicbotdrizing -
emphãsis on differenc€s
betreeD sl'steos.

4. conce¡n $itb qeneral
rules, la!,s/ Dorms.

5. st r€ss on closure
and cdnÞrebensiYeDess,
reductionis'n.

6. collapse of lensions
in or¡e di¡ection in
o¡deÌ to nìaintain sys-

st¡Gf, 5
Conjunctive laith

llul.ti-systemic, sym-
bolic aD¿l conceptüâl
Í€alial.ioD

1. Àsôre of añbiguiìI
and ccnplexity aod l¡il_
ìing to enbrace the¡¡.
BerÞaniDg cdnplexit]
aDd nihi]isr is charac-
teristic of stag€ 4
striviDg for c.Iosùre.

2, Eûpbasis oD ¡ncdiâ-
tion of differeDt per_
spectiYes and metboès
to iield rDre cqlçlete
understaodiDg .

3. s€€l(s uDderstandÍDg
r¿ther than explaDa-
tion, op€o to €xper-
ienced cdrplexi tl.

4. open to depth ¿imen-
sion in ãll reðlity,
especiàlly hùnan; mùcb
nìay lâl hidden.

5. Horìd viee {Íulti-
AioEr¡sion ana plurãlis-
tic. teels respoDsib.Ie
Ior holdiry tensions
betreen pluralities;
lonrt collapse teDsion
to achieve closure.

sll6E 6
ùniversâüzi¡g tait¡

Unitlve ðctuality felt -a-Dd portlclpated uDttl . i'
of Ì0æ b€yoÐ¿ tbe -fl
r¡âDI" O
l- staterænt-s bave both 4
unl.versðÌizl¡q aDd s
deptb di¡elrsioD. Ex- O
press à f6ìt ser¡se of 'T¡

unity betoDd diYersltt. <
Not tlle ltaclt syst€e" 

^of st46 3 rNcb ls one I
diæDsiorÞt. stsqp 6 #
bas gre¡ter depth aDd 'O
¡oultiplicltt of ræâ¡_
ine. ö
2. cân be coÐfuseil ritb I
staqe 4 systeñ vles, !+
hêc¿use stsge 4 slst€ns ñcontð!) a DonÌàl¡ve
irDaqe of qoal of llfe, ã
0bich ls ljle stag€ 6, Èí
Ilo$ever, staqe 6 state-
oEnts bðve âD ex!Êrien-
tial basls.

L conser¡sus prj¡ìary
criterion for truth.

U)
ll
m
-{

3, ofteD stat@nts caD
only b€ clas-sified xheD
eelghed aqainst context
or backgrou.Dd iD llfe
history.
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sÀcE I
I ntuitive-l'rojectjve
Ijl¡L--
Epis.¡licãndirrp¡cs_ Nârrative_¿l¡aûatic.
sìoojsti c Concrete, liDe¿¡,

ordered

stàGf, 2
Iythic-Literâl Failb

st¡GD f
syntbetic-coDventional
!L-
Îâcit syste¡, felt
meanirEs sÍrùo]icãllf
nediated, globally held

9. simpÌe and
uncritical plüâljs¡.

10. ldnântic àn¿l heroìc
vieHs of seìf and
rìcrld.

11. Litlle reflectioD
and abstractio¡r.

srÀ6f ,t
Individuative-Ref lec-::rs3¡!L-
Expìicit ststem, con- tlulti-slsterdc, s]m-
ceptuôìlt rììedj.ãted, bolic atd conceptDal
cìàritt a¡out bouD- rr¡etliation
dåries âDd iDner con-
rFctions of tlrj system

sÍlGE 5
CoDjunctive taitb

stlßE 6
uDiversaltai¡g Faitb

tlnltive sctuallty felt
âñd partlclpôted unitf
of rt¡De beyoDd tbg
Írâf¡Jn
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sTÀGl: I
Irì1ui t ive-lrojectiYe
Ê¿ith

¡l¡gical-NDflinous

saÀÆ 2
Nlthj.c-Literal Êaiìh

I- Iìo ¿[isti r¡ct ion l€-
trcen fanl¡sy and
fealj ty,

2. No dist io(:t ion ì¡?-
tHccn symb,rl ðnd !¡lìat
.lI syrnboli zas

3. Synìbols ùf dietY
arìt!rr'Ix¡ncrphic -- tlsc
rj.'t¡l ,ßl .,lr 'ß syn ¡'ls
of ¡n invisibi. Ùûl ehc,

¡!rvùrllleleil!,'cts.

C'De-¿iæûsioDal Literal

s¡rcf, 3
StDtbetic_CoDventioDa.L

I3¡g-
l{u.I ti-dinpnsiona-I ;
evocatiYe PoHer inheres
in sYIIbol

l. UistingDishês be-
LH,::cn fôntasy aDd rea-l_
it'r, slnboì aDd synùol-
i *:,1.

:1. Synìbols interpreted
literally an¿l in à on€_

:1. croups syÍrbol.s ¿n¿l

.!Þnl-s tô creale

,1. Symbìs rlonrt have

IrHer to evoke feeling,
ds ¡L stàg{.: 3.

slÀGE 4
lDd-ividualive-Ref lec-
tive fåith

Synbol criticåì.ìt sepa-
ràted frcm sFriboli zed.
lransìated (reduced) to
ideatioôs. Evocâtive
fôH{:r inheres iD mèàl)-
ir8 conveted by the
slnùoì

l. SJnìbols trânslåted
into concepts.

2. IDterpretations and
âPProPriation unìvocá.1
and reductive (often to
the truth of orld vieH
-- rrreductive bar-
meneut.ic").

l. Sy¡rl,oìlr pìa..,rl Fith-
jn ã sT::l!tútic wrrlJ

4. ConÍ:irrr-; ,tlrnpt to
de-r'ìy tl,{,1(l(Ji z'i thc slm-
bol.

!. :ìynl(!l! "rìd rnYth
vi€vÈd functionalll re
their irnpact oD sociâl

I Goes belond one_
di¡rPosional literalisî
to oulti-levelìed sF-
tolizatioD.

2. Does r¡ot criticalìY
aô¿lyze sy¡¡ìbol; dæs
Dot iþnytholoqize or
reduce sl'Ilùols to con_
ceptüâl meaDiDg, Pre-
critical openrÌass __

"first nôivetel

3. Orieoted tø¡alds
porer of sFìbols to
evoke feeliDq rather
thãn their caPacitt to
represent co¡lcepLs.

4. Interpretatj.on an¿l

sppropriatioo of slm-
tûls influenced by
LrDsteaì authorit-ies ðnd
grouP nonÉ.

5. lnterpretatioD-s con-
ventional and oriente¿l
tol¡a¡¿¡ lnterp€rsonaì
quallties.

st¡Æ 5
Conjünctive laith

Postcritical rejoitiDg
of irredDci-ble sFnbolic
poÌer arÈ i¿þatioDâì
ÍìeaD.ing. Evoc¿tive
!ûger ir¡herent in the
reality in and be?oDd
syrì¡ol åDd in tbe l.oeer
of uDconscioDs pro-
cesses in the sclf.

l. lncreased oç,€Dness
to evocative y)Her of
synbol; a rrsecon¿l

niâveterror posl-
criticâì fDsiún of th€
synbolic and idèationa.l
that g-ives stnrboì Pot¡e!
to €voke, gencrète, and
sustêin fneâniDg.

2. tleàning of lvrìboì
fþt si')gular l rL nul-
tj ple.

J. Fllpìoys hijir ori of
interpreLatior, iD dis_
cerûing the Í*,¿ning of
tbe sFnboì.

4. DxÞlicit cur,cepts
seen ¿s onfy oDe type
of rpaD¡¡4 of LIte sYn-
bol..

5. De-mythologizes iD
the sènse of tùoâting
the st'nbol as strìbol,
but process ir: not re-
drrctile -- synü,o¡ is
simùltaneously iDvested
íitl¡ ner rPanirry, e9'
Ji¡ng on ûìytb.

st¡ßE 6
UDi. versallzbg tai.th

Evocåtjlve poser of sF_
bols actuålized through
DrlfcatloD of realltt
ædlated by syl¡boìs and
the self

Ø-o
mo-t
.c.,

¡o
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m
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3t!or
Ø

1. Uses syùibols author-
itâtively -- synbol and
reâlity are not sePa-
rale. llediatloD of slm-
bolic Eeaìity ls côn-
scious and dtsciplined.
Ihere is a rc¿llated
si¡rpllcIty, rbich is
the other slde of ccr¡_
plexity, It is bot the
fDsion of sFboì ard
reality of staqe I or
lite¡ali$ of staqe 2,

2. P¡obe to see hos
interpretâtlons are
constructed. Ëxa¡l¡e
iÉges of tbe traDscen_
dent, purpose of ÌIfe,
revelatloDr sn¿l bùeD
Datute.

3. Because of ôutÌþri-
Latlve use of synbol,
iDterpretâtloD nlay seefl
Ére literal ðDal uDl-
voca-l. thls ls not â
cholce of oDê lnterpre-
tation dÞDg rÞnl but
a slr¡tbetlc i¡terpreta_
tioD of the ¡nùltlpl.i-
city of r€anlrgs tbe
sllnbol cåD geDerate.

()



9ÀGf, I
l¡ìtùi I ive-P|ojcctivir
¡'ail h

!t¿9ic¡1-lluflj naì¡s

slrßf, 2
flyth.ic-Literal râith

C)ûe-di¡¡Þnsional Liter¿l

sl¡ßE 3
SFlthetic-convent ional
¡aitb

iluLti-dirpnsionâl; SF¡bol criticaÌly sepâ- postcriticàl rejoiniDg
ovocêtive poeer inberes rated froa synìbolized. of irredDci¡.le synbolic
ìr¡ sjnìb¡l lranslated (re(lucedj to porer aDd idealioDal

ideatioDs.Evoc¿tive nìeðDirq.Evocêtive
poeer -inheres in Íìean- poçer inherer¡t in tbe
inq conveyed bt tlr: reðlity in and beyond
synlr,l stm¡oÌ ônd iD the poHer

of unconscious pro-
ccs¡æs -in tll€ self.

6. l:vú-'ãtive Itrerer órd
ideatioDal conLeDt be-ld
i.rr terßion.

?.'tiûr¿ ¿ûd pl¿ce rela-
tiviry of syÍ,i.ols and
their int€rpretation
are.3cl:noeledged.

ÍÀGf, 4
1nàividuãtive-Ref lec-
l:4-

S¡GE 5
Conju¡ctive Faith

s'ttßE 5
0Diversallzltlg Fsith

EYocatlve p('Jer of slt[-
bols actûå¡ jiÈd tbroùsb
unifcâtiob of realltt
æ¿iôted bI ryr¡bols aDd
tbe self
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F. Data Collectlon

1 . Mail Survey Procedures

The details of the procedure for the mail survey were roughly patterned after

Dillman's Total Design Method (1978; 1983). This method includes many exact

guÌdelines, ranging from how the cover letter should be worded and constructed, to

how the mailing should be packaged, and to how the follow-ups should be conducted.

As indicated in Section ll. 4., freshmen were sampled and measured in October 1991 ,

as ear¡y in their university career as possible, while the seniors were sampled and

measured in March 1992, as late in their senior year as possible.

The differences between the university and Bible college cover and follow-up

letters reflect the differences in sampling and mailing procedures. In keeping with the

UniversiÇ of Manitoba's policy regarding the Disclosure and Security of Student

Academic Records, the identity of the univers¡ty cases was not made known to the

researcher, and they remained anonymous throughout the process of data collection.

lnstead, the Student Records Office drew the samples according to the instructions of

the researcher, attached the address labels to the quest¡onnaire packets supplied by

the researcher, and mailed them directly to the students via the public postal system.

An accompanying cover letter from the Director of Student Records explaining these

procedures and endorsing the project was included in the first mailing to all university

students. ln contrast, the Bible college subjects were not sample cases; the entire

sampling frames of freshmen and seniors in each of the two colleges were employed.
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Furthermore, the names of the Bible college subjects were released to the researcher

so that he was able to conduct and supervlse all aspects of the mailing personally, and

internal (non-postage) mail¡ng systems in the respective institut¡ons were employed.

The only incentive employed was a promise of a summary of results, if

requested. Given that the subjects were all students in higher education, that the topic

of the survey was salient to education, that the researcher was a fellow university

student, and that the project was endorsed by a reputable public institution, a good

rate of response was expected without the use of further incentives (Nachmias and

Nachmias, 1987; Miller, 1983).

Because names and addresses of ihe university cases were not known to the

researcher, follow-ups could not be targeted to only those who had not responded to

the fjrst mailing. Therefore, a second mailing, consisting of a different, more pointed

cover letter and a replacement copy of the questionnaire, was sent to all university

subjects two to three weeks after the first mailing, again via the Student Records

Office. The tone and composition of this second mailing was influenced by the fact

that the university only allowed two mailings. ln contrast to the university, the names

of the Bible college cases were known to the researcher, and only those subjects who

did not respond to the first mailing received a second mailing two weeks later,

consisting of a letter urging them to do so. If that individual still did not respond in

another two weeks, then he or she was sent a third mailing consist¡ng of another letter

and a replacement copy of the questionnaire.
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2. Response Rates

One objective of all mail survey research is to obtain as high a rate of response

as possible, so as to reduce any potent¡al systematic non-response bias. lndeed, the

problem of non-returns is usually acknowledged as one of the major disadvantages of

mail surveys. Good response rates are necessary in order to maintain the

representativeness and generalizability of a random sample.

According to Nachmias and Nachmias (1987), the typical response rate to mail

surveys of the general population is between 20-40%. However, Miller (1983) reports

a range of 3-71o/" fot various surveys of the general population, and a range of 24-90y"

for various surveys of high school and college graduates. The mean response rate for

his sample of 214 mail surveys that utilized one or more follow-ups was 60%. Still

higher rates were reported by Dillman (1978), who reviewed 48 mail surveys that had

used his Total Design Method and found that response rates ranged from 50-95%, with

a mean of 74/".

Judgments as to what const¡tutes a good response rate vary only slightly less

than the response rates actually derived in various studies, and such judgments are

influenced by the many factors of each particular survey. Backstrom and Hursh-Cesar

(1981)describe 70% as extraordinary, yet Bailey (1978) maintains that researchers

should not be sat¡sfied with less lhan 75%. Babbie's (1992) general guidelines are that

50% is adequate, 60% is good, and 70% is very good.
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The response rates to the mail survey of this study are presented in lahle 2-2.

TABLE 2-2

FRESHN/EN

CMBC

Providence

Arts

Engineering

TOTALS

SENIORS

CMBC

Providence

Arts

Engineering

TOTALS

GRAND TOTALS

SURVEY RESPONSE RATES

SENT

95

111

124

124

RETURNED

45 (47"/")

59 (53%)

e3 (75%)

82 (66%)

SPOILED USEABLE

!l

o

tt
10

42

53

76

72

454

45

Ão

'I 16

122

342

279 (62%)

27 (60%)

47 (80%)

83 (72%),:r*
234 (68%)

36 (13%) 243

423
839
17 66

968

38 (16%) 196

74 (14/.) 439

Several dimensions of these response rates can be noted. First, the overall

ftte of 64o/", with a range of 47 -80%, can be evaluated as good. The weakest return

rates were among the Bible college freshmen. A discrepancy in the follow-up

procedures may account for this difference. The Bible college freshmen were unique

in that they were not given a replacement questionnaire directly, but were asked io

make the small extra effort of picking one up at a convenient location if they needed

796 513 (64o/"\
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one. ln retrospect, th¡s was probably a poor procedure that negatively affected return

rates. The average return rate w¡th the Bible college freshmen deleted is 69%.

The highest return rate (80%) was derived from Prov¡dence College seniors,

perhaps influenced by their having known the identity of the researcher through his

assoc¡at¡on w¡th that college. The second and third highest return rates were derived

from university arts freshmen (75%) and seniors (72%), a field of study in which the

nature of this research is located.

The rate of spoiled questionnaires (14% overall) was disappointing, being even

higher than lhe 12% spoiled in the pretest on the Jesuit Centre for Faith Development

and Values sample. ln all cases, the spoilage consisted of rating the faith

development items instead of ranking them, leaving the questionnaire unscoreable.

The instructions were improved after the pretest, but perhaps the greater commitment

on the part of the Jesuit Centre volunteer subjects to facilitating this research

mol¡vated them to pay more attention to the instructions. lncluding an example of

ranking a hypothetical grouping could perhaps improve the effectiveness of the

instructions further, but the surest way to reduce misunderstanding would be to avoid

self-administrat¡on of the questionnaire altogether and have a researcher administer it

in person instead. The fact that more seniors (16%) spoiled questionnaires than

freshmen (13%) may suggest that one effect of post-secondary education is to make

students impatient with instruct¡ons, and/or assumè that they already know what is

being asked. However, the difference is more likely a product of random error.
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The number of useable responses was fairly well dlstributed, w¡th the lowest

numbers being among Bible college seniors, due to there being so few cases in their

entire populations. Only the CMBC seniors (23) fell below what is generally

considered the minimum number of cases required in a sample population (30) in order

to assume a normal distribution (Nachmias and Nachmias, 1987), therefore this

assumption will still be made for data analysis in this study. The total number of

useable cases (439) makes this data set one of the largest ever employed in faith

development research, and substantially larger than the data set (359 cases) from

which Fowler originally developed h¡s theory (1981).

This chapter has presented the research methods and procedures employed for

this study of the effect of post-secondary education on faith development. lt has

described how the variables were identified, how the cases were selected, how the

cases were measured, and finally, how much data was collected. Analysis of the data

produced will provide some answers to the questions posed by this study.



CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH FINDINGS

I. DATA PROCESSING

The data from the useable questionnaires completed and returned by 439

students, as detailed in the previous chapter, were subjected to the requisite

processing and scrutiny prior to measur¡ng the effect of post-secondary education on

faith development. This was done by the following steps.

A. Codlng and Data Entry

Most of the questionnaire was precoded for quant¡tative analysis, with code

numbers appearing beside each response option on the questionnaire, and designated

column numbers for that particular code appearing in the right hand margin. This

construct¡on enabled the data to be entered manually and directly from the

questionnaires into a computer data file. Therefore a codebook is not presented here,

because "the data instrument itself serves many of the funct¡ons of a codebook"

(Chadwick, Bahr, and Albrecht, 1984i347). Moreover, the researcher entered all the

data himself. ltem #50 following the faith stage items was an open-ended qualitative
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question, and therefore was not precoded. The codings for the responses to this item,

together with the responses to items #51 and #52, arc reported in Section lll. B. 2. to

follow. The only other item not edge-coded was the social class item (#3) in the

biographical section which, as mentioned earlier, was coded according to ihe Standard

Occupational Classification (1 980) of Statistics Canada.

Each case was assigned two records or lines of data in the computer file. The

first line consisted of the direct entry of the respondent's ranking (coded 1-4) of the 49

faith development items in columns 1-48, followed by a 5 digit identif¡cation number in

columns 49-53, and, for the seniors only, items #49-52 in columns 54-57. The second

data line for each case began w¡th the respondent's identif¡cation number in columns

1-5, and was followed by the respondent's biographical data in columns 6-29. A

computer program was then written to analyze the data using the Statistical Package

for the Social Sciences (SPSS 4.1).

B. Data Cleaning

Data cleaning, or the elimination of errors in the data set, occurred from the

t¡me of sampling onward. One of the reasons that the university sample sizes were

not identical (see Chapter Two, lll. F. 2.) was that some mailing addresses were

incorrect and those cases had to be deleted from the sample. Of the 513

questionnaires returned, 74 (14%\ were deleted as spoiled because respondents rated

the faith development items instead of ranking them. These cases were dropped from
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the data set and never even entered into the computer, including their qualitative and

biographical data, so as not to contaminate or compromise the data set.

The process of scoring the cases on faith development narrowed the data set

further. After scoring the remaining 439 useable cases accord¡ng to the method of

calculating stage of faith outlined in Chapter Two, lll. D. 2., another 28 cases (6.4% of

439) were ruled unscoreable based on their failure to meet the standards set for lowest

stage means, leaving a total of 41 1 valid cases. The f¡rst criterion for acceptance of a

case was that the lowest stage ranking mean had to be below 2.20: all lowest means

that were higher than 2.20 were ruled inadequate to indicate stage conv¡ncingly,

because they were too close to the 2.50 mid-point of ranking possibilities that would be

produced by perfectly random responses. lmposing this standard on the data built

some protection into the scoring system to shield against scores that may have been

only a product of measurement error. Twenty-three of the 28 unscoreable cases

violated this criter¡on.

The second criterion concerned nonsensical transitionals. Cases where the

second lowest stage ranking mean was also below 2.20 and lied with or within .25 of

the lowest mean, but not ¡n an adjacent stage, were also deleted as incongruent w¡th

the theory. Four of the 28 unscoreable cases violated this criterion. One of the 28

cases was unscoreable because it had a three-stage tie for the lowest mean. The

data from these cases, including the qualitat¡ve and biographical data, were retained in

the analysis because, by following the instruct¡ons correctly, their responses were

important for measures of the reliability of the quest¡onnaire.
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The entire data set was also scrutinized for more conventional errors beyond

matters part¡cular to stage score assignment. For example, missing values due to no

response were assigned a code of 9, and those cases were then deleted from the

respective analyses of that item. When this occurred in the faith stage items (8

respondents omitted one 4-item group, 2 omitted two groups), the four stage ranking

means were simply calculated with one or two less values; when it occurred among the

biographical items, the totals for that variable were simply one less. The data set was

also scanned manually for impossible or nonsensical data, such as numbers entered

for which there was no code. None were found, and the frequency distributions

produced later "verif¡ed the data" to the extent that no oulof-range responses were

entered, and all means and standard deviations were plausible.

Some discrepancies and ambiguities in the data were noted during data entry.

For example, many seniors indicated that they had already achieved a Bachelor's

Degree [4], and then wrote in the margin that they expected to graduate in a month.

The correct response for these cases would have been to indicate lncomplete [2],

because the intent of this item (Biographical #6) was to ascertain if they held a

previous Bachelor's degree. Regarding religious preference (Biographical #9), many

respondents selected "Othe/'[7] and then wrote in Mennonite, non-denominational, or

charismatic, even though these affiliations, especially when expressed by Bible college

students, are conventionally included in the Evangelical/Conservat¡ve [6] category. ln

assessing current importance, many respondents differentiated between religion and

spirituality (Biographical #1 1 c). The response options for interpersonal stress

(Biographical #13), such as gaining or losing a spouse, were found to be neither
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exhaustive nor mutually exclusive. The option of "Both" should have been listed

together with "Gained," "Lost," and "Neither." ln all of these situations, the data were

entered as given with no adjustment.

C. Descriptlve Analysis of Faith Stage Calculations

Analysis of the data can begin by examining the frequencies of the rankings

given to each of the 48 faith development ¡tems. All items received some responses of

"most like me" (1) and some responses of "least like me" (4), and all items received

responses that were fairly well distributed. The range of responses to particular items

based on the 439 useable cases are presented in Table 3-1 .
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TABLE 3-1 RANGE OF FREQUENCIES OF RANKINGS

RANKING FREQUENCY

1 lowest = 5

t highest = 266

2 lowest = 34

2 highest = 224

3 lowest = 39

3 highest = 212

4 lowest = 13

4 highest = 301

MEAN lowest = 1 .60

highest = 3.53

STANDARD DEVIATION

lowest = .75

highest = 1 .16

ITEM#

29

20

45

oo

34

36

5

45

5

29

STAGE

2

4

2

4

2

o

I

ASPECT

(/
È

Lf

D

D

D

L,

U

U

F

¿J

41

It is notable from Table 3-1 that the faith questionnaire items that received the fewest

first place rankings (1 = "most like me") and the most last place rankings (4 = "least

like me") are both Stage 2 statements (#29 and #45). This is the first indication that

Stage 2 items were least popular in this sample of un¡versity and Bible college

students, a finding that was expected. ltem #29 ("1 think someone is good if she or he

gives me what I need") also has the most number of extreme scores (it appears three

times on Table 3-1), while item #45 is tied for the second most number of extreme

scores (it àppears on Table 3-1 twice). Not only did item #29 receive the fewest top

rankings, but it also had the highest mean and the lowest standard deviation, both
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further indications of how much respondents in general wanted to distance themselves

f rom it.

The total rankings given by the 439 useable cases can also be described in

terms of their frequencies and distributions within the four 12-item groups representing

each respective stage. The calculation of only the number of top rankings (1 = "most

like me") within each stage grouping, with a possible range of 0-12, is presented in

Table 3-2.

TABLE 3-2 TOP RANKINGS (1's) PER STAGE

STAGE

2

4

5

MEAN

1.04

2.30

5.bb

2.97

STANDARD DEVIATION

1.15

1.36

2.13

1.93

- The mean number of #1 ("most like me") rankings on the 12

items for each stage.

The range of means of top rankings per stage shown in Table 3-2 reveals that ihe

twelve Stage 2 items received an average of only 1.04 #l rankings, whereas the

twelve Stage 4 items received an average of 5.66 #1 rankings. Calculations of the

means of all the rankings given to each of the 12 individual items within each stage

group, with the possible range of 1-4, is presented in Table 3-3.
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TABLE 3-3 MEAN RANKINGS PER ITEM BY STAGE

STAGE MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

2 3.14 .35

3 2.58 .33

4 1.86 .36

5 2.43 .45

Both of the above tabulations of rankings for items w¡thin the respective stages

suggest that, in this sample, the most frequently occurring stage will be Stage 4 and

the least frequently occurr¡ng stage will be Stage 2.

Calculating the stages for each of the 439 useable cases by identifying the

stage with the lowest mean score (as detailed in Chapter Two lll. D. 2.) proves this

expectat¡on to be true. As already explained in the prevlous section on data cleaning,

28 of the 439 cases were unscoreable, leaving 41 1 valid cases to form the refined data

set for this research project. The frequency distribution of the stages among the 41 1

valid cases is shown in Table 3-4.
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TABLE 3-4 FREQUENCIES OF STAGES

STAGE

2

2.5

.f

4

4.5

5

Total

NUMBER PERCENT

0 0.0

1 0.2

17 4.1

19 4,6

264 64.2

ot tb..J

43 10.5

411 100.0

CUMULATIVE PERCENT

0.0

0.2

4.4

9.0

73.2

89.5

100.0

Two observations about the distribution of stages can be made immediately.

One is that scores were generally higher than what was expected based on the theory.

That there were no Stage 2's and only I Stage 2-3 Transit¡onal was not surprising

based on the sample. However, that there was such a low percentage of Stage 3's

and Stage 3-4's (9% combined), and that there was such a high percentage of Stage

4-5's and 5's (27% combined) was contrary to expectations. The second observation

is that having 64% of the scores in one category (Stage 4) is clearly problematic for

purposes of data analysis. The poor distr¡but¡on of scores w¡ll severely handicap data

analysis throughout the remainder of this report; inadequate variation in data limits

what it can reveal. However, at this point it must be emphasized that the problem

presumably derives from the apparent homogeneity of the sample. The quality of the

measur¡ng instrument itself is not necessarily brought into question by this evidence

alone. That is a separate question.
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D. lnstrument Reliability

Measures taken to establish the validity and reliability of the questionnaire

during its development and pretesting have already been described in Chapter Two. lll.

D. 3., but summar¡zing them here will tie those measures to the subsequent measures

described in this section. Regarding validity, the original measures included basing the

wording of the items directly on specific stage and aspect criteria given in the Manual

for Faith Development Research (Moseley, Jarvis, and Fowler, 1986), and then

submitting them to a panel of experts in Fowler's theory to establish content or face

validiÇ. Measures of concurrent val¡dity through use of known subjects for one of the

drafts was also employed, Regarding reliability, successive drafts attempted to lower

the mean of the lowest stage means to 1.75 and raise the mean of the highest mean

to 3.25 as indications of the consistency with which respondents ranked the respective

stage items. The second last draft of the questionnaire was administered by mail to

subjects who had already been scored by Fowler's interview method by the Jesuit

Centre for Faith Development and Values at the University of Manitoba. Comparison

of the questionnaire and interview scores for the same subjects showed adequate

similar¡ties, and the revisions of the final draft attempted to upgrade the similarities to

make them more satisfactory.

The collection of the primary data set from the 439 post-secondary education

students for the research reported here provides various further indications of the

questionnaire's reliability. Several general indications can be noted. First, the mean of
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all lowest stage means was I.75, and the mean of all highest stage means was 3.24.

By being halfway between perfect randomness or non-preference (2.50) and perfect

posìtive preference (1) or perfect negative preference (4), these scores indicate that

the average case expressed a substantial preference for statements representing one

particular stage, not just a slight preference. Second, and related, is the finding that

the quest¡onnaire produced interpretable or scoreable results in 41 1 out of 439 cases

(94%). This also demonstrates that the rankings respondents gave to questionnaire

items did cluster around groupings ident¡fied as representative of a particular faith

stage. Furthermore, this clustering occurred to a degree beyond a standard imposed

to protect against only slight clusterings more likely to be produced by measurement

error (ie. only lowest means of less than 2.20 werc accepted).

A third general indication of the questionnaire's validity and reliability is the

finding that the modal stage is the one expected based on the characteristics of the

sample. Fowler's theory suggests that Stage 4 will be the most frequently occurring

score among university and college students, and this proved to be true when the

questionnaire was used with such a sample.

Fourth, the theory suggests that stages through which a person passes w¡ll

become progressively more foreign to that person's sense of self-identity as he or she

constructs new forms of "faithing." On the other hand, stages not yet experienced will

remain nonsensical to that individual. ¡f the questionnaire is reliable, it should be

sensitive to such patterns, and in fact the findings did show mean scores of the

respective stages for each individual that corroborate this dimension of the theory (see
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Appendix A). For example, of the 264 cases in which Stage 4 had the lowest mean,

234 (89%) also had a Stage 2 mean that was higher than the Stage 3 mean, ln other

words, most individuals scored as Stage 4 indicated that not only was Stage 3 not

"most like them," but Stage 2 was even "less l¡ke them." Meanwhile, only 43 (16%) of

indiv¡duals scored as Stage 4 had Stage 5 means that were even higher than the¡r

Stäge 2 means. This indicates that most Stage 4 persons were more confident that

ihey were not likê Stage 2, which they knew by having experienced it in their past,

than they were confident that they were not like Stage 5, with which they presumably

had no exper¡ential knowledge.

A more demanding and exact¡ng indication of the reliabil¡ty of the scale based

on the order of stage means for each case is obtained by examining those cases

scored as Stage 5. Of these 43 cases, 32 (7 4%) had a perfect progression of stage

means, with Stage 2 be¡ng the highest mean ("least like me"), Stage 3 be¡ng the

second highest mean, Stage 4 being lhe second lowest mean, and Stage 5 being the

lowest mean ("most like me"). This ordered progression of stages already experienced

is predicted by the theory, whereas stages not yet experienced would not be expected

to be ordered to the same degree. True to expectations, the data show that of the

only 17 cases in which Stage 3 had the lowest mean, 10 cases (59%) had Stage 4

means lower than Stage 5, 5 cases (29%) had Stage 4 means higher than Stage 5

means, and in 2 cases (12%) lhe Stage 4 and 5 means were tied.

Turning to more statistically sophist¡cated assessments of the reliability of lhe

questionnaÌre, another three measures of the 439 scoreable cases can be taken.
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Evaluation of their results will be reserved until after all three have been presented.

The first measure ¡s an examination of the correlat¡ons of pairs of items intended to

measure the same properties. As shown by the Code Sheet in Chapter Two lll. E. 4.,

the questionnaire was constructed ¡n such a way that each aspect of each stage of

faith was measured by tvvo separate items, though the two items were based on

different criteria in lhe Manual for Faith Development Research (Moseley, Jarvis, and

Fowler, 1986). For example, Aspect B Stage 2 was tested according to Criterion 2 in

item #3 and according to Criterion 4 ¡n item #28. Therefore, because these pairs of

items converge in aspect and stage, a reliable scale should produce a general pattern

of significant conelations within these pairs. However, because these pairs of items

also diverge in criteria, the correlat¡ons within them should not be very high. Table 3-5

shows the correlations of item pairs in the data according to faith aspects, Table 3-6

according to faith stages.

TABLE 3.5 INTERITEM CORRELATIONS BY ASPECT

Aspect B: Social Perspective Taking

Stage 2

.J

4

5

Conelation = .11 .

.01

-.00

.12 "

Mean = .06

Item #3 & 28

4&25
1&27
2 &.26
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Aspect C: Moral Judgment

Stage 2

o

4

5

Aspect D: Social Awareness

Stage 2

o

4

5

Aspect E: Locus of Authority

Stage 2

o

4

Ã

Stage 2

4

5

Aspect G: Symbolic Function

Stage 2

4

5

Item #6 & 29

5&32
8&30
/ õ( *Jl

Item #12 & 35

11&36

10&33

9&34

Item #13 & 38

14 A37

15&40

16 & 39

Item #19 & 44

18&43

20 &.42

17 &.41

Item #22 & 45

23&46

21 &47

24&48

Correlation = .01

.1ô .

'11 "

.05

Mean = .08

Correlation = -.03

.20.

.13.

.31 "

Mean = .1 7

Correlat¡on = .10 .

.23.

.o2

.19 .

Mean = .14

Correlation = .18.
-.02

.25.

.13 -

Mean = .15

Correlation = .33 "

-.02

,10 "

.26.

Aspect F: Form of World Coherence

Mean = .18

Mean of Mean Conelations = .13
- 

= Significant at .05 Level
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lnter¡tem correlations by aspect show that 16 of the 24 ¡tem pairs (67%) have

statistically signif¡cant correlations, that none of the significant correiatìons are

negative, and that the overall mean of ,13 is also significant. Aspects B and C show

two of four item pairs with statistically significant conelations with low mean

correlations, whereas Aspects D, E, F, and G show three of four pairs w¡th significant

correlations with higher mean correlations.

TABLE 3-6 INTERITEM CORRELATIONS BY STAGE

Stage 2: Mythic-Literal Faith

Aspect B

D

E

F

t=

Item #3 & 28

6&29
12&35

13&38

19&44

22&45

Item #4 & 25

5&32
11&36

14 &37

18 & 43

23&46

Correlation = .11 "

.01

-.03

.10 -

. ttt

.ol]

Mean = .13

Conelation = .01

.lo

,¿v

.¿.)

-.02

-.02

Mean = .11

Stage 3: Synthetic-Conventional Faith

Aspect B

c
D

E

F

Lt



Stage 4: lndividuative-Reflective Faith

Aspect B

U

D

E

F

G

Stage 5: Conjunctive Faith

Aspect B ltem

C

D

E

F

Item #1 & 27 Correlat¡on = -.00

B&30 .11.
10 & 3s .13.
l5 & 40 .o2

20&42 .25"

21 &47 .10.

Mean =.10

#2 &26 Conelation = .12.
7&31 .05

9&34 .31 "

16 & 39 .19.
17 &.41 .13 -

24 &.48 .26 .

Mean = .1 I
Mean of Mean Correlations = .13

= Significant at .05 Level

The same interitem correlations arranged by stage rather than by aspect show Stage 3

¡tem pairs as having the fewest number of signif¡cant correlations (3 = 50%), whereas

Stage 5 has the most (5 = 83%). This suggests a rival explanation for the relatively

few cases scored as Stage 3 in the data; the low number of cases scored as Stage 3

may have been due to the lower conelation of Stage 3 items on the questionnaire as

much as being due to an actual low number of Stage 3 individuals in the sample.

Though suggested by a limited reading of the data, such an explanation is less than

convincing given that Stage 3 has only one less significant pair than Stage 4, and the

means of Stage 3 (.1 1) and Stage 4 (.10) are virtually identical. Overall, the interitem
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correlations of matched pairs are statistically significant, but hardly substantively so,

perhaps reflecting more of the divergence of the criteria than the convergence of the

aspects and stages. The correlation coefficients for all items within each stage are

presented in Appendix B.

lnteritem correlation analysis is actually a more refined and instrumenlspecif ic

test of one of the most conventional measures of questionnaire reliabil¡ty, the Guttman

split-half approach. By this method, the 12 items for each stage are divided ¡nto two

groups of 6 items each and calculated as two separate tests. The correlation of scores

from the two sub-groups provides an indication of the overall scale's consistency of

measurement, which is its reliability. Split-half measures of reliability for the four

stages measured by the questionnaire are shown in Table 3-7.

TABLE 3-7 SPLIT-HALF RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

STAGE

2

a

4

5

SPLIT-HALF

.44

.39

.44

.65

The third and final statistical method of reliability analysis to be emptoyed here

is Cronbach's (1951) coeff icient alpha. This technique was again performed within

each stage, because it was only responses to the 12 items representing a particular

stage that were expected to cluster together. Each of the 12 items in the four different
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stages were also examined to see if the alpha for that stage would be improved if any

particular item were deleted, in other words, to see if particular items were contribut¡ng

to the alpha or detract¡ng from it. Table 3-8 shows the alphas for each stage, as well

as ident¡fying those items from among the 12 in each stage that were working against

or weakening the stage alphas.

TABLE 3-8 COEFFICIENT ALPHA RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

ALPHA ¡F DELETED

The evidence of these item alphas, combined with the evidence of the interitem

correlations by aspect presented in Table 3-5, suggests an intr¡guing possibility that

may be a partial explanat¡on for the pattern of item reliability in the questionnaire. The

first two groupings of the questionnaire contain items #1-8, and address Aspects B and

C. Four of the first eight items (50%) weakened the stage alphas, compared with only

four of the remaining forty items (10%). Similarly, four of the first eight items (50%) did

not correlate significantìy with their matched pair in the second half of the

questionnaire, compared with only four of the remaining sixteen items (25%) in the first

STAGË

2

.J

ALPHA

.44

.32

ITEM#

.38

..t+

.35

.46

.61

5

ó¿

43

.43

.60
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half of the quest¡onnaire. This pattern translated into Aspects B and C having lower

mean inter¡tem correlat¡ons (.06 and,08 respectìvely) than the remaining four aspects.

What this demonstrates is that responses became considerably more consistent after

the first tvvo groupings (items #1-8) of the questionnaire, and suggests a warm-up

effect in the data. The task the questionnaire presented to the respondents was

challenging, and the evidence shows that they performed more consistently as they

proceeded with it. This ¡nit¡al warm-up effect may be partially responsible for lowering

overall measures of instrument reliability.

Evaluating the various assessments of the reliability of the faith stage

quest¡onnaire is complex, primarily because of the nature and complexity of faith

development theory. The general indications of the scale's reliability discussed first,

such as the general patterns of the means of the rankings for each stage by each

case, suggest a higher reliability than the statistical measures of interitem reliability

presented last. Moreover, although the magnitude of the inter¡tem correlations were

low by conventional standards, the juxtapos¡tion of convergence and divergence

among the measures makes it difficult to ascertain what levels of correlations are in

fact desirable. Scale items were constructed in such a way as to converge according

to both stage and aspect, but no two items were based on exactly the same cr¡ter¡on of

the same aspect of ihe same stage. At the most refined level, the scale remains a

compilat¡on of single item indices in which a certain degree of divergence is expected,

if not desirable.

Statistical scale reliability is an analysis to which Fowler's theory of faith
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deveiopment has not been subjected prev¡ouslyr and given the fact that the items of

this questionnaire were derived directly from the theory, inconsistenc¡es may originate

as readily in the theory itself as in any measure of it. The levels of reliability

demonstrated statistically here, while not on par with scales measuring more objective

data or with scales having several measures of exactly the same properiy,

nevertheless represent a new direction in faith development research published to

date. Higher measures of splilhalf reliability or higher alphas are simply much Iess

likely when dealing with subject¡ve, qualitative, attitudinal data such as faith

development, because of the vicissitudes of the interpretations Involved. For the

purpose of ihis study, it may be concluded that the reliabillty of the questionnaire is

adequate, and in fact represents progress in faith development research. Further

progress in future studies may require modif¡cation of the theory.
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II. DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE SAMPLE

Var¡ous demographic data were collected in the second half of the

quest¡onnaire, which was devoted to biographical information. These characteristics of

the cases were intended to serve as controt variables and potential intervening

variables in researching the effect of post-secondary education on faith development,

as oullined in Chapter Two. L C. They are presented here in percentages only, with

the number of cases missing from the data set of 439 noted. The data are presented

according to the four basic program types or the eight basic respondent types of this

study, depending on what is appropriate for the respect¡ve variable.

A. Sex

TABLE 3-9

CMBC CMBC PC
Frh Sen Frh

SEX%%%
Male 56 48 51

Female 44 52 49

100 100 100

SEX

PC ARTS
Sen Frh

44 45

56 55

100 100

ARTS ENG
Sen Frh

49 43

51 57

100 100

TOTAL

51

49

100

1 missing case

ENG
Sen

71

29

100
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The largest difference in sex was in engineering seniors, which was expected,

because of fewer females in that sample (see Chapter Two, ll. A.)
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B. Age

TABLE 3-10

AGE

17 -19

20-22

23-25

>25

CMBC CMBC PC
Frh Sen Frh

ol ol o/

74 4 60

14 78 19

298
10 9 13

100 100 100

CMBC Freshmen

Sen¡ors

PC Freshmen

Seniors

ARTS Freshmen

Seniors

ENG Freshmen

Seniors

Entire Sample

AGE

PC ARTS
Sen Frh

76

51 17

85
4t I

ñ;;;

ARTS ENG
Sen Frh

1 81

688
20 I

11 10

100 100

ENG
Sen

59

29

12

100

TOTAL

41

JT,

11

t¿

;;;

MEAN

20.5

¿t.Y

20.7

25.8

18.9

22.6

19.9

23.3

21.4

STANDARD DEVIATION

6.46

3.09

4.61

7.01

1.78

4.O3

5.32

3.44

4.97

no missing cases

The most notable scores on age are the high seores of the PC seniors, of

which 41% are 26 years of age or older. Ages 20-22 is predictably the range in which
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there is the most overlap of f reshmen and seniors

C. Occupatlon

TABLE 3-.f 1 OCCUPATION

CMBC PC ARTS ENG TOTAL
occuPATIoN%o/o%%%
Professional 19 25 30 24 25

High Level 20 12 25 l8 19

Skilled/Farmer 52 46 32 41 41

Semi & Unskilled I 17 14 17 15

il;ö;öffi ;;;

9 missing cases

The occupations reported by the respondents were those of their primary

parenVprovider, and were taken as a measure of the respondent's social class. The

most notable asymmetry observable in these data is lhe average of 49%

Skilled/Farmer parents among Bìble college students compared to the average of 06%

Skilled/Farmer parents among university students. This was primarily due to a higher

percentage of Bible college students coming from farming families.
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D. Rural/Urban

TABLE 3-12 RURAL/URBAN CHILDHOOD

CN¡BC PC ARTS ENG TOTAL
COMMUNITYSIZE % % % "/O %

< l,000 Population 17 35 I 14 17

1,000-9,999 43 33 21 21 27

10,000-99,999 17 15 17 17 17

100,000-499,999 11 4 I 7 7

> 500,000 12 12 45 42 32

,ooìä;öö ;;

3 missing cases

As already suggested by the occupation variable, there is a considerable

difference between Bible college students and university students in terms of their rural

or urban upbringing. An average ot 26T. of Bible college students spent the majority of

their childhood in towns with populations of less than 1,000, compared to an average

ol 11% ot university students. An average of 38% of Bible college students spent their

childhood in towns w¡th populat¡ons from 1,000-10,000, compared to an average of

21% of university students. ln contrast, an average of 12% ol Bible college students

were raised in cities with populations over 500,000, compared to an average ol 44/" of

university students.
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TABLE 3-13 RURAL/URBAN RESIDENCE

COMMUNITY SIZE

< 1 ,000 Population

1,000-9,999

10,000-99,999

100,000-499,999

> 500,000

CMBC PC

660
9 18

a7

256
56 10

100 100

ARTS ENG

32
11 6

11 6

712
69 75

100 100

TOTAL

15

11

7

11

E-7

,;;

9 missing cases

Student respondents can be expected to interpret a question as to where they

are "currently spending most of their time" as a quest¡on of student residence, in

contrast to permanent residence. The atypical numbers for Providence Cotlege must

be understood as being influenced by the fact that it is the on¡y one of the four groups

that has a rural campus in a village of less than 1,000 population (the other three are

located in the city of Winnipeg), that Providence freshmen are required to live in

campus dormitories, and that many upperclassmen choose to remain in these campus

residences.



E. Educatlon

TABLE 3-14

Graduate Diploma

Graduate Equivalency

Neither

HIGH SCHOOL RECORD

CMBC PC

95 95

33
22

ARTS ENG TOTAL
ol õl

ÔÔ oÔ o'7

12
11

100 100 100 100 100

1 1 miss¡ng cases

There were an insufficient number of cases who did not have a high school

graduate diploma to warrant including this variable in further analysis.
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TABLE 3-15 TECHNICAL/VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

CMBC PC ARTS ENG TOTAL
%%%%%

None 93 80 89 96 90

Incomplete 3 I 4 1 4

Complete312736

100 100 100 100 100

1 16 missing cases

lf the lncomplete and Complete categor¡es of technical/vocational educat¡on are

combined, there is some var¡ation here, with Providence College hav¡ng a high oÍ 20%

of jts students w¡th some technical/vocat¡onal education, compared with a low of 4./" fot

Engineering.
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TABLE 3-16 UN IVERS ITY/COLLEGE EDUCATION

None

lncomplete

Diploma/Cert

Bachelor

CN/BC PC

37 22

52 46

314
I 18

100 f00

ARTS ENG

18 14

71 71

12
10 14

'100 100

TOTAL
o/o

20

b.J

4

1Ò

ì;ô

25 miss¡ng cases

The data on university/college education were intended to determine if the

respondent had received any university/college education other than the program in

which he or she was enroled. For example, a response of Bachelor was meant to

indicate that the respondent held a previous Bachelors degree in add¡tion to the one

for which he or she was now studying. However, it was noted during data entry that

many freshmen indicated "¡ncomplete" and many seniors indicated "Bachelor" with the

qualificat¡on written in that they were about to receive it in a month or two. This

confusion is reflected in the finding lhal26% of all seniors said they had a Bachelors

degree, whereas only 1% of all freshmen said they did. As a result, these data are

quite unreliable.



TABLE 3-17 OTHER EDUCATIONAL QUALIF¡CATIONS

CMBC CMBC PC
Frh Sen Frh

lo /o lo

No 85 78 92

Yes 15 22 I

100 100 100

ARTS ARTS ENG
Frh Sen Frh

o/ ò/

82 71 84

18 29 16

100 100 100

PC
Sen

63

;;;

ENG
Sen

"/"

78

22

100

TOTAL

80

20

100

10 m¡ssing cases

It is curious that Providence College freshmen had the lowest rate of other

educational qualifications (8%) and yet Providence seniors had the highest rale (37%)

of such qualificat¡ons. Nevertheless, this correlates with the finding that Providence

seniors were considerably older than the other groups (see Table 3-10).
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F. Rellgíon

TABLE 3-18 RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE

Roman Catholic

Anglican

United Church

Presbyterian

Lutheran

Evangelical

Other

None

CMBC PC

92 18

ó

100 100

ARTS ENG

30 2B

6 10

I 10

11
27
64
17 16

29 24

100 100

TOTAL
%

19

5

b

I

20

¿ó

17

100

3 miss¡ng cases

The distribut¡on of religious preference for the universiÇ students is

considerably different than the 1981 census figures for Manitoba, but this is to be

expected from a university population 11 years later. The largest differences are a

drop in United Church from 24% lo 9%, a rise in Others from 4/" to 16./", and a rise in

Nones from 8% lo 26%. A distribution resembl¡ng the general population cannot be

expected in Bible colleges. These are confessional schools where student attendance

is itself already a statement of the narrowing of religious preference. As mentioned

earlier, the category of Other proved to be problematic. Most CMBC students refused
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to staie their preference as Evangelical/Conservat¡ve, selecting Other instead and

writing in Mennonite, even though Mennonites are conventionally included under the

Evangelical/Conservative umbrella (Bibby, 1987). Char¡smatics, non-denominationals

and others who would normally be classifjed as Evangelical/Conservative also tended

to reject the labels of tradit¡onal groups and include themselves under Other. This

occurred in the Providence and university groups as well, and is in keeping with trends

away from religious labels toward ¡ess part¡san spirituality. Had more detailed sub-

categories been given, both CMBC and Providence students would very likely have

selected the Evangelical/Conservative grouping almost exclusively.

TABLE 3.19

Never 2

1-3 X/Yr 2

3-l1X^/r 5

1-3 X/Mo 24

1-3 X^/Vk 50

> 3 X/VVk 17

100

CMBC CMBC PC
Frh Sen Frh

ol otlo lo /o

ARTS ARTS ENG
Frh Sen Frh

o/ o/ ol

28 36 23

22 29 24

12 20 l9
17914
21 620

100 100 100

TOTAL
/o

20

16

10

15

33

b

;;;

3 missing cases

ATTENDANCE AT RELIGIOUS SERVICES

B

o¿

30

100

ENG
Sen

âo

22

7

12

21

'100

PC
Sen

%

a

18

77

o

ì;;

o

¿o

E-7

o

ì;ó

The Bible college reports of attendance at religious services indicate that such

students are more relig¡ously committed than their university counterparts, but their
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high attendance rates are probably inflated by daily chapel services on the respective

campuses, which at Providence are compulsory, and therefore include more than

"home church" attendance. The lowest attendance rates of Arts seniors, combined

with their highest ratio of no religious preference, is the first indication that they may be

the most ineligious group.
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TABLE 3.20 IMPORTANCE OF RELIGION IN CHILDHOOD

CMBC CMBC PC
Frh Sen Frh

PC ARTS ARTS ENG ENG
Sen Frh Sen Frh Sen TOTAL

ol ol ol o/ õl ot/o to lo to lo lo

5 15 17 11 16 10

8 3 I 10 12 7

3 11 11 11 18 10

1s 24 24 11 12 17

13 23 23 23 21 23

21 12917 10 16

39 13816 12 18

100 100 100 100 100 100

IMPORTANCE

1. Not lmp, 2

2.

a7

4. Average 19

5. 24

6. 21

7. Very lmp. 26

6

44
13 14

39 25

22 23

22 29

100 100 100

CMBC Freshmen

Seniors

PC Freshmen

Seniors

ARTS Freshmen

Seniors

ENG Freshmen

Seniors

Entire Sample

STANDARD DEVIATION

1.44

1.12

I Àr,

1.86

'1 .85

'I .81

1.94

1.95

1.86

4 missing cases

[/EAN

5.31

5.43

5.36

4.27

3.85

+..J v

3.87

4.56
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The data on the importance of religion in childhood show the stronger religious

upbringing of Bible college students (mean of Bible college rr'ìêâr'ìs = 5.38) compared to

university students (mean of university means = 4.10). These data must be qual¡fied

by accumulated ev¡dence in the literature that individuals tend to "rewr¡te" their pasts in

order to bring them into conformity with their present orientations, hence these scores

may be a function of retrospective reporting. The overall freshmen-senior comparison

shows a cohort effect in which the younger freshmen consistently report slightly higher

levels of religious importance in their childhood (mean of freshmen ftêâns = 4.85) than

do the older seniors (mean of senior means = 4.63). This difference would appear to

run counter to the secular¡zation thes¡s, but may in fact support the secularization

thesis if evidence of rewriting could be found.
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TABLE 3-21 IMPORTANCE OF RELIGION BEGINNING PROGHAM

IMPORTANCE

1. Not lmp,

2.

4. Average 5

5. 14

6. 21

7. Very lmp. 60

100

CMBC CMBC PC
Frh Sen Frh

4

42
174
39 22

35 73

100 100

PC ARTS ARTS ENG ENG
Sen Frh Sen Frh Sen TOTAL

ol ol õ/ õ/to lo lo to lo lo

32023 1622 13

311 2020 15 11

31291521 I
3 1s 20 13 16 11

812 15 19 10 12

23 16 11 7 7 15

59 15310927

100 100 100 100 100 100

CMBC Freshmen

Seniors

PC Freshmen

Seniors

ARTS Freshmen

Seniors

ENG Freshmen

Seniors

Entire Sample

MEAN

b.Jo

5.87

6.65

6.15

3.95

3.29

3.60

4.55

STANDARD DEVIATION

.91

1.36

.66

1.44

2.12

1.82

1.91

1.90

2.15

5 missing cases



The high importance of religion for Bible college students (mean of Bible

college means = 6.26) at the beginning of their programs of education compared to

university students (mean of university fieâns = 3.55) is self-explanatory; lf religion

were not important to Bible college students they would not have chosen to attend a

pr¡vate religìous educational institution.
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TABLEs-22 CURRENT IMPORTANCE OF RELIGION

C[/BC CMBC PC PC ARTS ARTS ENG ENG
Frh Sen Frh Sen Frh Sen Frh Sen TOTAL

TMPORTANCE%%%"/"%%%%
1. Not lmp. 3 15 15 14 16 f0

2. 11 11 13 I 7

3. 2 I 14 11 13 I
4. Average 2 17 17 11 15 10

5.24251321 16 16 12

6. 24 35 15 13 11 9 16 18 16

7. Very lmp. 69 61 83 80 25 14 19 13 38

1oo 1oo 100 l oo 1oo 1oo 100 100 100

CMBC Freshmen

Seniors

PC Freshmen

Seniors

ARTS Freshmen

Seniors

ENG Freshmen

Seniors

Entire Sample

MEAN

6.55

6.57

6.81

o.o¿

4.37

4.00

4.23

4.12

5.07

STANDARD DEVIATION

.86

.59

.44

1.07

2.14
.l oÃ

2.09

2.01

2.07

4 missing cases
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The Bible college students again ranked the current importance of religion

much higher (mean of Bible college ffieâñs = 6.64) than the university students (mean

of university means = 4.18), but the difference may have been even greater if ihe

word¡ng of the quest¡ons had remained consistent. The questionnaire item on the

current importance of religion was worded slightly differently than the ¡tems on the

importance of religion during childhood and at the beginning of the program of

education. ln asking about the current importance of religion, the term "spir¡tual¡ty"

was included in an attempt to broaden the concept for those respondents who may

have come to view conventional, institutionalized religiosity or their own possible

previous adherence to ¡t in negative terms, but nevertheless still valued religious fa¡th.

Therefore, item #1 I a) read "Religion was important to me when I was growing up,"

whereas #1 1 c) read "lvly religion or spirituality is important to me now." Many of the

university cases in particular ìnserted marginal comments noting this addit¡on, and said

that they gave a higher score to item #1 1 c. than what they would have given had it

contained only "religion." ln retrospect, it would have been better to create a separate

item in the questionnaire to measure spiritual¡ty.
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TABLE 3-23

CHANGE

-2 Much less

-1 Lìttle less

0 No change

+1 Little more

+2 Much more

4

38 35 35

21 17 21

41 44 44

100 100 100 100

CHANGE IN IMPORTANCE OF RELIGION

FROM CHILDHOOD TO THE PRESENT

CMBC CMBC PC PC
Frh Sen Frh Sen

o/ ol ot ol

ARTS ARTS ENG ENG
Frh Sen Frh Sen TOTAL
%"/"%%%
20 1420710
'I 1 21 11 19 11

33 32 41 43 38

19910 13 15

17 24 17 18 27

100 100 100 100 100

STANDARD DEVIATION

.90

1.00

.89

oa

1.36

1.31

1.15

1.26

4 missing cases

Ã

44

18

âe

CMBC Freshmen

Seniors

PC Freshmen

Seniors

ARTS Freshmen

Seniors

ENG Freshmen

Seniors

Entire Sample

MEAN

1.02

1.00

1.10

.t9

.03

.09

-.o7

.15

.38
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One reason for measuring the importance of religion at three different points in

time was to be able to show change in the importance of religion over time in a fashion

similar to Currie's (1976) method. When an index of change was computed by

comparing the importance of religion in childhood with the current importance of

religion, the best possible measure of the secularization thesis was obtained, because

the tvvo points in time were compared by each individual case. This index of change

was computed by calculating to what extent and in which direction each case indicated

change in the importance of religion. Based on the seven-point Lìkert scales in the

respective items, changes of plus or minus 2-6 were categorized as +2 "much more

important" or -2 "much less important," while changes of plus or minus 1 were

categorized as +1 "a little more" or -1 "a little less" important. Not surpr¡singly, the

data show that the importance of religion or spir¡tuality clearly increases for Bible

college students (mean of Bible college ffiêâns = .98). Quite surprisingly, in llght of the

secularization thesis, the data also show that the importance of religion or spirituality

actually increases very s¡ightly for university students (mean of university means =

.05), The engineering freshmen were the only group to secularize (-.07). None of the

differences between freshmen and seniors within any of the four programs of education

were statistically signif icant at the .05 level.
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TABLE 3-24

CHANGE

-2 Much less

-1 Little less

0 No change

+ 1 Little more

+2 Much more

CHANGE IN IMPORÏANCE OF RELIGION

DURING POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

CMBC CMBC PC
Frh Sen Frh

ol ol o/

24
74
26 52 33

27 30 26

.to t.t .tt

ì;ó ;; i;;

PC ARTS ARTS ENG ENG
Sen Frh Sen Frh Sen TOTAL
%%%%%"/"
3252331 16 16

10 12 20 19 19 13

44 36 44 31 59 40

23 16211 315
21 11 12 7 3 16

100 I00 100 100 100 100

CMBC Freshmen

Seniors

PC Freshmen

Seniors

ARTS Freshmen

Seniors

ENG Freshmen

Seniors

Entire Sample

T/EAN

.88

.4B

,96

.49

-.39

-.56

-.4,7

.007 1.25

STANDARD DEVIATION

1.06

.90

.94

1.02

1.30

1.21

1.25

.90

4 missing cases

When an index of change is computed by comparing the importance of religion

at the beginning of post-secondary education with the cunent importance of reiigion, a
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measure of the effect of post-secondary education on religiosity is obtained if other

variables are controlled. This is a much researched question, as reviewed in Chapter

One, ll. D. Consistent w¡th the conclusions of the majority of studies, these data

clearly show that the importance of religion declines in univers¡ty (mean of university

means = -.41), whereas the importance of religion increases during Bible college

(mean of Bible college means =.70). The increase reported by Bible college students

may even have been compressed, because the¡r mean score for importance of religion

at the beginning of their program was 6.26 on a 7-point scale, leaving them little room

to report an increase.

What is most curious about these data is that in all but university liberal arts,

the importance of religion changed more for freshmen than for seniors, although only

the Providence College change was statistically significant (2-tailed probability = .025).

Due to a time span differential of only two months, freshmen scores for the cunent

importance of religion were expected to be virtually the same as their scores for the

importance of religion at the beginning of their educational program, and ¡f there was

substantial change, it was certainly not expected to surpass the change reported by

seniors in lhe same program. Perhaps the most plausible explanation, at least for the

Bible college students, is that freshmen may have been overreacting to the freshness

of the religious input and context of their educational program, and oveneporting

personal religious change because of what they may have perceived as its social, or at

least sub-cultural, desirability. Bible college seniors, in contrast, may have already

overcome what may have been a honeymoon effect in their education.
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The data on the difference between importance of religion at the beginning of

the educational program and the current importance of relig¡on were also explored for

possible evidence of the effects of the spirituality factor introduced in the ¡tem

measuring the latter. lf the freshmen would have reported no significant difference, the

data would have indicated that, substantively, not only did education not have an effect

on the importance of religion in two months, but also, methodologically, the addition of

the term "spir¡tuality" had not introduced a contaminating variance. However, the mean

importance of religion at the beginning of the educational program for all freshmen

combined was 4.85. The mean curfent importance of religion or spirituality for all

freshmen combined was 5,24. The difference is statist¡cally significant (2-tailed

probability = .000), therefore, both effects remain plausibìe. We cannot know by this

data if education or the wording of the item or both caused the change in importance

of religion.

One further elaboration of the findings on religion was computed in an effort to

explore the effect of religion on faith development, and the possible subtleties hidden

in the relig ion-spirituality nexus. A new variable manifesting the differences between

religious behaviour and religious valuation was created. The f¡rst three response

options of the attendance at religious services var¡able (Never - 3-1 1 times per year)

were recoded as low attendance, and the last three response options (1-g times per

month - more than 3 times per week) were recoded as high attendance. Then the first

four response options of the current importance of religion variable (1-4) were recoded

as low importance, and the ¡ast three response options (5-7) were recoded as high

importance. Finally, four new categor¡es were created by combining the recoded
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varjables: a Secular group of low attendance/low importance, a Behaviour group of

high attendance/low importance, a Religious group of hìgh attendance/high importance,

and a Value group of low attendance/high importance. The findings on this religious

behaviour/valuation difference are presented in Table 3-25.

TABLE 3-25 BEHAVIOUBA/ALUATION DIFFERENCE

GROUP NUMBER

Secular '136

Behaviour 13

Religious 219

Value 66

PERCENT

31%

51%

15%

MEAN STAGE

4.15

4.23

4.05

4.24

STD. DEV.

.44

,56

.39

.50

5 missing cases

That the Secular and Religious groups are the hvo largest groups is not

surprising, but the f¡nding that ihe difference between their stage means is stat¡stically

significant (2-tailed probability =.022) sheds some interesting and important l¡ght on

Fowler's theory. According to these data, religion is indeed a factor in faith

development, and inasmuch as the Secular group had a statistically significant higher

stage mean, religion appears to retard faith development as Fowler defines it.

ln attempting to track the spirituality factor, ¡t was anticipated that respondents

most likely to be affected by the additional spirituality dimension in the questionnaire

item measuring current importance of religion or spirituality would also most likely be

those who reported low attendance at religious services and no religious preference.
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These latter hvo indicators, it was reasoned, would represent their rejection of

traditional institutìonalized religiosity while nevertheless rating the importance of their

religion or spirituality very highly. This possibility was enhanced by the suggestions in

Fowler's theory that the higher faith stages tend to transcend religious part¡cularity, and

the finding that the mean stage of the Value group (4.24) was statistically significantly

higher (2{ailed probability = .015) than the mean of the rest of the sample (4.09).

However, a cross-tabulation of religious preference by behav¡our/valuation difference

produced the findìngs presented in Table 3-26,

TABLE 3-26

RC
/o

Secular 28

Behaviour 11

Religious 43

Value '19

100

ANG UNTD

48 70

44
174
30 22

'100 100

PRES LUTH

33 50

508
17 42

100 100

EVAN OTHR NONE
ol ol õl

21082
2

91 79

5 12 18

100 100 100

BEHAVIOURA/ALUATJON DIFFERENCE

BY RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE

TOTAL

31

o

3t

t5

ìoo

5 missing cases

The data on behavior/valuatÌon difference show the Value group to be fairly well

distr¡buted over all religious preferences, and not concentrated in the None category.

As a result, more exact effects of the spirituaiity factor or the exact location of those

whom it may have affected cannot be identified. These data should not be interpreted
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as a fa¡r compar¡son of religious belonging and commitment among various religious

preferences (Curr¡e, 1976) because the sample contains a special population of

Evan gelical/Conservatives,

G. Cross-Cultural Experience

TABLE 3-27 CROSS-CULTURAL ËXPERIENCË

CMBC PC

52 53

34 29

14 19

100 100

None

Some

Much

ARTS ENG

48 49

35 31

17 20

100 100

TOTAL

50

32

tõ

ìõo

4 missing cases

The scores on cross-cultural experience are perhaps surprisingly well and

evenly distributed for a relatively young population.
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H. lnterpersonal Stress

TABLE 3-28 GAIN OR LOSS OF SPOUSE

Gained

Lost

Neither

CMBC PC ARTS ENG
ol ol ol otlo lo lo /o

61277
11

94 88 92 91

100 100 100 100

Frh Sen

4 t3
'I 

1

95 87

100 100

TOTAL
lo

I
'I

91

100

3 missing cases

TABLE 3-29 GAIN OR LOSS OF CHILD

CMBC PC ARTS ENG
o/ ol õl otlo lo lo lo

2644
5121
94 93 94 95

100 100 100 100

Gained

Lost

Neither

Frh

2

95

100

Sen
%

5

l)

92

'100

TOTAL
lo

4

¿

94

100

3 missing cases
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TABLE 3-30 GAIN OR LOSS OF PARENT/GUARDIAN

Gained

Lost

Neither

CMBC PC

66
35
91 90

100 100

ARTS ENG

bt

64
88 94

100 100

Frh Sen

53
4t)

91 91

'100 100

TOTAL
%

4

5

o'l

i;;

5 missing cases

TABLE 3-31 GAIN OR LOSS OF CLOSE FRIEND

Gained

Lost

Neither

CIVBC PC
%%
51 42

149
35 49

100 100

ARTS ENG

43 38

21 17

36 45

100 100

Frh

44
'16

40

100

Sen
%

41

16

43

100

TOTAL
/o

+¿

tb

42

100

3 missing cases

All four of the Gain or Loss items were intended to measure interpersonal

sÍess, w¡th either gain or loss constituting the experience of (positive or negative)

stress, and neither const¡tuting no stress. The poor var¡ation ¡n the spouse, child, and

parent data requires that the gains and losses be combined just to achieve a minimal



9:1 ratio for analysis. The friend data could be taken as it is.

l. Emotional Distress

TABLE 3-32

Yes

No

EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

CMBC PC

"/" %

'15 23

85 77

100 100

ARTS ENG FTh Sen
%%%%
25 25 25 21

75 75 75 79

100 100 100 100

TOTAL
/o

23

77

'100

2 missing cases

CMBC students reported slightly less experience of emot¡onal distress than the

virtually identical one-quarter rates reported by the other three groups.
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III. DATA ANALYSIS

The analysis of quant¡tat¡ve data that follows is based upon the 411 valid cases

in the data set generated by this study. Chapter Two lll. F. 2. reported that 439

useable quest¡onnaires were received from lhe mail survey, but Section l. B. above

reported how 28 of these cases were ruled unscoreable in terms of stage of faith

development, leaving 41 1 valid cases. The effect of this data cleaning on the size of

the sample in each of the eight respondent type groups is presented in Table 3-33.

TABLE 3-33 VALID CASES BY RESPONDENT TYPE

CMBC Freshmen

Seniors

PC Freshmen

Seniors

ARTS Freshmen

Seniors

ENG Freshmen

Seniors

Totals

USEABLE UNSCOREABLE

424
232
532
39 1

768
66 1

728
682

PERCENT
VALID OF SAMPLE

38 9%

21 5%

51 12%

38 9%

68 17%

65 16%

64 16%

66 16%

41128439 100%
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Section l. C. above noted that there was low variation of faith development

stages among the 41 1 valid cases. This makes it less likely that substantial

differences between groups will appear when the cases are categorized according to

the eight basic respondent types, the four program types, or the two year types. This

probability proved to be true in the findings, as presented in Tables 3-34, 3-35, and 3-

36.
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TABLE 3-34

STAGE

2-3

rt

3-4

4

4-5

5

CMBC CMBC PC
Frh Sen Frh

ol ol ol

'70

I
13

100

CMBC Freshmen

Seniors

PC Freshmen

Seniors

ARTS Freshmen

Seniors

ENG Freshmen

Seniors

Entire Sample

2

I 3 10

853
77 79 56

B 11 15

3 15

100 100 100

STAGES BY RESPONDENT TYPE

PC
Sen

%

ARTS ARTS ENG ENG
Frh Sen Frh Sen

o/ ol õ/ ôl

35
328
46 53 73

31 22 17

17 19 3

100 100 100

MEAN

4.17

4.05

3.92

4.03

4.08

4.28

4.24

4.08

4.12

STANDARD DEVIATION

.35

.oo

.34

.31

q7

.46

.49

.29

.44

TOTAL

1

4

5

64

tb

11

100

14

71

5

10

100

Chi-Square

Value = 74.33 DF = 35 Significance =.0001
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TABLE 3-35 STAGES BY PROGRAM

MEAN

4.13

3.97

4.18

4.1 6

ARTS ENG

I

72

cI uJ

23 19

16 11

STANDARD DEVIATION

. o.f

.41

CMBC PC
STAGE

¿-,1

t)

3-4

4

4-5

CMBC

PC

ARTS

ENG

o

57
76 78

79
12 1

100 100 100 ;;;

Chi-Square

Value = 38.51 DF = 15 Significance =.0008



TABLE 3-36 STAGES BY YEAR

FRESHMEN SENIORS
STAGE % %

2-3 1

362
3-436
46465
4-5 14 19

5 12 I

100 100

Chi-Square

Value = 11.58 DF=5 Significance =.041 1

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

Freshmen 4.11 .48

Seniors 4.13 .38

A. Speclfic Hypotheses

Based upon the discussion of the theory of faith development and the nature of

post-secondary education contained in Chapter One, and in accordance with the

procedures specified in Chapter Two, the following statements indicate the patterns of

outcomes that were anticipated in the f¡ndings. They thereby guided the principal data

analysis by serving as the pr¡mary, specif¡c hypotheses of this research project.
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1. University freshmen are not signif¡cantly different in levels of faith

development from Bible college freshmen.

2. University liberal arts seniors show significantly more advanced levels of

faith development than university liberal arts freshmen.

3. University professional (engineering) seniors are not significantly

different in levels of faith development from university professional

(engineering) freshman.

4. University professional (engineering) seniors show significantly lower

levels of faith development than university liberal arts seniors.

5. Bible college seniors show significantly more advanced levels of faith

development than Bible college freshmen.

6, Bible college seniors are not significantly different in levels of faith

development from university liberal arts seniors.

7. Canadian Mennonite Bible College seniors are not significantly different

in levels of faith development from Prov¡dence College seniors.
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B, Faith Development and Education

I . Quantitative Data Analysis

The specif¡c hypotheses of this study can be tested by use of the parametric t-

test, also known as the difference between the means, which is the convent¡onal

method of calculating whether or not the difference between two groups is statist¡cally

significant, and which has already been used in elaborating several of the demographic

variables of the sample. Each hypothesis will be presented in the form of a dummy

table, followed by brief reasons for the direction of the hypothesis, the t-test results,

and speculat¡on about possible explanations for alternative findings.

HYPOTHESIS #1

Freshmen

University Bible College

Mean Stage EQUAL EQUAL

Th¡s hypothesis compares the two university groups (liberal arts and

professional) and the two Bible college groups (CMBC and providence College) to

determine if students who choose to enter secular educational institutions are any

different in terms of faith development from those who choose to enier religious

educational inst¡tutions. As such, it is a measure of the composition of the two general

groups of students prior to any possible effect of secular or religious post-secondary
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education. According to Fowler's theory, and primarily because of equal age and level

of high school education, it was anticipated that these tìrvo groups wouid have

stat¡stically equivalent mean stage scores. ln other words, it was ant¡cipated that the

relative religiosity of individuals would have no bearing on their level of faith

development upon entry into post-secondary education.

ÏABLE 3-37

UNVRSTY

ARTS FTh

ARTS FTh

ENG FTh

ENG Frh

FRESHMEN T SCORES

MEAN

4.08

4.08

4.24

4.24

MEAN

4.17

3.92

4.17

3.92

COLLEGE

CMBC Frh

PC Frh

CMBC Frh

PC Frh

2-TAILËD
PROBABILITY

.379

.079

.435

.000 -

.084

.001

SAME TYPE COMPARISON

ARTS Frh 4.OB ENG Ffh 4.24

CMBC Frh 4.17 PC Frh 3.92

= Signif icant at .05 Level

The data in Table 3-37 show the means of the var¡ous freshmen groups to be

similar, although the highest iS a secular universiÇ group and the lowest is a religious

college group. However, the placings of the two types of groups overlap, with secular

groups being highest (ENG) and second lowest (ARTS), religious groups being second

highest (CMBC) and lowest (PC). Furthermore, only when the highest and lowest are

compared directly is a statistically significant difference found between a secular and

religious group, the importance of which is neutralized by the finding that a significant
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difference can also be found between the two religious groups as well. This would

suggest that level of religiosity alone is not a factor ¡n faith development, or in the

selection of the type of education a student desires. Although Providence freshmen

would appear by the t-tests to be different in some way from the other three groups,

examination of the means themselves suggests that it is actually engineering freshmen

that are most substantively dissimilar. On balance, these data indìcate that there is no

significant difference between university freshmen and Bible college freshmen in levels

of faith development; hypothesis #1 is accepted.

The effect of religiosity on fa¡th development remains of special interest to this

study because of the relevances of faith development theory to the sociology of

religion, as manifest by the review of literature in Chapter One, ll. A. Although it was

assumed that Bible college freshmen would show much higher levels of religious

commitment than university freshmen, choice of schools is certainly not by itself an

adequate measure of an ind¡v¡dual's religious commitment. Nevertheless, if the Bible

college freshmen would have scored significantly higher or lower in levels of faith

development, the data here would have provided additional evidence in the same

direction to that already presented in the discussion of the religion variable in the

demographics of the sample (see ll. F. above), that religiosity is a significant factor in

faith development. However, the finding of no significant difference here offsets the

prior finding to some degree. A third, perhaps more decisive findìng on religion will

emerge from the regression analysis in Section lll. C., Faith Devetopment and Other

Variables.
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HYPOTHESIS #2

Liberal Arts

Freshmen

Mean Stage LOWER

Seniors

HIGHER

This hypothesis compares liberal arts freshmen with liberal arts seniors to

determine if students at the end of such education are any different in terms of level of

faith development from those who are just beginning. As such, it is an initial measure

of any possible effect of secular post-secondary education on faith development stage

change. According to Fowler's theory, and primarily because the nature of liberal arts

education is to address quest¡ons of meaning in a manner that challenges conceptions

of it, it was anticipated that these two groups would have statistically different mean

stage scores. Furthermore, it was anticipated that liberal arts seniors would show

higher levels of faith development than freshmen, a f¡nding that would be necessary if

such education is indeed a stimulus to faith stage change.

TABLE 3-38 LIBERAL ARTS T SCORE

1-TAILED
MEAN MEAN PROBABILITY

Freshmen 4.08 Seniors 4.28 .01 6 .

- 
= Signif icant at .05 Level

The data in Table 3-38 show that the mean of liberal arts seniors is significantly

different from the mean of liberal arts freshmen, and in the direct¡on hypothesized.
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This allows for the possibility, and even suggests, that secular Iiberal arts education

does have an independent effect on faith development stage change to higher levels,

although that conclusion cannot be reached until the effect of other variables is

controlled. Nevertheless, statistically equal scores would have eliminated the

possibìlity of finding such an effect. But because seniors scored significantly higher

than freshmen, hypothesis #2 is accepted.

HYPOTHESIS #3

Professional

Freshmen Seniors

Mean Stage EQUAL EQUAL

This hypothesis tests for the notion that it ¡s only certain types of education that

function as a change agent regarding faith development, More specifically, it tests for

the notion that education such as engineering, which does not focus on the human

condition in terms of its existential meaning, does not effect change in the patterns and

structures of faith. lf engineering freshmen and seniors are statistically equivalent, that

notion will be supported by the data. Like liberal arts, and again subject to further

controls, a higher score for engineering seniors would indicate that professional

education is also developmental in terms of faith development.
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TABLE 3-39 PROFESSIONAL T SCORE

2-TAILED
MEAN MEAN PROBABILITY

Freshmen 4.24 Seniors 4.08 .020.

" = Signif icant at .05 Level

The data in Table 3-39 represent a major anomaly in the research findings.

Not only do they show a statistically significant difference betlveen engineering

freshmen and seniors, contrary to the hypothesis, but the seniors scored significantly

lower in levels of faith development than freshmen. This is clearly problematic

because, although Fowler's theory describes development through the fa¡th stages as

a spiral instead of linear process, it does not allow for reversals or regressions in the

stages.

There are at least three possible explanations for this finding, all of which are

methodological, that should be considered before the theory or the measur¡ng

instrument are quest¡oned on the grounds of these data. Two can be tested by

¡nspecting the survey data more closely, while a tirird derives from the nature of the

data itself. First, the finding may be a measurement artifact. A certain amount of

rounding off occurs in calculating the stage score for each case, in that the lowest

mean of the four groups of rankings for each case may vary anylvhere from 1,0 to 2.2

and still determine the final stage score for that case. For example, a case in which a

lowest mean of 1.25 occurs in the group of stage 4 items will be assigned the overall
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score of Stage 4. Another case in which the lowest mean score also occurs in the

group of Stage 4 items, but is 1.80, will nevertheless also be assigned the overal¡

score of Stage 4. Yet it is possible to call the first case a "purer" Stage 4 individual, or

at least one in whose score more confidence can be placed. These finer differences

are lost when the two cases are simply taken as Stage 4 cases in data analysis. This

rounding off in the scoring of the cases in any particular group may disguise real

differences betvveen it and another group.

ln the context of the unexpected finding that engineering seniors scored lower

than engineering freshmen, comparing the mean of their lowest stage means instead

of only considering their mean stage scores could conceivably reveal that one group's

mean stage score is significantly "purer" than the other's, and that less confidence can

be placed in the difference. lf the engineering freshmen had a mean of the lowest

mean of 1.30 and the engineering seniors had a mean of the lowest mean of 1.9S, it

could be interpreted that, because the senior scores are not as pure, the rounding off

process may have created a difference that is less "real." However, examinat¡on of the

actual data on the modal stage of both groups (Stage 4) reveals that engineering

freshmen had a mean of the lowest mean of 1.73, while the engineering seniors had a

mean of the lowest mean of 1.64, a difference of .09. Furthermore, the mean

difference in the other three school groups was also .09, and seniors had the lowest

mean of the lowest mean in all four groups. ln other words, no significant differences

have been hidden by the stage scores; the difference between the groups does not

appear to be a measurement artifact.
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A second possible explanation for the unusual finding is that there may be

some other exigency in the demographics of the sample that may explain the f¡nding.

Of the factors measured, the one in which engineering seniors were most unusual is

sex. When the male{emale ratios are calculated separately, the engineering seniors

werc 71o/" male and 29o/o female, whereas the rest of the sample was 47,'/" male and

53% female. lt has been suggested (Jardine and Viljoen, 1992; Stokes, 1989; Bradley,

1983) that Fowleis theory may contain a sex bias which associates typically male

perspectives with Stage 4 faith, and perhaps the disproportionate number of males in

the engineering senior sample pulled that mean down past ihe ffeshmen toward 4, and

distorted the findings ¡n the process.

However, examination of the survey data reveals that the sex differences are

not significant. The mean faith stage score for all engineer¡ng seniors was 4.08.

Broken down by sex, the mean faith stage score for male engineering seniors was

4.05, whereas the mean for female engineer¡ng seniors was 4.13, a d¡fference of .08,

which according to a t-test was not statistically significant (2-tailed probability = .374).

Furthermore, the mean sex difference of the other seven respondent types was ,12,

with males being the sex w¡th the higher mean in 4 of the 7 groups. The regression

analysis performed as control for this study and discussed in lll. C. above also failed to

show sex to be a significant variable. Therefore sex must also be ruled out as an

alternative explanation for the unexpected difference betlveen the faith stage scores of

engineering f reshmen and seniors.

A final possible explanation for the unexpected finding is simply that the data
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are cross-sectional, not longitudinal. Two different groups of subjects were measured

at roughly the same point in t¡me, instead of measuring one group of subjects when

they were freshmen, and then measuring the same group when they were seniors.

Had scores on the same subjects been shown to decline or reverse, the contradiction

would have been considerably more alarming. As it is, the finding may be due to

some cohort effect in the sampling, Testing for this possibility is beyond the capacity

of the cross-sectional data of this study.

Whatever the reasons for the surpr¡sing finding that engineering freshmen

scored significantly higher than engineering seniors, hypothesis #3 must clearly be

rejected.

HYPOTHESIS #4

Universitv Seniors

Mean Stage

Professional

LOWER

Liberal Arts

HIGHER

This hypothesis was intended to serve as an elaboration of hypothesis #3.

Professional education was not expected to produce significantly higher levels of faith

stage development, but even if it did, this hypothesis suggests that the developmental

effect of professional educat¡on would be significantly less than the effect of liberal arts

education. This expectation was due to the differing amounts of focus on human

existential meaning contained in these two types of education. lf hypothesis #1, that

there was no difference in freshmen, could be supported, then measuring engineering
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and liberal arts seniors would be a fair compar¡son of not only their respective average

level of faith development achieved, but also the amount of faith stage change

stimulated.

TABLE 3-40 UNIVERSITY SENIORS T SCORE

1-TAILED
MEAN MEAN PROBABILITY

Engineer 4.08 Arts 4.28 .002.

. 
= Significant at .05 Level

The data ¡n Table 3-40 show that the mean of engineering seniors is

significantly different than the mean of liberal arts seniors, and in the direction

hypothesized. lf these hvo groups would have been equal, the implication would have

been that the content of education is not a factor in the amount of effect on faith

development. lt was theoret¡cally conceivable that professional education would

actually score higher if the nature of the content of liberal arts educat¡on was such that

it suppressed faith development. The f¡nding of this data, that liberal arts seniors were

significantly higher than engineering seniors, was no doubt facilitated by the seemingly

anomalous low mean stage of the engineering seniors. Nevertheless, the evidence is

such that hypothesis #4 is accepted.
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HYPOTHESIS #5

Mean Stage

Bible Colleoe

Freshmen

LOWER

Seniors

HIGHER

Th¡s hypothesis is a parallel to hypothesis #2 in that Bible college education

was expected to facilitate faith stage change. Like liberal arts educat¡on, the nature of

Bible college education is to address questions of meaning in an intentionally

developmental manner. Unlike secutar liberal arts education, this address occurs in an

explic¡tly religious and confessional context. According to Fowler's theory, the

religiosity of the context and content is irrelevant to the essence of faith stage

development, which has to do with the patterns and structures of how any content is

held. Therefore, the processing of questions of meaning in Bible college curricula was

expected, like liberal arts education, to produce two groups that would have statistically

different mean stage scores. More specifically, it was ant¡c¡pated that Bible college

seniors would show higher levels of faith development than Bible co ege freshmen.

TABLE 3-41

Freshmen MEAN

oMBC 4.17

PC 3.92

BIBLE COLLEGE T SCORES

Seniors

CMBC

PC

MEAN

4.05

4.03

1-TAILED
PROBABILITY

.110

.068

. 
= Significant at .05 Level

Unlike the data on liberal arts freshmen and seniors, the data in Table S-4i
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show that the mean faith stage of Bible college freshmen is not significantly different

than the mean of Bible college seniors in the respect¡ve colleges. The ev¡dence of this

study points to the curious proposition that Bible college education does not promote

faith development, as defined by Fowler, whereas secular liberal arts education does.

One possible explanat¡on, already put forth regarding liberal arts educat¡on in

hypothesis #2 but even more plausible here, is that the intent and effect of Bibte

college education may not be the sponsorship of faith stage transition, but rather the

sponsorship of faith stage "equilibration." ln other words, part¡cular, institutional,

religious visions of faith may be more likely to consider "middle" stages as the most

desirable, and to focus the education they provide on maintaìning those stages. ln this

way, their education may have the intended effect of discouraging faith stage

transitions. ln contrast, secular visions of faith may be more likely, Iike Fowler, to

consider the ¡ater stages to be the "highest" or most desirable, and to focus the

educat¡on they provide on encouraging transitions. Supposedly, educatìon can serve

any vision of faith and either intention effectively. Because this study is not designed

to identify respective, institutional visions of what constitutes desirable faith maturity,

interpretat¡ons of the effectiveness of education could be confounded by differing

¡nst¡tutional goals. The statistically equivalent scores obtained from Bible college

freshmen and seniors are merely a measure of the effect of Bible college education on

faith development, the evaluation of which must be held subject to their undetermined

intent, This qualif ication notwithstanding, hypothesis #5 must still be rejected.



HYPOTHESIS #6

Seniors

Bible College Liberal Arts

Mean Stage EQUAL EQUAL

This hypothesis is a parallel to hypothesis #1 in that, like the freshmen, no

significant difference in level of faith development was expected between Bible college

and liberal arts seniors. This was another test for the effect of religiosity on faith

development, this time not just personal religiosity brought to the context of education,

but ihe religiosity of the content of education, Again, according to Fowler's theory,

there is no developmental difference betvveen secular faith and religious faith.

Therefore, assuming that secular liberal arts and Bible college programs are equivalent

¡n terms of content and level and different only in religious orientat¡on, and assuming

that there is no difference between the Íreshmen in Hypothesis #1, the seniors in the

two types of education should not be significantly different in faith development,

TABLE 3-42 SENIORS T SCORES

2-TAILED
MEAN MEAN PROBABILITY

oMBC 4.05 ARTS 4.28 .042.

PC 4.03 ARTS 4.28 .003 .

. 
= Signif icant at .05 Level

The data in Table 3-42 show that there is a sign¡f¡cant difference in the mean

stage of faìth development between both Bible colleges and liberal arts education, and
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ihat the latter is more progressive. This represents a complete reversal of more

convent¡onal, religious conceptions of faith, in which Bible college seniors would be

expected to score higher in faith development. Fowleis theory posits that ihere would

be no difference, but the evidence indicates that secular liberal arts education is more

oriented toward the higher stages of Fowler's model than is Bible college education.

Again, whether this is intentional or not is beyond the scope of this study. But by this

data, hypothesis #6 must be rejected.

HYPOTHESIS #7

Mean Stage

Bible Colleqe Seniors

Canadian Mennonite Providence

EQUAL EQUAL

These two Bible colleges were selected for this study because they represent

much of the variation among Bible colleges in Canada that provide university level

education, This hypothesis tests the assumption that they are nevertheless statistically

equivalent in terms of their effect on faith development. The findings here were

intended to provide information on potential inst¡tutional differences within the orbit of

Bible colleges, differences that would then need to be taken into account or combined

by averaging if the category of Bible colleges is to be compared with other categories.



TABLE 3-43

CMBC

BIBLE COLLEGE SENIORS T SCORES

MEAN

4.05 PC

MEAN
2-TAILED

PROBABILITY

.816

= Significant at .05 Level

As hypothesized, the data in Table 3-43 show no significant difference in the

mean level of faith stage between seniors from Canadian Mennonite Bible College and

Prov¡dence College. This suggests that either one of these schools could have served

as an adequate sample, had they contained adequate numbers of students, just as the

University of Manitoba served as a single university ¡n the sampling, and engineer¡ng

as a single profession. Significant differences here would have called for a more

refined comparison of the different types of Bìble colleges with liberal arts and

professional education. lt would also have raised more pressing quest¡ons about

potentially d¡screpant intent and/or effectiveness of the respective Bible colleges,

although, as already implied, those questions could be asked of all the d¡fferent

categories of education in this study. However, the data defuses such questions

somewhat, because hypothesis #7 is accepted.

Several observations can be made in summarizing the findings derived from the

t-tests employed to test the seven specific hypotheses of this study. First, it must be

borne in mind that the data set for the comparison of groups suifered from two

limitations even prior to analysis. The lack of adequate var¡ation in faith stage scores
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(64% of all cases were scored as Stage 4, and the range of group means was 3.92 -

4.28) meant that strong patterns based on type of education were not likely to emerge,

that differences were likely to be slight. Also, the presence of only 21 valid cases in

the group of CMBC seniors placed some of the assumpt¡ons of parametric tests of

significance into question, such as the assumption of normal distribution already

quest¡onable because of poor variation.

Ranking the respondent types by mean stage score from highest to lowest, as

in Table 3-44, reveals how undifferentiated, unordered and inconclusive the data set

WAS.

TABLE 3-44 RANKING OF RESPONDENT TYPE STAGE MEANS

ARTS Seniors

ENG Freshmen

CMBC Freshmen

ARTS Freshmen

ENG Seniors

CMBC Seniors

PC Seniors

PC Freshmen

Entire Sample

MEAN

4.28

4.24

4.17

4.08

4.08

4.05

4,03

3.92

4.12

STANDARD DEVIATION

.46

.49

.35

.57

to

.38

.31

.34

.44

It is noteworthy that three of the top four groups are freshmen, and conversely, that

three of the bottom four groups are seniors. Two of the four program types (ENG and
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CMBC) had freshmen w¡th higher mean scores than seniors. Four of the top five

groups are university groups, the bottom three are Bible college groups. Given these

results, it is perhaps surpr¡sing that even four of the seven hypotheses were accepted.

Then again, two of the four accepted hypotheses were null hypotheses that are I¡kely

to be confirmed by inadequate data var¡ation alone. Furthermore, acceptance was

based on statistical significance, or the probability that differences or similarities in the

data were "real" or merely due to the chance of sampling error. This cannot be

confused with substantive significance, or that which is important from a practical or

theoret¡ca¡ point of view (Chadwick, Bahr, and Albrecht, 1 984).

In total, the t-tests granted little substantive signif¡cance to the effect of

education on faith development if effect is understood only as the abllity and tendency

to induce faith stage change. Liberal arts seniors were shown to have higher faith

stages than liberal arts freshmen and professional seniors, but the differences were

slight. However, substantive significance in this study is often derived from the finding

of no stat¡stically sign¡ficant difference between groups. For example, the finding of no

significant difference between university and B¡ble college freshmen, and between

Bible college freshmen and Bible college seniors, ¡s substantively significant in terms of

the secondary interest of this study, the effect of religion on faith development,

Conversely, the find¡ng ihat Bible college seniors are significanfly different than liberal

arts seniors, which led to the rejection of the null in hypothesis #6, is also substantively

significant for the effect of religion, even though the difference is slight. Even in the

case of hypothesis #3, where, contrary to the hypothesis of no difference, engineering

seniors were found to have significantly lower faith stages than engineering freshmen,
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the substantive significance of the finding is greater than the slight difference in scores.

The reason substantive significance can be found ¡n no stat¡stically significant

differences between groups is that one potential effect of education may be to reinforce

or "equilibrate" a certain faith stage, thereby hav¡ng effect by preventing, or at least

discouraging change. T-tests alone cannot measure this effect adequately, so

qualitative data were collected in an effort to measure it. As is shown in the following

sect¡on, senior students gave more weight to the effect of their education on their faith

development in their qualitat¡ve responses to the questionnaire than was calculated

from their quant¡tative responses. ln the final analysis, the substantive significance of

the findings lies in the absence or direction of differences between groups, not in the

magnitude.

2. Qualitat¡ve Data Analysis

The 48 item scale for measuring stage of faith development was supplemented

by four addit¡onal items in the quest¡onnaire mailed to seniors. These items inquired

about the respondent's own perceplion of the effect of his or her education on his or

her faith development. However, the terms used in these items must be noted

because they did not address faith development directly. Following Fowler, the terms

"faith" and especially "religion" were again carefully avoided because of their potential

bias, as they had been throughout the scale. The title of the questionnaire referred to

values, and these additional self-report items described the first 48 items as

"perspectives or ways of thinking in life." One potential effect of this tactic in wording
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may have been to further the cognitive bias in the concept of faith being measured;

respondents reported on their "ways of thinking" in the context of the 48 items, and

unknown to them, their responses were interpreted in terms of their level of faith

development. Whether "ways of thinking" adequately taps faith development is a

question reverling back to the nature of Fowler's theory.

The first of the additional ¡tems (#49) remained quantitative in nature, and

asked the respondent to rate the extent to which his or her program of studies had

influenced his or her "ways of thinking." The findings are presented in Table 3-45.
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TABLE 3-45 EXTENT OF INFLUENCE BY EDUCATION

ON 'WAYS OF THINKING''

INFLUENCE

1. Not at All

2.

.t.

4. Somewhat

Ã

7. Very Much

CMBC PC
Sen Sen

43
I 16

22 24

44 42

22 16

'100 100

MEAN

5.70

5.37

4.79

5.24

ARTS ENG
Sen Sen

¿.1

59
14 15

28 31

31 25

20 10

100 100

CMBC Seniors

PC Sen¡ors

ARTS Seniors

ENG Seniors

Entire Sample

TOTAL

(]

6

14

27

33

It

;;

STANDARD DEVIATION

1.06

1.31

1.51

1.35

The data on the extent of influence by educat¡on on "ways of thinking" provide

evidence in support of the general directions of the hypotheses of this study. The

mean of the entire sample, 5.24 on a 7-po¡nt Likert scale, indicates that seniors in

general felt their education did have a considerable influence. Moreover, both Bible

college groups of seniors reporled the¡r educat¡on as being more influential, and did so
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with less variation, than both the university groups reported. Perhaps most notably,

the engineering seniors reported considerably less influence (mean = 4.79) by their

education than the other three groups reported (mean of CMBC, PC, and ARTS means

= 5.53). Differences between engineering seniors and the other three groups were

also the only differences that were statistically significant (2-tailed probabilit¡es: ENG-

CMBC = .010; ENG-PC = .009; ARTS-ENG = .021). Anticipation of this finding had

prompted hypotheses (#4 and #6) that professional education would show sign¡ficantly

less effect on faith development than l¡beral arts or B¡ble college education.

The second additional item for seniors (#50) was the only opportunity on the

questionnaire for open-ended, truly qualitative response. lt read, "lf your program of

studies has had some influence on your ways of thinking, how has it done so?" By

their responses, the students in essence identif¡ed the properties of their education to

which they attr¡buted cause for the influence or effect of their education. The data

generated by this item were subjected to a content analysis in which the primary

categories of response, or attr¡butions, were identified and their frequency counted.

Item #51 then asked if any specific course(s) had influenced their ways of thínking, and

requested a listing of those that had. The f¡ndings of these tlvo items are presented

here in combination accordlng to the four types of seniors in the sample. Only

attribut¡ons appearing more than once and courses appearing more than twice are

listed, and the frequencies of their appearances are given in raw scores as well as in a

percentage of the seniors in each particular program.
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TABLE 3-46 ATTRIBUTIONS OF LIBERAL ARTS SENIORS

ATTRIBUTIONS

Exposure to different ways of thinking

Critical thinking

Open-mindedness/broadening

Aff¡rmation of thinking/commitment

Learning about people/world

lncrease in confidence/autonomy

Learning to live with uncertainty

INFLUENTIAL COURSES

Psychology

Sociology

Philosophy

Social Psychology

Political Science

History

Literature

Anthropology

Geography

Women's Stud¡es

Native Stud¡es

NUMBER

17

16

13

7

rl

2

23

17

ô

I
7

7

Ã

5

5

4

J

PERCENT

26%

25%

200/"

11%

5%

5/"

3%

49%

26%

14%

12%

11%

11%

B%

B%

8%

6%

50/"

Percent of Liberal Arts Seniors

who identified specif ic courses as influential = 74%
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The written responses of the liberal arts seniors to the question of how their

education had influenced their "ways of thinking" generally indicated that they were

qu¡te comfortable discussing the question. There was a total of 61 attr¡butions from 65

respondents, for a rate of .94 attributions per respondent (some gave more than one,

some gave none). Many of them wrote a fair amount and in a manner suggesting that

they had already given the question some thought.

The rates of the top three attributions cluster together in a logical manner that is

predictable from their conceptual and theoretical connectedness. Exposure to different

people and other ways of thinking is the foremost (26/"), and probably the first effect of

Iiberal arts education, and is associated with Aspect D of Fowleis faith development

theory, Bounds of Social Awareness. Aspect B, Social Perspective-taking, would also

be implicated here because in order for the student-observer to be able to think

according to the logic or see from the perspective of different others, exposure to those

ways must penetrate his or her cognit¡on to the point where it enables him or her to

grasp mentally those different "ways of thinking." Nevertheless, to the extent that

exposure and penetration alone do not necessarily imply an acceptance of or a

willingness to include different others, the attribution of open-mindedness (20%) and its

theoretical approximate, Aspect F: Form of World Coherence, are st¡ll dist¡nct from

mere exposure. As one 23 year-old male put it,

I have learned to consider both sides of an issue before determining a
position, and after reaching that position still appreciating and
understanding those who argue in support of the other side of the issue.

A 20 year-old female put it more succinctly.

lused to be very opinionated but lam now more open-minded and
tolerant of differences in other people.
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The third main attr¡but¡on, critical thinking (25%), is strongly connected conceptually

with Aspects C and E of Fowler's theory, Form of Moral Judgment and Locus of

Authority. Critical thinking subjects all ideas, theor¡es, information, values, and beliefs

to r¡gorous, sceptical examination for the purpose of ascertaining their merit. Another

20 year-old female described how liberal arts education had made her thinking more

critical.

It has taught me to evaluate and understand information and ideas in
ways which I had not done before. lt has encouraged me to consider
situations with which I have had no contact. My studies have
encouraged me to look beyond myself and my needs and to question
ideas and beliefs that I hold.

The interrelatedness of exposure, open-mindedness, and critical thinking is best

exemplified by the following comments from a 22 year-old, female senior.

[Liberal arts education] has opened my mind to various alternative ways
of thinking, behaving, etc. I no longer see something as the way it
appears. I am not as narrow-minded as I used to be. I don't accept
things as readily as I used to; I look beyond the facts that are presented
to me. lt has made me realize that there are many things in life outside
the tiny world I live in. lt has done all this by exposing me to a w¡de
variety of disciplines, theories, v¡ewpoints, etc. I believe that this
exposure has allowed me to step outside my small personal world and
live life in a more global perspective.

The liberal arts data show a gap between the rate of attr¡butions of influence to

critical thinking and open-mindedness and the rate of aftr¡butions to affirmat¡on and

commitment (11%). By this evidence, the effect of liberal arts education is more often

to acquaint the student with d¡fferent ways of think¡ng and provide a critique of the

different approaches, than it is to produce commitment to any. one, Of those who did

identify an effect by liberal arts on their commitments, most maintained that the effect

was an affirmation of commitments they already held. For example, a 35 year-old
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female insisted that "My studies have provided further evidence for beliefs I held prior

to enter¡ng Arts." Similarly, a 23 year-old female observed that

It has given me a new perspective on which to evaluate my
experiences. Mostly it has validated what lhave always thought.

The 21 year-old male who test¡fjed that liberal arts had actually produced his personal

religious convictions was clearly the exception,

The philosophy courses I have taken, specifically Philosophy of Religion,
have helped me discover a truth (the truth) deep within myself that I

profoundly believe to be universal. This truth, if one can adhere to it, is
the solution to any problem.

Of the less frequently mentioned attributions, personal confidence and

autonomy is relevant to several aspects of Fowler's faith development theory, as the

following statement by a 21 year-old female arts senior illustrates.

My studies have given me a wider scope of vision in terms of my own
self-importance, how lrelate to others, as well as the world. For
exampìe, I no longer try to please my parents because of their status.
lnstead, I base my decisions on my own needs and wants as long as
they do not harm others. I try to think independently, without
disregarding the views of others.

Somewhat amusingly, one 22 year-old male seemed to be welt beyond confidence ln

lhe mer¡ts of his English major.

My lìberal arts education has resulted in a certain degree of disdain for
those who I perceive to be of lesser intelligence, sensitivity, etc. than
myself . I admit this not unashamedly, However, I also have started to
question myself and expect a great deal more from myself. I am more
confident. I am less afraid to admit when I'm wrong. I know that
change inside oneself is part of being a student. I know that what I am
doing is important, and I'm working on the ultimate way of showing
those dunderheads in Engineering, Management, and Science that it is.

Little can be learned from the courses identified by liberal arts students as most
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influential in shaping their "ways of thinking." The differing rates parallel and probabìy

reflect the percentages of the sample majoring in the respect¡ve fields of study.

ENGINEERING

TABLE 3-47 ATTRIBUTIONS OF ENGINEERING SENIORS

ATTRIBUTIONS

Logical problem-so¡v¡ng

lmportance of ethical responsibility

Exposure to different ways of thinking

Affirmation of th in king/co m m itm e nt

INFLUENTIAL COURSES

Technology in Society

Psychology

Sociology

Anthropology

Philosophy

Engineering Law

Calculus

NUMBER

24

6

5

2

7

4

tf

ö

ó

2

2

PERCENT

36%

9k

11"4

6%

Percent of Engineering Seniors

who identified specific courses as influential = 37%

The most str¡king characterist¡c of the engineering student attributions of the

effect of their education on their "ways of thinking," the most readily observed

d¡st¡nctive of the group, is the relative paucity of attr¡butions. Many simply left items
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#50 and #51 blank. There was a total of only 39 attributions from 66 respondents, for

a rate of .59 attributions per respondent, compared to an average of 1.23 attributions

per student for the other three groups. Only 37% of engineering seniors identified a

specific course as having influence, compared to an average of 83% for the other three

groups. Many of the attributions were curt, one-sentence statements. The engineering

seniors were apparently unaccustomed to such self-reflective analysis, and one 23

year-old male expressed his discomfort with it.

I found after answer¡ng this questionnaire that I found myself thinking
about things I normally do not l¡ke to think about. Interesting enough -- |

was unaware that I did not like to think about them until I thought about
it.

Examination of the attributions of eng¡neer¡ng students reveals that the

overwhelming majority refer to an alteÍnate form of thinking from that produced in

liberal arts seniors. Engineering seniors did not speak about critical thinking in the

sense of appraising conceptual mer¡t. lnstead, they were very focused on problem-

solving, and tended to use adjectives such as logical, systematic, method¡cal, and

analytical. As a 22 year-old male put it,

[Engineering] taught me to analyze a problem and to find a solution. lt
taught me to be alert and to pay attention to details. lt has allowed me
to use logic and deduction to solve problems, and let me visualize
solutions to problems.

What sets problem-solving apart from critical thinking as a "way of thinking" ¡s that the

former assumes closure is possible, and therefore pursues it with a confidence that the

latter lacks. Engineering students expressed litt¡e uncertainty, as reflected ¡n the

observation of a 26 year-old male that "all problems can be subdivided and addressed

as a group of f ittle problems ." A 22 year-old female also captured some of the
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difference when she observed that "My life has gotten less mystical and more

technical." Yet this problem-solving mentality was usually understood as being most

applicable to the material world, and several eng¡neering seniors were sensitive to the

perplexities of applying it to the issues addressed by the faith development

questionnaire. Another 22 year-old male noted that

Engineering taught me to think through problems or situations in a
logical and open-minded way. However, it has had little effect on
changing what I believe to be right or wrong, or how I treat other people.

Some engineers expressed some frustration with these parameters of their education.

A 21 yeaÊold female noted that

The righvwrong blacldwhite nature of my courses has made me become
more interested in more philosophical and social issues in my non-
school life.

It can also be noted here that while there was some exposure to different people and

other ways of thinking in engineering, open-mindedness was not reported to be a

common outcome of this exposure.

An attribution of effect that was unique to the engineering seniors was a call to

high ethical standards of responsibility. Education in engineering apparently invests

students with a greater sense of the effect their choices wiìl have on others. A 21

year-old male is representative in this regard.

As a future engineer, lrealize that my moral decisions wili have much
greater implications on society, therefore I try even harder to make the
morally correct decis¡on.

Two qualifications of this attribution need to be made in the context of this study. One

is that the obligat¡on of ethical responsibility did not derive solely from engineering

courses. ln fact, one 21 year-old female drew liberal arts courses into her attribution of
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Engineering profs are constantly reminding their classes of the
responsibility associated with design and the superv¡sion of construction.
Engineer¡ng studies are designed to make you think logically and
ethically. When presented with a problem, I think about the legal
implications and the impacts on society and employees. lattribute this
to not only my engineering training but also to elect¡ves that lhave
taken such as sociology and administrative theory.

The second qualification is that the obligation of ethical responsibiliÇ was limited to the

professional world, and did not include the personal world. A 24 year-old male

explained that

Philosophically and morally [engineering] has not influenced my way of
life. However, Iogically and ethically (in a professional setting) my
degree has opened up a new view of my life.

Regarding the personal realm, a different 24 year-old male even complained that

Eng¡neering produces socially deprived students. We don't learn good
social values in our courses, and are deprived from experiencing life
(society) because of the amount of work.

Looking at the few specific courses engineering senÌors identified as having had

an effect on their "ways of thinking" is most revealing. The most frequently mentioned

course is Technology and Society, a course which presumably attempted to locate

technology in its social context and link the profession of engineering with the wider

concerns of society, and which also presumably contributed largely to the call for

ethical responsibility. The liberal arts courses taken by engineering students for their

electives account for'13 of the remaining l7 courses listed (76%). Granted, other

engineering courses ment¡oned only once do not appear in Table 3-47, but it rema¡ns

rather inexplicable how these other courses like Calculus, Geotechnical Materials, or

Physics of the Atom could have influenced ways of thinking in terms of Fowler's model



of faith development,

CANADIAN MENNONITE BIBLE COLLEGE

TABLE 3-48 ATTRIBUTIONS OF CMBC SENIORS

ATTRIBUTIONS

Crit¡cal thinking

Affirmation of th in king/comm itm ent

Exposure to different ways of thinking

Open- m i ndedn ess/b ro aden i n g

ldent¡ty/heritage

College community life/people

INFLUENTIAL COURSES

Peace Studies

Ethics

Social lssues

Systematic Theology

Bible

Contemporary Issues: Women and Men

Religion and Modern Thought

Counseling

Native Studies

Development lssues

NUMBER
-7

o

Ã

.J

o

o

Ê

4
)1

(]

o

PERCENT

29%

24%

14%

14%

10%

43%

38%

33%

24%

19%

19%

14%

14%

14%

10"/"

Percent of CMBC Seniors

who identif ied specific courses as inf luential = 96%
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CMBC seniors gave a total of 27 attributions from 21 respondents, for a rate of

1.29 attributions per respondent. Their attributions of how their "ways of thinking" had

been affected by their education were more similar to the liberal arts seniors than to

the engineering seniors, in that the four most frequent atkibutions were exactly the

same as the four most frequent Iiberal arts attributions, though not ¡n the same order.

The largest difference among the top four attributions was in aff¡rmation of thinking and

commitment, which ranked fourth among liberal arts seniors at 11%, but second

among CMBC Seniors at 29"k. ln general, critical thinking and aff irmation/commitment

rated slightly higher among CMBC seniors than among liberal arts seniors, suggesting

that CMBC education is less satisfied with exposure and open-mindedness alone. A

22 year-old male's report that "[CMBC] has made me examine the basic assumptions

of my world view," and a 21 year-old female's report that "My program of study has

given me evidence in support of my beliefs, thus strengthening them" together

represent the dominant tone of the attributions from CMBC seniors. But the report of a

21 year-old male is the best combination of the primary attributions given by these

students,

My Bible college courses have primarily served to strengthen, deepen
and broaden the faith comm¡tment and outlook lhad before coming to
CMBC. I have become more conscious of the assumptions that I and
others make as we articulate our positions. I have become more open
to other perspectives and ways of thinking, although I certainly see
myself committed to a certain position and orientation.

The religiosity of the attributions from CIVIBC seniors is predictably much

greater than that of the liberal arts seniors. For example, a 23 year-old male credits

increased knowledge of God as having the greatest effect on his ,,ways of thinking.',

Theology has influenced how I think of God, others, and myself in the
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context of biblical Christian faith. My view of myself and others has
changed because of new knowledge of who God is. That makes all the
difference.

However, the relig¡osity expressed by CMBC seniors was a very open, inclusive faith,

as exemplif¡ed by the words of another 23 year-old male.

[CMBC] has taught me that God's grace is not lim¡ted to Christianity,
and that many other cultures and religions also reflect what is true. I

perceive truth to be eternal and unchanging, but validly interpreted
through various cultural perspectives.

The less frequent attributions appearing in Table 3-48, identity, heritage, and college

community l¡fe, are characteristic dynamics of a strongly intent¡onal Mennonite

community. As mentioned in Section ll, many CMBC seniors consider the Mennonite

ethos to be their religious preference, not just their ethnic¡ty. lt is hardly surprising

then that embracing Mennonite identity and values was said by some to affect their

"ways of thinking."

The particular courses singled out by CMBC seniors as being especially

effectual in shaping their ways of thinking also contain a distinctively Mennonite

flavour, especially with Peace Studies being top ranked. Ethics and Social lssues

have also been characteristic of Mennonite concern, followed by theology. ln other

words, the list of courses might well render a better indication of the content of CMBC

education than the structure of the thinking it facilitates. There is a notable absence of

the major, established human¡ties and social science courses to which both university

liberal arts and engineering seniors attr¡buted effect.
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PROVIDENCE COLLEGE

TABLE 3-49 ATTRIBUTIONS OF PROVIDENCE SENIORS

ATTRIBUTIONS

Cr¡tical thinking

Affirmation of thinking/commitment

Open-mindedness/broaden jng

Exposure to different ways of thinking

Biblical worldview

Learning to live with uncertainty

INFLUENTIAL COURSES

Systematic Theology

Philosophy

Bible

Missions

Anthropology

World Religions

Counseling

Psychology

Sociology

History

NUMBER

19

14

10

4

2

PERCENT

50"k

26./"

13%

11%

32./"

29%

26%

24%

13./"

13%

11%

11%

12

11

10

o

5

5

4

4

.J

Percent of Providence Seniors who

identified specif ic courses as inf luential = 79%

Providence seniors gave the highest rate of attr¡butions as to how their

education had affected their "ways of thinking," a total of 55 attr¡but¡ons from gB

respondents, for a rate of 1.45 attributions per respondent. Even compared with the
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liberal arts seniors, Providence seniors seemed almosl eager to talk about their

education. Significantly, the four most frequent attribut¡ons were again the same ones

cited by liberal arts seniors and CMBC seniors, and like the CMBC seniors, crit¡cal

thinking and affirmation of commitments were the first and second most frequent

attributions respectively. The rates of these two attr¡butions distinguish the liberal arts

seniors from the Bible college seniors the most, and this d¡stinction is most

pronounced behveen liberal arts and Providence seniors, as shown by Table 3-50.

TABLE 3-50 FREQUENCY OF PRIMARY ATTRIBUTIONS

ATTRIBUTION ARTS CMBC PC

Critical thinking 25% 33% 50o/"

Affirmation of thinking/commitment 11% 29% 37"/"

Fully one half of Providence seniors attributed the effect of the¡r education to

the development of critical thinking, and in so doing echoed liberal arts and CMBC

seniors. The assessment of a 29 year-old male Providence senior resonated with what

was said by members of the other two groups.

[Prov¡dence College] helped me to think and analyze in a far more
logical fashion. fltl has also broadened my th¡nking in certain areas
such as understanding other cultures. I am also more critical of new
concepts and ideas, and perhaps am more sceptical about accepting
them without sufficient backing or evidence. So l'm more discerning.

But a 21 year-old female Providence senior wrote that "l've learned that Christianity is

intellectual, but also passionate," and undergirding the attributions of many Providence

seniors is this certain sense of passion. The critical thinking Prov¡dence seniors

reported acquiring seemed to be energized by more than intellectual curiosity and
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honesty. Sometimes the passion was rooted in the development of an autonomous

self, as exemplified by the 23 year-old female who observed that

lhave been brought up with the beliefs and values of my parents. l\riy
courses have challenged me to think through my faith, ethical questions,
and values and decide what lbelieve for myself. ln many cases I

believe what I did before, but now I have reasons more ihan just
because this is what my parents believe.

Sometimes the passion was rooted in a desire for self understanding. More than one

Providence senior spoke of the importance of knowing the why behind the what of

belief. The words of a 20 year-old female are representat¡ve in this regard.

The program I am in has not so much influenced my actual beliefs as it
has helped me dig deeper into many of my beliefs to see why I believe
these things. I've been challenged and even discouraged in many of my
beliefs, but rather than making me back down, these challenges have
forced me to understand and be better able to explain why lbelieve
what I do,

Herein also lies what may have been the most pervasive source of passion

among Providence seniors, the connection of critical thinking with affirmation and

commitment. Critical thinking was typically presented as being very much in the

service of the search for truth. Like the relentless problem-solving of the engineering

students, there was a greater general conf¡dence among Providence seniors that some

closure ¡n the non-material world was not only desirable, but possible, and even

necessary. A 22 year-old female voiced these convictions.

My education has not restricted me or forced me to reform, but rather
has challenged me to analyze and to search for truth. I have become
much more open-minded in some areas and very grounded and
conf ident of my position in others.

The attribut¡ons ment¡oned less frequently by Providence seniors can also be

interpreted as stemming from the same general ethos. The appearance of attr¡but¡ons
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to a Biblical worldview suggests a relatively tighter, more systematic way of thinking.

Even when a 28 year-old male expressed his struggle with uncertainty, he seemed to

assume that there were definitive, ihough perhaps complex, answers to his questions.

His only real doubt was whether he could "work through" or comprehend them.

I have learned to iive with uncertainty in my life. I don't have to have all
the answers. Most issues are very complex and don't have easy or
simple answers to them. ldon't need to necessarily have the answers,
although I want to work through the issues.

Two properties of the courses identified by Providence seniors as most

effectual in shaping their "ways of thinking" differentiate them from those identified by

the seniors in their sister Bible college, CMBC. One is that more of the major,

established humanit¡es and social sc¡ences appear on the list. Another is that

Missions Studies distinguish, and even epitomize Providence College in much the

same way that Peace Studies distinguish and epitomize CMBC. These courses also

reflect the respect¡ve conservative and liberal theological leanings of the hvo schoois,

lnasmuch as Mission Studies also presuppose some cognitive closure and personal

passion, the profile of Providence seniors drawn here is accentuated fudher.

ln summarizing the qualitative data, several find¡ngs are recurrent, most of

which largely support the hypotheses of this study addressed by these data. First, all

four groups of seniors reported that their education did affect their "ways of thinking" in

the context of the aspects of faith development to a more than moderate extent

(Hypotheses #2 and #5), although engineering seniors reported markedly less effect

(Hypothesis #3). Second, sen¡ors ¡n all four groups reporied that iheir education had

not influenced what they thought, believed, or valued, as much as it had influenced
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how or why they did so. Put in Fowler's faith development terms, their education had

affected the structure of their rel¡gious or irreligious meaning-making, more than the

content.

Finally, the peculiar character of the four different programs of education had

different implications for the faith stage development of students in them. Liberal arts

seniors were pulled more toward a Stage 5 faith by the open-mindedness of their

education, whereas engineering seniors were pointed more toward a Stage 4 faith by

the systematic, problem-solvìng orientation of their education (Hypothesis #4). On the

other hand, both CMBC and Prov¡dence seniors, while reporting an education that was

as reflective as liberal arls, nevertheless held more strongly to affirmations in a manner

indicative of Stage 4 faith (contrary to Hypothesis #6). Seniors from both Bible

colleges reported that their education had affected their ways of th¡nking to a greater

extent than the university seniors reported, and also gave a higher rate of attributions

per student. lt appears that this extra amount may be due to the affirmations produced

by their critical thinking (Hypothesis #7). Yet the more inclusive religiosity of CMBC

seniors inclined them toward a Stage 5 faith in a manner that the theological closure of

Providence seniors did not.

C. Faith Development and Other Variables

The focus of this study is to research the effect of various types of post-

secondary education on faith development, but it would be erroneous to assume that
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these var¡ables are in a simple bivariate relationship. Thorough analysis requires that

the primary relationship be examined for potentially intervening effects by other

var¡ables that could render conclusions spur¡ous. The purpose of collecting

biographical data from each case was to make these statistical techniques of control

and elaborat¡on possible, without which the capacity to infer causality of the dependent

variable by the independent variable would be severely reduced. (Some philosophers

of social science, such as Dawson (1988), maintain that the entire language of

causality especially evident in quant¡tative analyses has introduced an inappropriate

epistemological and methodological skewing into the social sciences. They contend

that these regrettable effects on disciplinary seltconceptions could be largely avoided

by substituting the language of correlation.) Though this study is most interested in the

effect of one particular independent variable, education, it was anticipated that there

would be other var¡ables affecting the dependent variable, some of which would be

conelated w¡th each other.

The most appropriate stat¡stical technique for the analysis of the effect of

several independent variables on one dependent variable is multiple regression.

However, correlation coefficients and regression analysis assume an interval level of

measurement and continuous variables, an assumption that has already been

descr¡bed as problematic in the basically ordinal data of faith development theory.

Lack of variation in the dependent variable, such as in the data of this study, also

affects regression analysis negatively. Nevertheless, as Babbie (1992) concluded, it is

justifiable to bend such rules for the sake of understanding data, as long as any

inferences are held more tentatively. The regression analysis that follows should be
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understood as presented in this light. Where these other demographic independent

variables were not interval, such as the nominal variable of sex, they were recoded as

dummy variables for the purpose of the analysis.

Selection of the variables to be placed into a mult¡ple regression analysis was

guided first by theory and previous research. The biographical section of the

questionnaire was constructed according to variables that Fowler's theory suggests

affect faith development, and according to the findings of previous research on faith

development, as outlined in Chapter Two, L C. 3. Some of these items, such as high

school graduat¡on or gain or loss of a child, did not yield data with sufficient variation

(ratios of less than 8:1 for dichotomous variables) to warrant being included in further

analysis. Some of the variables, such as importance of religion at the beginning of

university/college and current importance of religion, produced such high correlat¡ons

that their m ulticollinearity would have confounded a regression analysis. Other

variables, such as religious preference, had too many response options, and therefore

only the options receiving the most frequent response (in this example, Roman

Catholics, Evangelical/Conservat¡ves, and Nones) were selected.

As an exploratory, initial procedure, two runs of stepwise regression were

performed with two different combinations of selected variables. Having the computer

select the order in which the variables will enter the regression equation is the

standard procedure for identifying the variables with the greatest explanatory power,

and thereby reduc¡ng the number of independent variables in a model. When these

stepwise regressions were performed, none of the variables stood out as explaining a
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substantial amount of the variance in stages of faith development. The final R'?for the

respect¡ve runs were .06 and .08. However, the purpose of the regression was not to

construct a causal model of variables that explained as much of the var¡at¡on in faith

stage development as possible. The purpose was to rule out alternative explanations

for the variat¡on in faith stage development, that is, to use these demographic variables

to exercise statistical control and potential elaboration of the relationship behveen

education and faith development. Therefore it was concluded that all the salient

variables should be included in a standard multiple regression analysis to ascertain if

any contr¡buted substantially to the R'?. The findings of the regression analysis are

presented in Tables 3-51 , 3-52, and 3-53.



TABLE 3-51 VARIABLES IN REGRESSION ANALYSIS

ABBREVIATION VARIABLE

Sex Sex (Dummy)

Age Age

Occup Occupation of Primary ParenVProvider

B/U-Chd Rural/Urban Childhood

R/U-Res Rural/Urban Residence

Educ U niversity/College Educational Status (Dummy)

RC Roman Catholic Religious Preference (Dummy)

EIC Evangelical/Conservat¡ve Religìous Preference (Dummy)

None No Religious Preference (Dummy)

Attend Attendance at Religious Services

Rel-Chg Change in the lmportance of Religion from Childhood

(Dummy)

X-Cult Cross-Cultural Experience

GainFr Gained a Close Friend (Dummy)

LoseFr Lost a Close Friend (Dummy)

Distress Experience of Emotional Dìstress (Dummy)

371 cases



TABLE 3.52 CORRELATIONS OF MORE THAN +1.20

VARIABLE #1

Age

R/U-Chd

R/U-Chd

R/U-Chd

R/U-Res

R/U-Res

RC

RC

Etc

Attend

Attend

Attend

GainFr

VARIABLE #2

Educ

F/U-Res

Attend

Etc

Attend

E/C

EIC

None

None

Rel-Chg

Etc

None

LoseFr

CORRELATION

.44

-.28

-.3 t
-.50

-.24

-.22

-.24

ÒtI

.45

-.59

--.JV



TABLE 3-53 REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Multiple R .31

R2 .10

Adjusted R'? .06

Standard Enor .40

F = 2.530

VARIABLES

Sex

Age

Occup

R/U-Chd

R/U-Res

Rel-Chg

X-Cult

GainFr

LoseFr

Distress

Signif icant F = .001

Sig T

.13

.58

,.7¿

.95

.65

.62

.02.

.35

.45

.12

F-7

.80

.90

.01 .

Educ

RC

Etc

None

Attend

= Significant at .05 level
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The regression analysis shows that very little of the variation in stage of faith

development was explained by th¡s combination of independent var¡ables (R'? = .10).

Moreover, the chance of this f¡nding occurring by randomness alone in a population

where there is no relationship between stage of faith development and these

independent variables is so minute that these findings are statistically significant

(Significant F = ,001). Finally, the standardization of the parameter estimates reveals

ihat only Roman Catholic religious preference (Significant T = .02) and emotional

distress (Significant T = .01) made a stat¡stically significant contribution to the

regression equation at the .05 level. Both of these two variables had also been among

the first three selected in the second stepwise reg(ession analysis. The significance of

Roman Catholic religious preference is interesting in that all Roman Cathol¡cs in the

sample were also university students (see Table 3-18). Their mean faith stage of 4.23

was significantly higher than the mean of the rest of the sample (4.09; 2-tailed

probability = .008) but not significantly higher than the mean of the rest of the

university students (4.14:.2-lailed probability = .121). This is an indication that even

basic religious preference, free from the effects of post-secondary religious education,

is a factor in faith development. The signif¡cance of emotional distress is less

theoretically explicable or applicable.

ln sum, it can be concluded that none of the other variables measured by this

study intervened substantially in the relationsh¡p between education and faith

development as measured by this study, at least to the extent that would render its

conclusions spurious. Although this finding frees analysis of this data from further

complication, it is also somewhat surprising, because according to Fowler's theory and
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previous research, at least age would have been expected to show more effect. But

like the findings in the rest of this study, the lack of variation in the faith development

dependent variable probably diminished the data's ability to show these effects.

This chapter has presented the findings of this empirical study of the effect of

post-secondary education on faith development. It has described how the data was

processed, profiled the characteristics of the cases in the sample, and tested the

various relationships of education and faith development by various measures.

Condensing and highlighting selected dimensions of this study will br¡ng the most

important answers to the quest¡ons posed into sharper focus.
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CHAPTEF FOUR

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Limltations of the Study

This study of the effect of education on faith development is best understood as

having taken place within the boundar¡es of certain parameters. At the most general

level, education was limited to selected types of post-secondary education. Formal

elementary, secondary, and vocational education were not included because their

substant¡al differences in nature and level would have made comparisons unjust¡fiable.

University liberal arts was singled out as the foundational type of education for this

study because of its classic status in higher education, and because it addresses

human meaning-making most directly. Whereas the entire scope of liberal arts

educat¡on was sampled, only one type of professional education was sampled.

Engineering was selected because of its contrast with liberal arts, but it may be that

other professions such as education and medicine would not show the same patterns

of faith development, and thus the generalizability of the findings to all professional

education is less lhan that to all liberal arts. The representativeness of the religious

education samples, the two Bible colleges, is strong for evangelical Protestantism in

Canada, but may not adequately represent the formal education of other religions in

Canada or elsewhere. These selected types of education were intended to be both

convergent for the sake of fair comparison and divergent for the sake of showing
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similarities where types are assumed to be radically different. Not all factors of

convergence and divergence were optìmal, such as the fact that engineering degrees

required four-year programs whereas the liberal arts and Bible college degrees

requ¡red three-year programs.

The conception of faith development in this study was limited to that of Fowleas

theory. While its status in the academic community is unsurpassed, Fowler's model

has received due criticism, and other conceptions of faith development remain viable

alternatives. Furthermore, while the findings of this study pertain to faith development

only as defined by Fowler, faith development was not measured according to Fowler's

method. The significance of the contributions of this study rest on the ability of the

self-admin istered questionnaire to substitute for Fowler's interview schedule.

Measures of the validity and reliability of the questionnaire have been presented, but

its adequacy relative to the interview rema¡ns a matter of judgment.

Time is another factor that limited this study. The measures of faith

development were taken in 1991 -92, and inasmuch as the perspectives built into

Fowler's developmental scheme may be subject to cultural shifts and influences, the

findings need to be interpreted in this light, as they will be in Section C. to follow.

Time is also a lim¡t¡ng factor in that this was a cross-sectional study in which a cohort

of freshmen was compared with a different cohort of seniors. A longitudinal study ¡n

which the same cases were measured first as freshmen and then again as seniors

would probably have produced better data, but such a design was not possible w¡thin

the constraints of the project.
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All of the above were delimitations of this study, factors known, accepted, and

even chosen prior to the research being underlaken. The single largest lim¡tation of

this study, the weakness that emerged during the process of and as a product of the

research itself, was the lack of variation in stage of faith development among the ent¡re

sample. With 64% of the cases scored as Stage 4, the probability of finding

sìgnificantly different patterns in different groups was severely reduced right from the

beginning of data analys¡s. This affected the ability of the data to demonstrate clearer

or more dramatic relationships among variables in everything from measures of the

reliability of the instrument, to tests of the hypotheses and analysis of the potentially

intervening effects of other variables. The lack of variation may well have depicted

accurately the homogeneity of the sample, and as such is valuable information, but it

constantly curtailed the usefulness of the data in detecting more detailed information;

the high degree of convergence in the sample did not readily disclose finer djfferences.

The evidence suggests that substantial differences can only be found in more general,

heterogeneous populations. Based on the evidence of the data generated by this

study, the statement that can be made w¡th most confidence is that students of higher

education are more alike than unlike regarding faith development, whether by self-

selection or by the influence of their education.

More generally, and perhaps more significantly, the lack of variation in the data

even cast some doubt on the homogeneity of the sample, because alternat¡ve

explanations for the lack of variation are equally plausible. The data of this study

cannot ascertain whether the lack of variation was indeed due to the homogeneity of

the sample, if it was due to an inadequacy or bias in the measurement instrument, or
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even if it was due to inadequacies in Fowler's theory of faith development itself.

Further testing would be required before any one of these three explanat¡ons could be

confirmed or ruled out.

B. Summary of the Findings

With the limitations of the study in mind, the findings of this research project

can be summarized as follows.

1. Methodological Findings

Research on Fowler's theory of faith development has laboured under the

constraints of his ponderous interview method of measur¡ng the stage of faith

development in individuals. Although a structured interview schedule consisting of

open-ended questions about an individual's own life is respectful of the richness of

faith development data, the amount of time it takes to score one person by this method

has proven prohibitive to researchers. Moreover, despite the availability of a detailed

Manual for Fa¡th Development Research (Moseley, Jarvis and Fowler, 1 986),

interpretation of the qualitative responses given by subjects is complex, and subject to

the judgment of coders. Hence the need for an alternative method of ascertaining the

faith stage of individuals was evident.

Various attempts to develop a self-administered questionnaìre that could
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replace Fowler's interview schedule have been made prior to ihis study. However,

none of these were evaluated as adequate for the purposes of this empir¡cal study of

the effect of education on faith development, so a new instrument was developed.

This new quest¡onnaire measured subject responses to 48 statements derived directly

from the criteria for Aspects B - G of Stages 2 - 5. The respondent was asked to rank

12 groups of four statements as to which was most or |east like him or her. The

rankings assigned to statements representing each stage were averaged, and the

stage with the lowest mean was the stage at which that respondent is scored. The two

main advantages of this method of measuring an individual's stage of faith

development were that subjects responded directly to the components of Fowler's

theory without interpretive intervention by a coder, and that scores were tabulated

quantitat¡vely and quickly by computer. The main disadvantage was that subjects were

faced with the diff¡cult challenge of understanding the statements and applying ihem to

their lives accurately.

The questionnaire was pre-tested extensively prior to being used to gather the

data for this study. lt was revised eight t¡mes, with each draft being tested on a small

population, in an effort to improve its validity and rel¡ability. One of these populations

had already been scored by Fowlels interview, and a comparison of the interview

scores and questionnaire scores for the same subjects added to the credibility of the

questionnaire. When pre-testing was terminated, the questionnaire became the

primary measurement instrument of the mail survey which const¡tuted the sole means

of data collection for this investigat¡on of the effect of education on faith development.

The survey, mailed to a sample of students drawn from liberal arts, professional, and
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religious education, was carried out fairly rout¡nely, with the only complications being

an intermediary role played by the University of Manitoba Student Records Office in

the mailing, and special efforts to achieve a sex balance in the engineering sample. A

good overall response rate of 64% was achieved through follow-up mailings, however,

14% of the respondents spoiled their questionnaires by rating the items instead of

ranking them.

Once the survey data were in hand, the faith development questionnaire was

subjected to further tests of reliability, lt was found to have produced a full range of

rankings on each item, indicating that every item was useful in discriminating among

respondents. The mean of the lowest stage mean was 1.75, demonstrating that

rankings given by individual cases as to which items were most like them clustered

around ¡tems representing specific stages to a substantial extent. Stages less like the

one achieving the lowest mean were also largely ordered according to what is most

logical for progression through Fowleis stages. A more statistically sophisticated

assessment of the questionnaire's reliability revealed that the majority of item pairs

intended to measure the same aspect in the same stage, though by a different

criterion, had statistically significant but not high correlations. A splilhalf analysis

produced scores with a mean of .48 for the four stages measured by the questionnaire.

Coefficient alphas of the four stages had a mean of .45, w¡th only 10% of the items

weakening the alphas. The patterns in the statistical measures of scale reliabil¡ty even

suggested that there may have been a warm-up effect in responses that lowered

reliability at the beginning of the scale, and without which over-all scores on rel¡ability

would have been higher.
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When the complexity of the task was taken into consideration, it was concluded

that the reliability of the questionnaire was adequate, and that its development

represented progress in faith development research. lnconsistencies could

conce¡vably have originated in Fowler's theory, not just in the questionnaire's attempt

to measure it. ln fact, statistical measurement and analysis of this kind may even

uncover ways in which Fowler's theory could be modified and improved in the future.

2. Substantive Findings

The substantive f¡ndings of this study include those gleaned from the review of

literature on faith development. Despite the fact that sociological l¡terature has been

virtually oblivious to faith development as a theoretical and empirical construct, an

examinat¡on of Fowler's theory reveals that it contains much that ¡s pertinent to

sociological theory in general and the sociology of religion in particular. lts focus on

the structure of meaning-making comports well with symbolic interactionism and

phenomenology, and w¡th functional definitìons of religion. lts focus on the

relationships of the self are built indirectly on George Herbert Mead's sociological

social psychology. lts focus on ihe change of self elaborates and explicates traditional

conceptions of religious socìalization, conversion, and apostasy. And its focus on the

nature of developmental structures provides another measurement of what ¡t means to

be human, either religiously or ineligiously. On the other hand, sociological criticism of

Fowler's theory, in concert with that of other disciplines, was shown to reveal some

telling foibles, the two most important of which are that it is biased toward the cognitive

dimensions of faith at the expense of experiential factors, and that it moves beyond the
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ethical vision. A sociology of knowledge approach to Fowler's theory, or a cultural

interpretation of it, also revealed that faith development theory is at least partially a

product of its social location.

The review of literature on faith development and education disclosed the

affinity of faith development with the romant¡c¡sm and cognitive-developmentalism

inherent in ideologically liberal education. More specifically, faith development was

shown to be logically aligned with the content and objectives of the humanities and

social sciences that compr¡se the post-secondary liberal arts curriculum. Religious

educators are another group perhaps more readily recognized as sponsoring faith

development, either through "good faith" or "bad faith." Theoretical assessments of the

relationship of educat¡on and faith development have been anchored by the early work

of Perry (1968) on the forms of intellectual and ethical development in college years

and the more recent work of Parks (1986) on the young adult search through university

for a faith by which to live. Actual research on the effect of education on faith

development was found to be scarce, and must be separated from the large body of

literature on the effect of post-secondary education on religiosity and religious

orthodoxy. The typical portrayal of a decline in religiosity during university years may

in fact be reinterpreted as a change in stage of faith development. Goldman's (1964)

early research in this area was most influential before the formulation of Fowler's

theory, while the massive Faith Development in the Adult Life Cycle Project (1987) is

the most exhaustive research that has employed Fowleis model to date. lt concluded

that "education which enriches and challenges the mind and spirit is positively related
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The survey data for the present study of the effect of education on faith

development was collected from a sample of liberal arts, professional (engineering),

and Bible college students. Along with a scale to measure stage of faith development,

the mail questionnaire included a section on biographical informat¡on in which

respondents provided various demographics for the purpose of control and potent¡al

elaboration of the primary relationship between education and faith development.

Good distr¡butions and balance were found on most variables; there was l¡ttle unusual

or unexpected about these findings. For example, the sex ratio of the entire sample

was 51% male and 49'/" temale, the Bible college students iended to have more rural

upbringings, and gain or loss of a close friend was the most common form of

interpersonal stress.

The variable that received the closest scrutiny was religion, on which there was

a great disparity between the university students and the Bible college students,

especially in attendance at religious services. Two notable and related trends were

observed in the data on religion. First, there was a great reluctance on the part of

respondents to identify themselves with traditional religious labels. Second, there was

an emphasis on the continuing importance of spirituality, such that the secularization

thesis was contradicted, even though university students were again found to decline

slightly in their religiosity during their education. ln regard to faith development,

religiosity was here found to be associated with significantly, though not substantially,

lower stage scores.
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When all the demographic var¡ables were placed ¡nto a regression analysis to

determine their combined effect on {aith development, an R2 of only .10 was obtained,

with only two variables (Roman Catholicism and emotional distress) having a

statistically significant contribution to the explanation of the var¡ance. This indicated

that none of the variables secondary to this study had intervened to ihe extent that

conclusions about the effect of education on faith development would be spurious.

Turning to the relationship of primary concern to this study, several hypotheses

regarding the effect of the different types of post-secondary education on faith

development were tested by quantitative stat¡stics. Hypothesis # 1 , that university

freshmen were at the same level as Bible college freshmen in terms of faith

development, was accepted. lnasmuch as these two groups represent a difference in

religiosity, this finding indicated that religiosity was not a factor in faith development,

thereby contradicting the findings of both the t-test comparison of the Religious and

Secular groups in the demographics of the sample and the regression analysis of

variables other than education. Hypothesis #2, that liberal arts seniors had higher faith

stage scores than liberal arts freshmen, was accepted, and constituted the first hard

evidence in this study that educat¡on had an effect on faith development. Hypothesis

#3, that professional (engineering) seniors were no different in faith stage development

than professional freshmen, was rejected because engineering seniors actually scored

significantly lower than engineering freshmen. This anomaly could not be explained by

tests for measurement artifacts or for the potential effects of the sex imbalance in the

engineering seniors, therefore it was concluded that the finding may have been due to

some cohort effect in the sample. Hypothesis #4, that liberal arts seniors were more
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advanced in stage of faith development than engineering senìors, was accepted, the

implication be¡ng that the content of education is a factor ¡n its effect on faith

development. Hypothesis #5, that Bible college seniors had higher faith stage scores

than Bible college freshmen, was rejected. The most plausible explanation for the

finding of no significant difference was that the intent of religious education may not be

the sponsorship of faith stage transit¡on, but rather the sponsorship of faith stage

"equ ilibration." Lack of developmental change may still constitute the effective

accomplishment of such institutional goals. Hypothesis #6, that Bible college seniors

were at the same level of faith development as liberal arts seniors, was rejected. The

finding that liberal arts seniors scored significantly higher corroborates the findings that,

although liberal arts and Bible college freshmen began their education at equivalent

levels of faith development (Hypothesis #1), liberal arts education fostered faith

development (Hypothesis #2) whereas Bible college education did not (Hypothesis #5).

Thls finding of a negative effect by religious education on faith development is a

complete reversal of conventional expectations based on traditional, religious

conceptions of faith, a reversal made possible by Fowler's unique definition and

developmental theory of faith. Hypothesis #7, that there was no significant difference

between the faith development scores of Canadian Mennonite Bible College seniors

and Providence College seniors, was accepted.

The survey questionnaire employed by this study also generated qualitative

data that added considerable richness and insight to the statistical calculations of the

effect of educat¡on on faith development. The stage means of some of the student

groups had been found to be significantly different statist¡cally, but they were not
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substant¡ally different; there was very little var¡ation in the quant¡tative data, and

differences between the groups were small (range of group stage means was 3.92 -

4.28). Overall, seniors attributed more effect to their education in their qualitative

responses than the quantitative comparison of their faìth stage scores suggested,

although engineering seniors again reported less effect. The qualitat¡ve data revealed

that the additional amount of effect reported by the seniors was due to the extent to

which their education reinforced a particular stage of faith development, not just the

extent to which their education fostered faith stage change.

The attr¡butions seniors made as to how their education had affected their ways

of thinking were very similar for liberal arts seniors and the seniors from the hvo Bible

colleges. Consonant w¡th Fowler's distinction behveen structure and content, many

reporled that their education had substantial influence on how they thought or believed,

whether it was religious or irreligious, not on what they thought or believed. Moreover,

the four most frequently occurring attributions in these three groups were identical,

though not in the same order of frequency, and were tied conceptually to Aspects B, C,

D, E, and F of Fowleis theory of faith development. All rated cr¡tical thinking highly,

although liberal arts seniors associated such thinking with open-mindedness, whereas

Bible college seniors, especially Providence seniors, linked cr¡t¡cal thinking with

affirmations and commitments. The atkibutions of engineering seniors were markedly

different, most notably in their substitution of systematic problem-solving for critical

thinking, and in their being imbued with a professional ethic of responsibility. Their

education was not found to be oriented to faith development concerns, and most of

what effect there was in this regard was attributed to liberal arts eiectives.
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When the combined findings of this study are reduced to their essence, they

lead to general conclusions that can be outlined as follows:

1. Liberal arts education fosters fa¡th stage transition according to Fowleis

theory of faith development because it is focused on what it means to

be human, and does so in a critical manner that remains open.

2. Professional education does not foster faith stage transition because it is

focused on technical problem-solving and not on issues of what it

means to be human.

3. Religious education does not foster faith stage transition beyond Stage 4

of Fowleis theory because, while it is focused on what it means to be

human, it does so in a critical manner that seeks closure.

C. Slgnlflcance of the Study

The general implications and significance of the research reported here can be

summarized in four areas.

First, this study has contributed to general sociological theory primarily within

the sub-discipline of the sociology of religion, although the concept of faith it has

employed is embedded in the general social psychological concept of the self. The
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study has brought to the sociology of religion a full-blown concept of faith ihat is

distinct from religion, but that can be used to great advantage in understanding

religious faith. Furthermore, this theory of fa¡th carried with it a means of measurement

lhat can equip the sociology of religion to explore the differences and relationships

between faith, religion, and other demographic variables. This study has also

encouraged the sociology of religion to add to its var¡ous concepts of religious change

the concept and factor of individual developmental change. Tangential to the focus of

the study, the research findings have provided some further evidence to counier the

secular¡zation thesis, although these findings were interfaced with serendÍpitous

findings on the differences between religiosity and spirituality.

Second, the methodological significance of this study is also considerable. The

development of a self-administered faith development quest¡onnaire with some

concrete measures of validity and reliability is a notable achievement that should

enable research in faith development to flour¡sh in ways that it could not whlle stifled

by Fowleis ponderous interview method of staging individuals. Other efforts to

produce a Fowler scale have been characterized by religious bias and lack of scientific

r¡gor. The scale produced by this effort taps the more generic faith of which Fowler

speaks, enables subjects to respond directly to the criter¡a of the aspects in his theory,

is thorough enough to capture the complexity of the theory, and is amenable to

statistical analysis. Granted, ihe cognitive challenge it presents to respondents is such

that it should not be used on populations with less than completed high schoot

education, and, to avoid undue spoilage that occurs when respondents rate instead of

rank the items, an administrator should be present or the instructions ctarified and
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emphasized when self-admin istered as in this study. But to develop a validated scale

of any social psychological property that is useful in many different research settings is

no small contribution to future research.

Third, this study has significance for the growing body of research pertaining to

the substantive theory of faith development as formulated by Fowler. The congruence

of this theory with other constructs has, for the most part, been sufficiently explored

and verified, but little work has yet been done on test¡ng the theory's assumed

relationship with various, particular, demographic variables. Some of these

relationships were tested by this study, w¡th the relationship of faith development and

education being the primary focus, and religious differences being the secondary

interest. The gist of Fowler's theory suggests that education may be second on¡y to

age and maturation as an influence on faith development, and that religion may serve

to facilitate or equilibrate faith development.

The finding of fittle substantive influence on the part of various demographic

variables measured by this study, including age, combined with the finding of

stat¡stically significant influence on the part of just two disjointed variables (Roman

Catholicism and emotional distress) casts some doubt on Fowler's theory. lf stage of

faith development cannot be predicted with any accuracy by knowledge of other

var¡ables, then the theory of faith development has not explained the relationship

between the stages adequately. Again, this finding may have been due to the

homogeneity and resultant lack of var¡ation in faith stage scores in the sample, or to

the failure to ¡dentify and test the most effectual var¡ables, but other studies have also
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been unable to find consistent patterns of differences along variables ihat the theory

suggests should tend to produce them. This is especially true of studies using any

measures other than Fowler's interview method, implying that interv¡ews may be prone

to a self-fulfilling prophecy bias. Even the differences along education found by the

primary focus of this study are relatively small and less than conclusive and

convincing. ìndeed, the findings of this study parallel those of Green and Hoffman

(1989), who found no age or education differences in faith stage of the college

students in their study, and a signif¡cant number of youthful respondents categor¡zed

as Stage 5.

Perhaps the major implication of the unexpectedly high faith stage scores in

these findings is that Fowler's stages may be more subject to intra-cultural shifts than

he would like to admit. Just as Fowler's theory is itself "an expression of a wider

cultural and intellectual mood" (Dykstra and Parks, 1986:2), the faith stage location of

individuals may be as much a function of social forces as a funct¡on of psychological

forces. The joint findings of this and other studies certainly make a cultural

interpretation plausible. Such a micro sociological - macro sociological link can be

constructed and elaborated as follows,

The grounds for reading cultural influences into patterns of faith development

are provided by the fact that Parks (1986) and others have described the faith stage

location of young adults in university to be in flux between Stage 3 to Stage 4, but the

findings of this study and others such as Green and Hoffman (1989) have more

recently shown the fiux to be behveen Stage 4 and Stage 5. lt must be borne in mind
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that Stage 3 Synthetic-Convent¡onal faith is constructed according to conformity to

group norms and significant others, Stage 4 lndividuative-Reflect¡ve faith is constructed

according to critical thinking and exclusive meaning systems, and Stage 5 Conjunct¡ve

faith is constructed according to the paradox of both the logical and myster¡ous nature

of truth. While admittedly an oversimplification, it can be argued that the cultural script

in North American society prior to and including the 1950's called for a Stage 3 faith,

the cultural script of the 1970's called for a Stage 4 faith, whereas the cultural script of

the 1 990's is now calling for a Stage 5 faith.

Even when freed from Fowler's terminology, a description of the pattern of

North American culture in the last half of the 20th century retains a striking parallel with

faith development theory. The general ethÌcal vision of modal adult faith prior to 1960,

two decades before Fowler formulated his theory, can be described as the

apprehension of and loyalÇ to the reasoning and expectat¡ons of society. This

emphasis on conformity was challenged and ultimately over-turned by the counter-

cultural movement of the 1960's. Emergence into mature adulthood became defined

by students of higher education in particular as the process of "thinking for themsefves"

and developing a personal, rationally defensible system of meaning, which is the Stage

3 to Stage 4 sh¡ft described by Parks. However, exclus¡ve rationality and its inherent

antagonisms have more recently come to be viewed as humanly indefensible in the

current era of pluralism and relativism. The ethical vision of mature adult faith has now

come to be remaining "open" to all that is known and knowable, unknown and

unknowable. Therefore, becoming a fully mature, cultured adult in the last decade of

this century is measured by making the Stage 4 to Stage 5 faith stage transition.
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These shifts in the cultural script are apparently not lost on the percept¡ve

students of higher education. As Bloom (1987:25) has observed, "almost every

student enter¡ng the university believes, or says he believes, that truth is relative," and

parroting this cultural script is likely to get him or her scored as Stage 5 in faith

development. However, if merely superficial, these assertions are actually acts of sub-

cultural conformity more representative of Stage 3 faith, This may explain why

freshmen in particular scored higher than expected in this study. Despite the

exhortation in the quest¡onnaire instructions not to do so, it is easy for respondents to

identify with socially desirable sentiments and give reports that align themselves with

the beliefs they perceive to be dominant in the educational sub-culture they are

entering. And freshmen have customarily been considered followers. But whether

they actually think and live according to those beliefs cannot be determined w¡th any

confidence from their own responses to fixed items on a questionnaire, or even from

their open-ended responses ¡n an in-person interview. Authentic stage of faith is

perhaps best ascertained by an in-depth assessment of an indìvidual's life and work,

such as Conn's (1986) assessment of the contemporary Catholic monk Thomas

Merton.

A second, alternative cultural explanation for the unexpectedly high scores of

freshmen is that their self-reports are accurate, and that a cohort effect has already

closed the gap with the older senior students in the sample. However, this explanation

requires that numerous siudents be accepted as practising the same Stage S level of

faith at which Conn located Thomas Merton, an acceptance that remains rather difficult

to grant. But whether freshmen are simply conforming to such beliefs when they enter
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university or are actually convinced of and living by them, they will probably become

more convinced of them through studies in the liberal arts.

Relativism is necessary to openness; and this is the virtue, the only
virtue, which all liberal arts educationl has dedicated itself to inculcating.
Openness is the great insight of our t¡me . . . . The point is not to correct
the mistakes and really be right; rather it is not to think you are right at
all. (Bloom, 1987 :25-26)

As a point of caution for the interpretation being drawn here, the fact should not be lost

that, whatever the ambiguity between Stage 3 and Stage 5 forces and appraisals, the

mean stage of the sample in this study was still closer to Stage 4 than either Stage 3

or 5.

lnterpret¡ng current levels of faith development as being influenced by current

culture mirrors the reasoning and ¡nterpretat¡on posited by Leean (1988). She

submitted that a shift from a culture in which Stage 4 was predominant to a culture in

which Stage 5 was predominant would correct the excessive North Amer¡can

individualism identified by Bellah (1985) by replacing it with a greater commitment to

the common good. Cultural ¡nterpretations of faith development are also given

credence by the trends toward deconstructionism and postmodernism that have

emerged in many academic disciplines. At the core of deconstructionism is a crisis of

authority, including the author¡ty of rationality. Deconstructionism

casts a long shadow of doubt on the validity of the use of transcendental
categories of truth and pushes to the front the polit¡cal implications
involved in the use of such categories. (Liechty, 1990:ix)

Game (1991) is representative of deconstruct¡ve sociology, just as Lasch (1990) is

representative of postmodern sociology. Postmodernism has been described as a

rejection of the unity of knowledge and the myth of emancipat¡on . . . a
kìnd of anti-theory that eschews the quest for systematic explanation . . .
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land is built on] the w¡despread disillusion of intellectuals with
enlightenment and progress." (Manning, 1991 :5-6)

Together, deconstruction ism and postmodernism constitute a reversal of what Weber

took to be the inexorable process of rationalization that brought the modern world into

being, a re-enchantment of all that has succumbed to the dispassionate cult of

modernity.

These cultural and academic orientations have clearly passed from a Stage 4

faith into a Stage 5 faith, For example, both deconstructionism and postmodernism

have much to do w¡th semiotics and symbolization, and an overv¡ew of the coding

cr¡teria for Aspect G Role of Symbols in Fowler's theory (see Coding Criter¡a, Chapter

Two, lll. E. 5.) reveals the likeness of Stage 4 with modernity, and Stage 5 with

postmodernity.

Stage 3 Does not critically analyze symbol; does not demythologize or

reduce symbols to conceptual meanings; precritical openness --

"first naivete"; oriented towards power of symbols to evoke

feeting rather than their capacity to represent concepts.

Symbol critically separated from symbolized, demythotogized,

translated to ideations; evocative power inheres in meaning

conveyed by the symbol; interpretations and appropriations are

univocal and reductive, often to the truth of world view --

"reductive hermeneutic."

Stage 4
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Postcritical rejoining of irreducible symbolic power and ideational

meaning; evocative power inherent in the reality in and beyond

symbol, and in the power of unconscious processes in the self;

increased openness to evocative power of symbol; a "second

naivete."

One of the oversimplif ications of the not¡on of a cultural faith development scripl

is that it is singutar. ln Culture Wars: The Struggle to Def¡ne America (1991), Hunter

ident¡fies two "polarizing impulses" in North America. One is the impulse toward

orthodoxy, which is "the commitment on the part of adherents to an external, definable,

and transcendent authority." The other is the impulse toward progressivism, which is

"the tendency to resymbolize historic faiths according to the prevailing assumptions of

contemporary life" (1991 :44). Once again, the parallels behveen Hunter's analysis of

cultural vectors and Fowler's faith development theory are several. Although Hunter,

lÍke Fowler, maintains that the contemporary cultural divide is not merely a religious -

ineligious split, he nevertheless traces the nub of the conflict back to the fundamental

matter of moral author¡ty. Not coincidentally, Moral Judgment constitutes Aspect C in

Fowler's theory, whereas Locus of Authority constitutes Aspect E. The "crisis of

authority" in deconstructionism and postmodernism is the Stage 5 progressivist

assumption of contemporary, especially intellectual, life that wars against the moral

and rational author¡ty of Stage 4 orthodoxy, lndeed, movement through the stages of

ihe Locus of Authority, or the Form of Moral Judgment for that matter, could be shown

to describe the recent march of North American cognit¡ve culture, just as ihe Role of

Symbols was shown to do so above. ln essence, what Fowler conceptualizes as the
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structural incompatibility between Stage 4 and Stage 5 levels of faith development at

the individual level, Hunter calls all-out cultural war at the societal level.

To summarize, the unexpectedly high scores in stage of faith development in

the data of this research can be ¡nterpreted as having been influenced by the push and

pull of culture from modernity to postmodernity, especially as it is prompted by higher

education. This interpretation places education as an intervening var¡able between the

antecedent independent variable of culture and the dependent var¡able of faith

development (Babbie, 1992). Put differently, culture explains the relationship between

education and faith development, because education is a canier of culture.

Unfortunately for science, culture cannot be operationally deflned and placed into a

regression analysis. Nevertheless, the implication and signìficance for Fowler's theory

is that his stages of faith are not invulnerable to forces outside the individual, but may

in fact be in part a social product.

The fourth and final area in which this study is significant is the very practical

implications and evaluat¡ons it holds for professional educators involved in the types of

education sampled. Liberal arts and religious educators will likely be most interested

in the findings, because at least the implicit ¡ntent of the education they provide

pertains to faith development. lndeed, evaluation of effectiveness can only occur if

educators clarify their goals and intentions in terms of faith development. Liberal arts

educators appear to sponsor education with what Fowler termed a "modal

developmental level" of Stage 5. What is more, that appears to be their intent. lt may

be somewhat novel for them to envisage their programs as exercises in faith
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development, but it can add a further understanding to their task. Engineering

educators are presumably unconcerned about faith development, and will not be

disturbed to Iearn that the education they prov¡de was found to have no effect on it.

Religious educators are usually presumed to be most concerned about faith

development and most committed to ¡ts nurturance. However, this presumption is

based on traditionally religious not¡ons of faith, to which Fowler's theory is not limited.

ln order to assess the implications and significance of these findìngs for their

endeavors, religious educators must first articulate their theological vision v¡s-a-vis

Fowler's stages. Only then will they be able to evaluate the effect¡veness of their

education in nurtur¡ng the structures of faith they desire. What the evidence of this

study indicates they are effecting is a modal fa¡th stage closer to Stage 4 than that of

liberal arts educat¡on. The finding of differences in mean stage of faith development

between religious education and secular education does not contradict Fowler's theory,

because either could theoretically sponsor education with a part¡cular "modal

developmental level" as its goal.

These then are the major ways in which the findings of the program of research

detailed ln this report have resulted in a significant contr¡bution to social scient¡fic

knowledge.



D. Recommendations for Further Study

Many questions have been raised during the course of this research project and

report that have not been fully answered, or even addressed. Some have been central

to this study's primary focus on the effect of education on faith development, and its

methods of measuring that effect. Some, such as lhe differences between religiosity

and spir¡tuality, have emerged on the per¡phery. Many could be tested empirically,

some perhaps not. All add to the significance of the study in that they suggest

programs for future research. The recommendations for fufher study that follow are

organized according to the summary and significances of this study as reviewed

above.

Methodologically, much could be done to validate further the new faith

development questionnaire developed for this study, and possibly improve it through

revision. The best measures of validity and reliability could be obtained if scores

derived from Fowler's interview schedule were compared with scores derived from the

quest¡onnaire by lhe same subjects at the same time. This comparative method of

validation was included as part of the pre-testing of the questionnaire, but was severely

handicapped by the small size, religiosity, and homogeneous faith stage of the sample,

by the purpose and scoring of the ¡nterviews, and by the considerable time lapse

betlveen the interview and questionnaire measurements. lf large numbers of subjects

randomly selected from the general population were administered both the interview

and the questionnaire within the same week, and with one method of measurement

alternately preceding the other, the strongest possible measures of the questionnaire's



valid¡ty and reliability would be secured.

Another type of test from which measures of the questionnaire's reliability could

benefit would be applications to populations other than post-secondary students.

Because 64% of the cases in this study were scored as Stage 4, the findings of even

this research could be strengthened by empir¡cal ev¡dence that the questionnaire was

not ¡tself biased toward Stage 4 faith. lt is certainly not unreasonable or even unlikely

that this stage should be so predominant in this population, but greater conf¡dence

could be placed in the findings if there were external evidence that they reflected the

properties of the subjects and not just the propert¡es of the measurement instrument.

Demonstrating the questionnaire's ability to identify other stages as modal in other

populations would answer this question. Given the problematic factors of the relative

cognitive complexity of the task of completing the questionnaire and the possible social

desirablìty of some of the higher stage items, it is probably most important that the

questionnaire be shown to be able to identify a Stage 2 or 3 mode in some

populations. The selection of such populations naturally implies that the modal stage

is already known by interview measures, or anticipated by other demographic

variables. This is a return to the comparative recommendation above, and an

anticipation of theoretical recommendations to follow.

Theoretically, much could be done to explore and elaborate Fowler's model of

faith development. As an extension of the methodological considerations, a more

quantitative approach to measurement of the var¡ous stages, aspects, and cr¡teria in

Fowler's theory make statistical scale reliability measures possible. Such measures
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would test how coherently these various dimensions of the theory are actually held by

individuals, in contrast to the coherence of Fowler's logic in assembl¡ng them.

Measures such as correlations between and coefficient alphas of criteria may even

suggest refinements to the theory.

Fowler's theory could also benefit from more research on the effects of various

influences on faith development, such as the effect of post-secondary education

researched by this study. Until more evidence of various predictors has been

gathered, faith development will remain an abstracted theoretical pursuit with limited

useful practical application. Future investigations of the effect of education on faith

development could select other forms of educat¡on, such as informal mediums, or they

could draw their samples from the general population instead of from one form and

level of education, so as to avoid the lack of variation in the data that hindered this

study. As always, longitudinal studies of the effect of education on faith development

would also generate findings more convincing than those of cross-sectional studies

such as this one.

Religion is another variable whose effect on faith development requires

clarification. The f¡ndings on rel¡gion in this study were a perfectly inconclusive mix of

negative, positive, and no significant difference. Findings from the demograph¡cs of

the sample indicated that persons report¡ng high attendance at religious services and

high current importance of religion or spirituality had significantly lower faith stage

scores than persons reporting low attendance and low current importance of religion or

spirituality. On the other hand, the regression analysis showed persons report¡ng a
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preference for Roman Catholicism had significantly higher faith stage scores than the

rest of the sample. Yet the t-tests of the education groups revealed that persons

enter¡ng Bible college had faith stage scores that were not significantly different that

those entering university. Thus the need to sort the effects of religious variables on

faith development is unequivocal. Obviously this would best be done on a sample

drawn from the general population instead of one that ¡s biased by a large Bible

college student component.

The most comprehensive approach to investigating effects on faith development

would be to sample the general populat¡on and test for a plethora of variables in a

manner similar to the Faith Development in the Adult Life Cycle Project (1987). lf this

were done more quantitatively, so as to be able to take advantage of sophisticated

statistical techniques, it may even be possible to achieve a path analysis of various

effects. Path analysis makes use of the mult¡ple regression decomposition of zero-

order correlation coefficients. lts main benefit is the identification and ordering of

indirect effects, as well as the usual direct effects, of independent variables on a single

dependent varìable, made possible through the use of the standardized partials that

serve as path coefficients. Path analysis represents a much more compelling and

complete explanation of causality, bearing in mind the limits of the language of

causality, and if achievable, would be a contr¡bution unseen and unparalleled in faith

development literature to date.

Sociologically, much could be done to bring Fowler's theory of faith

development into the mainstream of sociological theory, particularly the sociology of
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religion. Future studies of religious socialization, conversion, or apostasy, whether

theoretical or empirical, would do well to take cognizance of both the concept and

developmental scheme of faith formulated by Fowler. More generally, faith

development theory is implicated in all symbolic interactionist or phenomenolog ical

analysis of meaning-making in the context of self and other-consciousness, and can

serve as a heuristic perspective. ln this way, sociology can be enriched by

interdisciplinary accommodation,

ln return, sociology can offer perspectives on Fowler's theory of faith

development that may illuminate its social location, and guide its understanding and

use, As intimated by the interpretation of the findings of this study, future research into

socio-cultural influences on individual faith development could hold promise for charting

longer term trends in such personal development, Sociology also contains the

perspectives and tools to apply the concept of faith stage development to all sizes and

forms of people groups, and could transpose the theory into a form of analysis for

formal organizations, social institutions, and cultures. These are the broadest contours

of the opportunity, task, and potential contribution of sociology. lf this study prompts

any such dialogue betvveen Fowler's theory of faith development and sociology, it wìll

by this alone have made a valuable contr¡bution to social scientìfic scholarship.
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APPENDIX A

Stage Ranking Means of the 439 Cases

lD1 = ldentification Number of Case

STAGE = Stage at which Case was Scored

ST2MEAN = Mean of Stage 2 Rankings

ST3MEAN = Mean of Stage 3 Rankings

ST4MEAN = Mean of Stage 4 Rankings

STSNIEAN = Mean of Stage 5 Rankings
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2.75 1 .83
2,11 1,q2
2.92 1,42
2.83 1,33
2,17 1 ,67
2.61 2.11
2.50 1.67
2.11 1.83
2.58 1 .67
3.00 1 .92
3,00 r.83
2.75 1.25
2,42 1.58
2,18 2.11
2.42 1.33
2.83 2.00
3.00 1 .50
2.50 1 .6?
2.08 1 .67
2.67 2.17
2,75 1.6731047
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ID'1 STAGE ST2MEÀN ST3MEAN ST4MEÀN STsMEAN

31048
310s0
31052
3105s
31057
31058
3'1 059
31062
31053
31067
3107 2

310?3
31076
32001
32002
32003
32007
32008
32009
32011
32013
32015
32011
32019
32020
32021
32022
32029
32034
32035
32037
32038
32041
32043
32041
32051
32052
32053
32054
320s5
32057
32058
3206s
41005
41009

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4,00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4,00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4,00
4,00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

3.58
3,17
2.92) à)
3.08
3.50
2.83
3.50
2.83
2.'t5
1 Ã')

3.33
3.50
3.00
3.08
2 ,58
2.s8
3.25
3 .67
)a)
2 ÊO

3.08
3.2s
3, i5
3.42
3.25
3.17
3. 58
2.83
2.92
3. s8
1 1'1

3.08
3.58
3 ,42
3.17
3.50
2 Á.)

3.25
3.17
3 .61
3.08
) 1ç
t ot
2 .67
3.33
3.50
3.00
3.33
2,61
3.17

1 <O

2 ,42
2,58
2. s8, ')È

2.83
't 1'1

2.67
') 

^)') EO

¿. t I
2.83
2 ,42
2,58
2.33
¿.¿5
2.50
2,75
2. 58
2 ,67
2. 83
3.08
2 ,92
2,83
2. s8
3,08
2,58
2,75

2.83
2 .42
2.08
2 ,42
2.15
2.92
2.67
a 11

2 .42) a')
3.33
3.00
2 ,33
2.75
2 .42
3.00
3.25

2.83
2.75
3.00
2.58

1 ,67
1 ,61
1.83
2,17
1 .75
1 ¿.)

1 ,15
1.58
1.92
1 .83
1 .75
1 .67
1,58
f q?

q?

.67

.83
,15
.58
a,

2 ,11
) 1È,

2 .61
2.83ta)

3.08
2.25
2.83
2.83
2 .61
2,11
2.50
2.50
2 .67
3. s0
3.08
) )q
2.17
2 .50
2,17
2.08
2,75
2.08
2.50
2 .42
2.50
2.00
3.17
2.33
t ??

2.50
2.25
2.08
2. 58
2.42
2.83
') )È.

2.08
1.83
2 ,42
¿.tt¿
2 .50
2 ,15

)q)
2.50
2.33
2. 58
2. 58

1 .08

1010
1014
1016
1017
1020
1021

1 .33
1 .50
| , ¿5
1.75
1 .61
t. /5
1 .92
1 .61
1 ,50
2.00
1,42
1 .58
1.s8

I . JJ
I .58
t.tI¿
1 .50
2 .11
2. 08
2 .11
1.58
1.17
1 .42
1 .67
1 .58
1.75
1 .67
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rD1

41024
41025
41027
41029
41030
4 f 033
41034
4103s
41037
41039
41040
41042
41045
41046
41047
41051
41052
41053
41057
410s9
41063
41064
4 1066
4 1067
41070
4107 2

42002
42003
42004
42005
42006
42008
42010
42011
42013
42014
42015
42011
42018
42019
42020
42022
42023
42024
42025
42026
42027
42028
42029
42030
42031

ST51'1EÀN

2.25
3.25
3.33
3.00
? 

'Ea tl

2 .42
2 ,67
t 01

2 .33
2.08
2.58
2.33
2 ,42
2 .11
) 1't

2. s0
2.67
2.83
2,50
2.50
2.33
2,75
3.33
2.E2
I Oa

2.33
3,00
2.83
2.50
) ô)
1.83
2 ,1'1
't o1
a o',

2.00
3.08
2.25
2 ?E

¿.1I
2.83
) )q
2,75
¿.ht
2.50
2.83
2 .64
3,17
2.64
2.2s

STÀCE ST2I'IEÀN

4.00 3.58
4.00 2.92
4.00 2,33
4 .00 2,92
4.00 3.83
4.00 3.61
4 .00 2.92
4 .00 3.25
4.00 2.75
4.00 3. s0
4.00 3.50
4.00 2.75
4 .00 2.92
4.00 2.83
4.00 3.61
4.00 3.08
4.00 3.33
4 .00 2. B3
4 .00 3.08
4.00 2.61
4.00 2.83
4.00 2.83
4.00 3.08
4.00 2.92
¿ fin ) at
4.00 3.11
4.00 3. s8
4.00 3.25
4,00 3,33
4,00 2.50
4.00 2.61
4.00 3.50
4.00 3.50
4.00 3.33
4.00 2.92
4.00 2.58
4.00 3.42
4.00 2.42
4.00 3.42
4,00 2.92
4.00 3.42
4.00 3.33
4 .00 3 .25
4.00 2.83
4.00 3.33
4.00 2.83
4.00 3.08
4 .00 2.55
4.00 3.00
4.00 3.45
4,00 3.50

ST3I'IEÀN ST4MEÀN

2.58 1 .58
2.83 1.00
2 .42 1 .92
2.25 1.83
2,50 1 .42
2.67 1.56
3.00 1 .67
2,25 1,83
2.25 2.17
2.42 1.75
3. 17 1 ,25
2.75 1 .92
3.33 1.42
2.67 2.08
2.50 1 ,67
2.61 1,92
3.00 1.42
2.50 2.11
2,25 2.00
2.33 2.11
2.58 2.08
2.75 1.92
2.58 2.00
2.42 1 ,92
2.08 1 .61
2.15 1.61
3.08 1.42
2.92 1 .50
2.17 1 ,50
3.33 1.33
2.75 2.08
2.42 1.61
3. 17 I .50
2,92 1 . s8
2.75 1.50
2,58 2.00
3.08 1 .50
2.58 1 .92
2.50 1.83
2.08 f.i5
2,92 1 .50
2.25 1 , 58
2.'t5 1.15
2,61 1.75
2,6't 1 ,33
2.92 1.7s
2.50 1 .58
2.91 1 .91
2 .1't 1 .6'1
2.36 1.55
2 ,83 1 .42
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ID1 STÀGE S12MEÀN

42034 4.00 3.42
42035 4 .00 3, s8
42036 4 .00 3.50
42031 4.00 2.58
42039 4.00 3.00
42040 4.00 3,08
42042 4.00 3,25
42043 4.00 3,83
42045 4.00 2,67
42046 4.00 3.08
42050 4.00 3.00
42051 4 .00 3. 58
42052 4 .00 3. 17

42053 4.00 3.00
42056 4.00 3.00
42059 4.00 3.33
42060 4.00 3.61
42061 4.00 3.33
42062 4,00 3,33
42064 4 .00 3,42
42065 4.00 3.33
42066 4.00 2.s8
42068 4,00 3.61
11049 4.50 3.67
1 1091 4 . 50 3.58
11094 4.50 3.33
12008 4. s0 2,92
21064 4.50 3,61
21066 4.50 3.42
21084 4,50 3.25
21093 4.50 3.25
22004 4.50 3.50
22013 4.50 3.67
22031 4.50 2.67
22041 4,50 3.50
31005 4.50 3.08
31023 4.50 3.s8
31028 4.50 3,42
31042 4.s0 3.33
31053 4,50 3.08
31060 4.50 3.33
31065 4.50 3.33
31069 4. s0 3.2s
31071 4. 50 3.00
3107s 4.s0 3.42
32005 4,50 3. 17

32006 4.50 3.50
32012 4.50 3.50
32016 4 . 50 3.3 3

32024 4.50 3.50
32026 4,50 3,25

ST3I'18ÀN 5T4MEÀN ST5MEÀN

2.08 1 .61 2.83
2.58 1.67 2.17
2.42 1.1i 2.92
3.08 1 .50 2,83
2.67 1.50 2.83
2 .42 1 .61 2 .83
2.42 1.92 2.42
2.50 1 .61 2.00
2.75 2,11 2.42
2.67 1 .58 2.61
2.33 1,83 2.83
2.58 1.75 2.08
2. 58 1 . 50 2.75
2.67 1.92 2.42
3.00 1.83 2.11
3.42 1.42 1.83
2.61 f.67 2.00
2.75 1,58 2.33
2.61 1.42 2.58
2. 50 1 ,42 2.61
2.33 1.33 3,00
3. 17 2.00 2 .2s
2,83 1.50 2.00
2,75 1,61 1.92
2,15 1.83 1.83
2. 50 2,00 2 ,11
3.08 2.08 1 .92
2.42 1.92 2.00
2,61 2.00 1 .92
2,15 2.00 2.00
2.92 2,00 1 .92
2,58 1,83 2,08
2.61 1.83 1.83
3.17 2.00 2.11
2.15 1.92 1.83
3.08 2.00 1.83
2.42 2,00 2,00
2.50 2.00 2.08
2.'t5 2.08 1.83
2.83 2.00 2,08
2,15 1.92 2.00
2.42 2.08 2.11
2.15 2.00 2.00
2.83 2.08 2.08
2.50 2.08 2.q0
3.00 1.92 1.92
2.33 2.11 2 ,00
2.92 1.83 1.75
2. 58 2.00 2.08
2.50 1.92 2,08
2.83 2.00 1 .92



Õt¿

ID1 STÀGE

32027 4.50
32028 4.50
32031 4.50
32033 4.50
32035 4,50
32039 4. s0
32040 4.50
32045 4.50
32049 4.50
32050 4.50
32061 4.50
32062 4. s0
32063 4.50
32066 4.50
41001 4.50
41002 4 . 50
41003 4.50
41019 4.50
41022 4.50
41023 4.50
41028 4.50
4 1031 4. 50
41038 4. s0
41058 4.50
41061 4.50
41065 4.50
41069 4. s0
4107 1 4. s0
42016 4.50
42032 4.50
42038 4.50
42041 4. s0
42047 4.50
42048 4.50
42049 4.50
42055 4.50
42051 4.50
42058 4, s0
42063 4.50
1 1006 s.00
11029 5.00
1 1043 5.00
1 1066 5,00
1 1069 5. 00
12007 s.00
12038 5.00
22045 5.00
31006 5. 00
3l0i1 s,00
31018 5.00
31021 s.00

ST2I'f EAN ST3I'{EAN S T4 }4EÀN

3.33 3.00 1,75
3.00 2.92 2. 08
3. 17 3.08 1 .92
3. 33 2.61 1 .92
3.00 3.00 1 .92
3.42 2.67 2.00
3. 58 2.75 1 . 75
3.58 2.92 1 .67
3.08 2.92 2. 08
3. 17 3,00 1 .92
3,42 3.1? 1.83
3.58 2.50 1.83
2.83 3.25 1.83
3.61 2.92 1 .83
3.50 2.42 2.00
3. 1i 3.08 2.00
3. 50 2. s8 2.08
3.17 3.08 1.7s
3.25 2,75 2,00
3.67 2.50 1.83
3.58 2.67 1.83
3.33 2.50 2.00
3.42 2.33 2.08
3.50 2.92 1.75
3. 50 2.42 2.11
3.50 2.42 2.11
3.33 2.92 1.75
3. 33 2,67 2.00
3.q2 2.50 1.92
3.25 2.67 2.11
2.92 2.92 2.00
3.25 3.25 1,i5
3. 17 3.00 1 .92
3.42 2.58 1 .92
3.50 2.67 2.00
3.33 2.58 1.92
3.25 2.67 2 .08
3.25 2.61 2,00
3. 00 3.00 2.00
3.75 2.33 2.25
3.67 2.67 2,00
3. 50 2.92 2.25
3. 58 2.33 2.2s
3.2s 2.83 2.50
3.33 2.75 2.25
3.17 2.83 2.17
2.92 2.67 2.25
3. 36 2.82 2.09
3.67 3.08 1 .83
3.33 2.15 2.25
3.17 2.33 2.67

ST5¡18ÀN

1 .92
2.00
1,83
2.08
2,08
1.92
1.92
1.83
I ô')

1.92
1 .58

.2.08
2.08
1,58
2,08
1 ,75
1.83
2.00
2 ,00
2,00
1 0')

2 .11
2 .11
1 .83
1,92
1 .92
2,00
2.00
2 .11
1 .92
2 .11
1.75
I a?

2.08
1.83
2.11
2,00
2,08
2.00
t.b/
1 .61
1 ,33
1 .83
1 .42
1 .67
1.83
2,17
1,73
1 

^)t.b/
1.83



I D 1 STÀGE

31031 s.00
31040 5.00
31049 s.00
31056 s,00
31064 5.00
31066 5.00
32010 s.00
32014 5 . 00
32018 s.00
32023 5.00
32025 5.00
32042 5.00
32044 5.00
32046 s. 00
32059 5.00
32060 5. 00
32064 s. 00
41004 5. 00
41006 5.00
4 1008 5. 00
41013 5.00
41015 5.00
41018 5.00
41032 5.00
41035 5.00
41041 5.00
4104 3 5.00
41044 5.00
41056 s.00
42001 5.00
42067 5.00

ST2}IEÀN ST3MEÀN

3,25 2,58
, q0 ) 1q
3.50 2.'t5
3,08 2.33
3.08 2. s0
3.50 2.42
3.08 2.25
3,42 2.58
3.33 2.61
3. 58 2.'ì5
3. s8 3.08
3. 58 2.92
3.75 2.61
2.15 2.15
3.25 2.25
2,92 3.08
1 ¿.) ') )\
3.25 2.92
3.08 2.92
2.75 2.92
3.50 2,42
2.50 3.25
3.00 2.50
3.33 2.25
3.67 2.83
3. 17 3. 17

3.25 2.61
3.25 2.6't
3. 1i 2.33
3.25 2.50
3.42 2.58

ST4}IEÀN ST5MEÀN

2.33 1.83
2.67 2. 08
2. 08 1 .61
2.61 1.92
2,42 2.00
2.50 1 .58
2,83 1,83
2.25 f.i5
2,25 1,75
2,00 1 .67
2.08 1 .25
1 .92 1 .58
2.00 1 . s8
2.42 2.08
2.42 2,08
2.11 1,83
2.42 1,92
2.08 1 .15
2,42 1.58
2.25 2,08
2.25 1.83
2.50 1.75
2.42 2,08
¿,¿5 ¿,tt
1 .92 1 ,58
2.00 1 .67
2.33 1,75
2.58 1 .50
2.33 2.11
2,83 1.42
2.17 1,83

Number of cases read: 439 Nunber of cases listed: 439



APPENDIX B
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